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OF LONGWOOD COLLEGE
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
RUFFNER HALL


To You, the Longwood Student, we present
The 1952 Virginian. May you see portrayed
here plea.sant memories of your year at Long-
wood College, as we have seen the Spirit of
Longwood mirrored in your smiles, in your
work, and even in your tears. Through you the
Spirit of Longwood becomes not an ideal, but a
reality. If you can find a touch of this Spirit and
these memories, we shall feel that our work has
been rewarded. \
The Staff
TO OUR PARENTS
To you, Our Parents and Guardians, we
gratefully dedicate this, the 1952 Virginian. In
so doing, we hope to express some part of the
love and honor we have for you. We thank you
for your faith in us, your guidance, your labors,
and your love.
Left to light: Dr. Dabncy S. Lancaster, Presi-
dent of Longwood; The Honorable John Stewart
Battle, Governor of Virginia; The Honorable
Blake T. Newton, President of the State Board
ot Education
Top Picture: Academic Pn,cc-r
Bottom Picture: Presentation of Buildings by Governor John S. Battle
DEDICATION OF BUILDINGS
Through the untiring efforts of countless people, among whom are Dr. Joseph L. Jarman,
late president of the college, and Dr. Dabney S. Lancaster, our present president, October 20,
1951, was made a memorable occasion for Longwood College. Alumnae, students, faculty, ad'
ministration, and friends joined in the dedicatory exercises of Stevens Hall, the science build'
ing; Jarman Hall, the auditorium and music building;
and Tabb Hall, a dormitory. These buildings bear the
names of three people—Edith Stevens, Joseph Leonard
Jarman, and Jennie Masters Tabb, respectively—who
made Longwood College a better place for their having
been a part of it.
On this same momentous day, the Alumnae As'
sociation presented to the college a beautiful organ as a
memorial to Dr. Jarman and his love of music.
To the students of Longwood, now and in the
future, a challenge has been offered. These buildings
have been presented to offer greater service; only
through us can such service be realized. These build'
ings were dedicated to the memory of those who served.
We, too, can serve.
Top left: Dr. John R. Hutcheson, Chancellor of Virginia Polytechnic Institute, principal speaker
Top right: Students serve lunch to alumnae and other guests
Bottom: Mr. Warrington plays the Jarman Organ
JARMAN HALL
TABB HALL
STEVENS HALL
THE
DR. DABNEY S. LANCASTER
President
Dr. Lancaster has endeared himself to all Longwood
students by his spirit of friendship and of ready service.
To him, we are indebted for many improvements, visible
not only in material substance, but also in scholarly
advancement.
William W, Savac.l
Dean of tlie College
Miss Ruth Cleaves
Dean of Women
FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATION
LUCY GORDON ADAMS
B.S., M.A.
Professor of Education
and Principal of Farmville
Elementary School
ANNE IRVING
ARMSTRONG
B.S., B.S. in L.S.
Assistant Librarian and Assistant
Professor of Library Science
\
EMILY BARKSDALE
B.A., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Modern Languages
VERA F BARON
B.S.. MA.
Assistant Professor in Biology
-,^- # %
^
VIRUINIA liEDlORD
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of Art
MOLLY M. BONDURANT
Assistant in Registrar's Office
ROBERT T. BRUMFIELD
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Biology
ELIZABETH BURGER
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Science
REBECCA L.
BROCKENBROUGH
A.B., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Physical
and Health Education
ALICE E. CARTER
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of
Education
VIRGILIA I. BUGG
Registrar
NANCY CHAMBERS
Assistant Dean of Women
EVELYN M. COLEMAN
Secretary to the Dean
KATHLEEN G. COVER
B.A.. M.A.
Regional Supervisor of
Guidance
3i ;* ^^^* "
MARGARET G COX
Postmistress and Manager of
Bookroom
M. BOYD COYNER
B.A.. M.A.
Professor of Education
RUTH H. COYNER
Alumnae Secretary
; p?
MILDRED D. DAVIS
B.S., M.S.
HELEN DRAPER
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Profesior of English Professor of Modern Languages
LOUISE Y. DUGGER
Manager of the Tea Room
4^^
<jg^ f^«*"-
n
lOEL K. EBERSOLE
B.S.
Assistant Instructor in Music
NANCY FOSTER
& \ MA
Assistant Protet^or ot English
RAYMOND H. FRENCH
B S
, MS.
Associate Professor of
Chemistry and Physicr
MALCOM GRAHAM
B.S„ M.S.
Assistant Professor of
Mathematics
SAMUEL L. GRAHAM
Business Manager
CYNTHIA Z. GREEN
College Hostess
MARGARET SPRUNT HALL
B.S., M.S.
Assistant Professor of
Home Economics
WINNIE V. HINER
Treasurer
GENEVIEVE B. V. l)Ll\E 1 ILER GEORGE U |tl lERS MARTHA H JENKINS
HOLLADAY B.S., M.A. B.S., M.A..
,
Ph.D. B.S.
College Hostess Associate Professor of
Physical Education
Professor of Biology Instructor in Library Science
LL'CILE JENNINGS
B S., M.S.
Associate Professor of English
BESSIE H. JETER
B.S., M.S.
Associate Professor of
Home Econ
EDGAR M. JOHNSON
B.A., B.D., M.A., D.Ed.
Professor of Education and
Director of the Bureau of
Teaching Materials
WALTER J. KERFOOT
B.S.
Assistant Instructor in Musu
EMILY K. LANDRUM
B.S., M.A.
Associate Profesror of
Physical Education
HALLIE A. McCRAW
B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Education
MERLE L. LANDRUM
B.S., M.A., D.Ed.
Professor of Business
Education
CHARLES F. LANE
A.B., M.S., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Geography
JANICE SPEER LEMEN
B.S., M.A.
Regional Supervisor of Art
THOMAS A. McCORKLE
B.S., M.A.
Professor of Chemistry
and Physics
JOHN W. MOLNAR
l.Mus., B.Sc, M.Ed., D.Ed,
Prolessor of Music
RAY A. MOORE
B.A., M.D.
College Physician
;l)o\' moss
B A
,
MA, Ph D.
Professor of History and
Social Sciences
NORMAN O. MYERS
B.S., Ed.M.
Associate Professor of
Business Education
MARY NICHOLS
B.S., M.S.
Associate Professor of English
CHARLES H.
PATTERSON, Jr.
B.S.. M.A.
Instructor in Audio-Visual
Education
iES.SIE .X I'.ATTERSON
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of Musi
FLOREM I K l;l( H.ARDSON
Assistant in ihc Business Office
M. BEVERLY RUFFIN
B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Librarian and Professor of
Library Science
MARVIN W. SCHLEGEL
B.A.. M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History
and Social Science
R. C. SIMONINI, Jr.
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of English
•.^m^ :
A
FLORENCE H. STUBBS
B.S., M.A.
Associate Professor of History
and Social Sciences
ETHEL SUTHERLAND
B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
KATE G TRENT
B S
,
MA
Assistant Professor of
Education
KATHERINE TUPPER
B.S., M.A.
Professor of Home Economi
D. C. SNEAD
B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of
Business Education
jfir^ 4^^
f-LOYD F. SWERTFEGER
B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Protcssor of Education
VIRGINLA WALL
Assistant Registrar
•\LICE C WYNNE
B A
,
B S Sci , MA
Associate Professor ot
Business Education
lOHN P. WYNNE
"B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Education and
Philosophy and Director of
Teacher Education
FERN E. STAGGS
B.S., M.A.
Professor of Home Economics
MARION C. TERRY
B.A., M.S.
Assistant Librarian and
Assistant Professor of Library
Science
MARY W. WATKINS
Executive Secretary
The true Longwood Spirit!
THE
First row: Ridenour, H.un
Second row: R. Mann, Oakley. Dr. Schiciicl
SENIOR OFFICERS
Peggy Harris.-.- Presjdcnt
Jean Ridenour Vice Preside)?:
Anne Oakley Secretary
Rebecca Mann Treasurer
HISTORY
As many events in the history of the world have
been immortali2,ed in song, so the senior class may
well connect its memories with melodic strains.
It was GoDjg Home for us when we returned to
"Happy" and "Tippy Toe" in September. What a
wonderful experience it was to initiate the frosh into
the mysteries of matriculation and coke parties. Oh.
the excitement of our own initiation into the pro-
fessional world! Hand Me Down M_v Teaching
Slippers was the cry.
Hardly had the mortarboards settled over our wise
brows when the hour was at hand to elect Ethel d.-. Lancaster caps the semoi:
Straw as our Circus chairman. Her magnificant directicjn
was equaled only by the stunt which resulted. On Circus
night, the very angels in the heavens sang, and the devils
howled that The Devil Had Gotten His Due. And the
senior class got theirs—first place!
The lights dimmed, and the band played Winter Vv'on-
derland as Bunnie Ricks, senior dance chairman, and Betsy
Gravely, honorary classman, ushered in the winter season.
Through the Go/den Days of that spring, we snatched
Seniors Dance in the Winter \\ c ndcihnd
Senior Circus Skit—"The Devil Gets His
Due"
at each note of the fast-closing refrain as Smgnig
We J^eared tlie End. Our little sisters took up the
melody . . . The Torch Is All Aglow . . . and we
realized that we were saying goodbye to Dr.
Schlegel, our wonderful friend and adviser, and to
our Alma Mater. There were tears in our eyes,
but I'll Be Seeing Ton was on the lips of every
senioi, for we knew that we would often meet
again m these beloved Halls of Ivy.
Vi »ir ^<C ^
Walking into the Future . . .
GLADYS SAVEDGE BAKER
Surry, Virginia
B.S. Home Economtcs
INA JANE ALLEN
Amelia, Virginia
B.S Elcvientdry Education
FLORA ALICE BALLOWE
Farmvillc, Virginia
B.A. Historv
LOIS MARIE ASH
Gloucester, Virginia
i.S. Business Education
BETTY CAROLYN BARNES
Norfolk, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
ELSIE MAE BAKER
Surry, Virginia
3.S. Home Economics
LONGWOOD
EDITH MARIAN BECKNER
Lynchhurg. Virginia
B.S. PJiysical Ednaition
BETTY SCOTT BORKEY
Bowling Green, Virginia
B.S. Mathematics
CORINNE BLANKENSHIP
Green Bay, Virginia
B.S. Eiementary Education
"^
DOROTHY ANNE BOSWICK
Newport News, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
MILDRED M. BLESSING
Tazewell, Virginia
B.S. Mathematics
SARA LUCILLE BRADSHAW
Rice. Virginia
B.A. History
COLLEGE
BARBARA 6ETTE BROWN
Lynchburg, Virginia
B.S. Elementar\ EducaUon
MARY HUNT BRAME
Chase City, Virginia
B.S. Elementdrx Education
VERA MARIE BRYANT
Boykins, Virginia
B.S. £lcnie7itdr\ Education
SALLY BETH BRlCKMAN=i
Roaniikc, Virginia
VIVIAN PAIGE BUNN
Newsoms, Virginia
i.S. Elenientcirv Education
MILDRED HUMPHREYS
BRIGHT
Swodpc, Virginia
B.S. Elementarv Education
•Withdrawn Jiimuiry, 1952.
LONGWOOD
BETTY JANE CAMPBELL
GLisgow, Virginia
B.S. Elemeritar\ Education
MARY HELEN COOK
Richmond, Virginia
I.S. Elementdr\ Education
DOT CASSADA
South Boston, Virginia
B.S. EJementary Education
MARY ADELE CRAWFORD
Richmond, Virginia
B.S. Eleynentary Education
JANET MARIE CLINE
Bristol, Virginia
B.S. Physical Education
SARA CREGER
Roanoke, Virginia
i.A. History, Spanish
COLLEGE
L. CHRISTINE DAVIS
Branchville, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Educauo
CLARA RUTH CULLIP
Damascus, Virginia
B.S. History
ramona jean dillard
McCaffrey
Danville, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
' SSSf'
"^ ^^
MARGARET JONES
CUNNINGHAM
Farmville, Virginia
B.S. Business Education
SHIRLEY GROGAN DUNCAN
Danville, Virginia
B S. Elementary Educauon
NELL DALTON
Red Oak, Virginia
.S. Physjca] Education, History
N G W D
JUANITA BEAMON EDWARDS
Norfolk, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
NANCY ADAMS GARBEE
Lynchburg, Virginia
B.A. English
BRANCHY FRISTOE
BentonviUc, Virginia
BS. English. Psychology Philosophy
MILDRED ELIZABETH
GARNETT
Chase City, Virginia
B.S. Home Economic:^
LAURALEE FRITTS
Nineveh, Virginia
B.A^ English
NORMA MAE GLADDING
Mcars, Virginia
B.A. English
COLLEGE
SARAH ANN GRAHAM
Farmville, Virginia
B.S. Eleinentar\ Education
BONNIE L. GERRELLS GOARD
Danville. Virginia
B.S. Chemistry
DOROTHY ANN GREGORY
Skipwith. Virginia
B.S. Home Economics
EDITH MAE GOFF
Grundy, Virginia
i.S. Home Economic
HAROLD THOMAS GRIFFIN
Farmville, Virginia
B.S. Business Education
IRENE NOVELLA GOODE
Mosclcy, Virginia
B.S. Elementarv Education
LONGWOOD
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BETTY CORNELIA HANCOCK
Suffolk, Virginia
B.S. Elementarv £diicYino?i
PEGGY ANN HARRIS
Empona, Virginia
B.S. Physical Education
ANN HARDING
Empona, Virginia
R.S. Elementary Education
AUDRA ROSMAE HAWKINS
Farmvillc, Virginia
i-S. Social Scieyices
ELIZABETH LOUISE HARMAN
Tazewell, Virginia
B.S. Business Education
ALBERTA ELLEN HAWLEY
Thaxton, Virginia
B.S. Mathematics
COLLEGE
RACHEL INEZ HUGHES
Mullens. West Virginia
B.S. Eleynentary Education
JERLINE KORBACH HEMBREE
Norfolk, Virginia
B.S. Elementarv Educatton
JOYE HUMPHREYS
West Point, Virginia
B.S. Home Economics
DOLORES LORRAINE HOBACK
Wythevillc, Virginia
B.S. Bioloey
LUCYLE HUMPHRIES
Culpcper, Virginia
B.S. Music
MARJORIE ELIZABETH HOOD
Norfolk, Virginia
B.S. Pliysical Education, Biology
LONGWOOD
HAROLD HEYWARD
HUTTER, Jr.
Lynchburg, Virginia
B.S. Mathematics
EDITH KENNON
GordonsviUc, Virginia
B.S. Physical EducaUoyt
MARIA RAGSDALE JACKSON
Lexington, Virginia
B.A. French, Sbanish
ANNE ROWLETTE
LAWRENCE
Portsmouth. Virginia
i.S. Elementarx Education
MARY MOORE KARR
Roanoke, Virginia
B.S. Art, Social Science
PATRICIA ANN LEE
Norfolk, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
COLLEGE
MARY REBECCA MANN
Cypress Chapel, Virginia
B.A. MathemdUcs, Library Science
SHIRLEY CLAREWOOD
LIVESAY
Emporia, Virginia
B.S.
Plivsictil Ediicatton, Library Science
VIRGINIA H. MANVELL
Vienna, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
MADISON PEYTON
McCLINTIC
Farmville, Virginia
B.A. thstorx
JOAN PRICHETT MATTHEWS
Bluefield, West Virginia
B.S. Art
VIRGINIA HAMNER McLEAN
Richmond. Virginia
B.A. Mathematics. English
LONGWOOD
I
MARGARET FRANCES MILLER
Front Royal, Virginia
B.S. Hovie Economics
ANN LANGSTON MOODY
Glen Allen, Virginia
B.S. Business Education
IDA MARIE MIMS
Roanoke, Virginia
B.A. Sociology
GENE MOORE
Lynchburg, Virginia
B.A. Art
JOAN MISSIMER
Farmville, Virginia
I.S. Ph\sical Educatii
LUCY JANE BARKSDALE
MORTON
Farmville, Virginia
B.A. Art, Spanish
COLLEGE
SUE DEPEW NELSON
Modest Town, Virginia
B.S. Elementar\ Education
ANNE CARTER MOSELEY
Roanoke, Virginia
B.S. Business Educatioti
ANNE OAKLEY
Danville, Virginia
B.S. Elementar\ Education
ANNE MITCHELL MOTLEY
Sharps, Virginia
.A. MdtljeTruitics, Histor
OLGA RODRIQUEZ OLMEDA
Mayague;, Puerto Rico
B.A. Englii-)i, Spdmsh
WINIFRED MAE MURDOCK
Roanoke, Virginia
B.S. Business Educdtion
LONGWOOD
CAROLYN STOKES OVERBEY
Danville, Virginia
B.S Elementarv Education
LUCY JANE PERKINSON
Danville, Virginia
B.S. Elementarv Education
ELSIE RAE PAGE
Crewe, Virginia
B.S. Home £con07?ii
RACHAEL ELIZABETH PETERS
Moneta, Virginia
B.S. Physical Education
NANCY FARRAR PARK
Boydton, Virginia
B.S. P/iY.s'iLdl Education
ERMA RUTH POARCH
Emporia, Virginia
B.S. Physical Education
COLLEGE
FRANCES ANNE RAMSEY
Madisonville, Virginia
B.S. Bio!og>', Chemistry
GAY R. POWER
Sycamore, Virginia
Business Education
CONWAY RICE
FishersviUe, Virginia
B.S. Socwlogy, Social Science
ALMA JO PRICE
Charlottesville, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
BUNNIE DEAN RICKS
Waynesboro, Virginia
B.A. Art, English
AUDREY RAMSEY
Alton, Virginia
B.S. Home Economics
LONGWOOD
JEAN GRAHAM RIDENOUR
Richmond, Virginia
B.S. Physical Education
NORMA JEAN SAUNDERS
Crewe, Virginia
B.S. Business Education
ILLENE O. RUSSELL
Winchester, Virginia
B.S. Physical Education
CAROLYN LUSK SMITH
Galax, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
MAY HENRY SADLER
TazewcU, Virginia
B.S. Public School Music
MARY JO SMITH
Portsmouth, Virginia
B.A. Mdtlieniatics, Socmi Science
COLLEGE
FRANCES GOODE
STRINGFELLOW
Chcnton, Virginia
BS. Physical Education
RUTH LACY SMITH
Farmvillc, Virginia
B.A. Sipavish
FRANCES ALLEKE THOMAS
Roanoke, Virginia
B.S. Home Economics
MARY FRANCES SPURLOCK
Mchcrnn, Virginia
BS. Biology, Chemistry
MARGARET GWYNN THOMAS
Atlcc, Virginia
B.S. Elementarx Education
MARY ETHEL STRAW
Brookncal, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Educatwi
LONGWOOD
LUCILLE MARIE THOMPSON
Vienna, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Edncatwn
FRANCES E. TURNER
Chcnton, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Ediictitioii
CATHERINE YEOMAN TOXEY
Norfolk, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
NANCY JANE WALKER
Bristol, Virginia
B.S. Physical Education
MARY PATRICIA TUGGLE
Wythcvillc, Virginia
B.S. Busme-is Education
NANCY ALICE WALTHALL
Alherta, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Edticdtion
COLLEGE
ANNE MARIE ROSSON
WHITE
Trcvilians, Virginia
B.S. Elementar\ Education
JANE MAXINE WATTS
Lexington, Virginia
B.A History, Ubrary Science
FRANCES WALKER WILLIAMS
Blackstone, Virginia
B.S. Eleynentary Education
ELEANOR NATALIE WEDDLE
Roanoke, Virginia
B.S. Physical Education
PEGGY WADE WILSON
Warsaw, Virginia
B.S. Business Education
DOLLIE CATHERINE WELLS
Schoolfield, Virginia
B.A. Musk
LONGWOOD
MARTHA ALICE WILSON
F.irmvillc, X'irginia
B.A. Mathematics
JO ANN YOW
West Point, Virginia
B.S. Business EdiicatU
NANCY LEE WOOD
Lovmgston, Virginia
B.S. Eleynentary Education
JOSEPHINE LYDIA ZITTA
Petersburg, Virginia
B.S. Eleynentary £diii'citio7i
VIRGINIA DARE WOODY
Baskerville, Virginia
B.S. Elementary Education
ROBERT N. BRADSHAW
Rice, Virginia
B.S. Mathematics
COLLEGE
Second row: B, White, Mr. French
First row: Steck, Flarvic, A. Jones
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Sarah Harvie Pix'sident
Joanne Steck — Vice PresideiTt
Anne Jones 'S>ccreiar-j
Barbara White Tnasurcr
.^ /^
i**' i JUNIOR '53 i
1. Basin Street Ball 3. Juniur Circus Float V Stars And Stripes Forever
2. Come on Let's get together and ... 4. Two minutes till curtain time
JUNIORS
BETTY ABBITT
Madison Heights, Virginia
FRANCES ANDREWS
Norfolk, Virginia
HELEN BARROW
Blaclcstone, Virginia
CELESTE WISE BISHOP
Danville, Virginia
BARBARA ANNE BOOKER
Belona, Virginia
GRACE BOOKER
Pamplin, Virginia
ANN BOSWELL
Roanoke, Virginia
NELL FRANCES BRADSHAW
Suffolk, Virginia
POLLY BROTHERS
Sviffulk. Virginia
ROBERTA BARKLEY
BROWNING
Winchester, Virginia
SIS BURTON
Suffolk, Virginia
BARBARA CASKEY
Richmond, Virginia
ELBA CASTANER
New York, New York
HELEN EDITH CASTROS
Roanoke, Virginia
JOYCE ANNE CHEATHAM
Gladys, Virginia
BETTY COLLIER
Richmond, Virginia
SARAH ANNE CONLEY
Remo, Virginia
BARBARA ANN COTTON
Danville, Virginia
DOLORES ANN CROWDER
Richmond, Virginia
HELEN ELLETT CROWGEY
Abingdon. Virginia
NANCY DRISKILL
Roanoke, Virginia
FRANCES EMMA EVANS
Brookneal, Virginia
ANN JOYCE CATLING
Suffolk. Virginia
BUNNY ROWENA GIBSON
Henry, Virginia
LONGWOOD COLLEGE
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JUNIORS
ELIZABETH JEAN GOODSON
Hampton, Virginia
ANN MARIE GRAY
Richmond, Virginia
LUCY PAGE HALL
Front Royal, Virginia
KITTY HAMLET
South Hill, Virginia
BETSY HANKINS
Richmond, Virginia
VIRGINIA LEE HANSEL
Monterey, Virginia
CATHERINE CHALLICE
HAYDON
Harrisonburg. Virginia
SARAH McELROY HARVIE
Richmond, Virginia
ELIZABETH ANN HOFFMAN
Cresskill, New Jersey
ANN KEITH HUNDLEY
Boydton, Virginia
IVA JEAN HYATT
Everett, Washington
BETTY JO JENNINGS
Pulaski, Virginia
JEAN JINNETT
Richmond, Virginia
ANNE C. JONES
Christiansburg, Virginia
SARAH ANN JONES
Suffolk, Virginia
WANDA KARLET
Roanoke, Virginia
SONIA S. KILE
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania
EUGENIA KORAHAES
Norfolk, Virginia
JEAN KREIENBAUM
Emporia, Virginia
DONNA KUNKLER
Virginia Beach, Virginia
JACKIE LACKEY
Hampton, Virginia
NATALIE LANGHORNE
LANCASTER
Wardensville, West Virginia
NANCY LAWRENCE
Suffolk, Virginia
ANNE LUMSDEN
Blue Ridge, Virginia
JUNIORS
CAROLINE McDonald
Washington, D. C.
BEVERLY JEAN MARSH
Summit, New Jersey
JEANNE BISCOE MERCER
Rehoboth Church, Virginia
CAROLYN MICHAEL
Brodnax, Virginia
HARRIET BYRD MINICHAN
Pulaski, Virginia
FRANCES ANNE MURPHY
Danville, Virginia
BOBBIE OBENSHAIN
Roanoke, Virginia
ANNIE LEE OWEN
Richmond, Virginia
JEAN PARTRIDGE
Branchville, Virginia
MARY HURT PEERY
Grundy, Virginia
JANICE PINKARD
Roanoke, Virginia
BETTY JANE PUCKETT
Pulaski, Virginia
NANCY PURDUM
Danville, Virginia
JOYCE RICHARDSON
Howertons, Virginia
CHARLOTTE ROBERTSON
Waldorf, Maryland
MARY MEADE ROBERTSON
Danville, Virginia
BETTY TYREE SAFFELLE
Emporia, Virginia
MARTHA FRANCES SANFORD
Alexandria. Virginia
LILLIAN SHELTON
Lively, Virginia
MARGUERITE ELLEN SMITH
Boykins, Virginia
JUDITH TARLETON SPINDLER
Hampden Sydney, Virginia
BILLIE ROSE SPIVEY
Emporia, Virginia
MARGARET ALICE STABLES
Wilson, Virginia
JOANNE STECK
Fredericksburg, Virginia
LONGWOOD COLLEGE
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JUNIORS
MARGARET ANN STEELE
Roanoke, Virginia
ELIZABETH A. STONE
Rustburg, Virginia
JEAN KATHERINE TALLEY
McKenney, Virginia
HELEN TANNER
Richmond, Virginia
MARGARET TAYLOR
Suffolk, Virginia
PATRICIA ELLEN TAYLOR
Roanoke, Virginia
BETTY TYLER
South Boston, Virginia
MARY JANE TYUS
Stony Creek, Virginia
SOPHIE URSO
Norfolk, Virginia
BETTIE LOU VAN DE RIET
Norfolk. Virginia
BILLIE DOVE VAN DE RIET
Norfolk, Virginia
JAN VAN HORN
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania
VIRGINIA SUE WEBB
Danville, Virginia
JANET WIGGINS
Arlington, Virginia
LELIA WINGFIELD
Roanoke, Virginia
NANCY CARROLL
WOOLRIDGE
Rustburg, Virginia
BILLIE DUNLAP
Portsmouth, Virginia
JUNIOR BUILDING
Left to riKlu: Hoi-tcn. M. D. Wilsun, Mi'is Burner. Copley, FcrKuson
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
Mary Denny Wilson President
Nell Copley
...Vice President
Blanton Ferguson Secretary
*JuNE HoRTON
....Treasurer
'After February, Mary Ann Evans
1. Run, Rats, run
2. Production brings laughs and dances
3. The M. C. can't seem to get a word in edgewise!
4. There «ue» the llu.a ol "54
5. Singing to the harvest moon'
SOPHOMORES
NANCY BAIN ADKINS
Richmond, Virginia
PATRICIA PALMER ALTWEGG
Hilton Village, Virginia
JEAN CAROLE BABER
Crozet, Virginia
GWENDOLYN MAY BAIN
Dinwiddie, Virginia
SADIE HALL BAIN
Stony Creek, Virginia
REBECCA BAIRD
Farmville, Virginia
DOT BANKHEAD
Danville, Virginia
LURA ALICE BEAVERS
Indian, Virginia
MARY ELIZABETH BENNETT
Red House, Virginia
MARY EVELYN BENNETT
Rocky Mount, Virginia
ALICE VIRGINIA BERRY
Skipwith, Virginia
BETTY VINCENT BENTON
Suffolk, Virginia
JOHANNA MAY BIDDLECOMB
Fair Port, Virginia
BARBARA BLACKMAN
Portsmouth, Virginia
JOYCE MARIE BOOTH
Farmville, Virginia
LIB BOSWELL
South Hill, Virginia
BEVERLY JANE BRANCH
Norfolk, Virginia
MARY ANN BRESLIN
Roanoke, Virginia
ELIZABETH KEITH
BROWNING
Winchester, Virginia
MARY LOUISE BURNETTE
Lynch Station, Virginia
AUDREY CALHOUN
Glasgow, Virginia
MARY JEAN CARLYLE
Bedford. Virginia
BEULAH MAE CARTER
Bedtord, Virginia
MARY FLEMING CARTER
Hopewell, Virginia
LONGWOOD COLLEGE
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SOPHOMORES
NELL HURT COPLEY
Blackstone, Virginia
SARAH BROOKE CORR
Gloucester, Virginia
MARY ELIZABETH CROCKETT
Roanoke, Virginia
LOIS A. CRUTCHFIELD
Hickory, Virginia
BETTY JUNE CULLIP
Damascus, Virginia
NELLIE CULPEPPER
Hickory, Virginia
MARY JOYCE CUTRELL
Norfolk, Virginia
ESTHER GREY DAVIS
Buena Vista, Virginia
MARGIE DAVIS
Roanoke, Virginia
MARY JO DAVIS
Waynesboro, Virginia
PATTY MILLER DERRING
Roanoke, Virginia
ILIA DesPORTES
Richmond, Virginia
ANNE DICKINSON MARAGON
Rocky Mount, Virginia
V. MAXINE DIZE
Kilmarnock, Virginia
WANDA DOLL
Portsmouth, Virginia
PATRICIA DONNELLY
Roanoke, Virginia
JULIA ANNE DOTSON
Norfolk, Virginia
PAULA DOVEL
Cristobal, Canal Zone
JANET SMITH DUNKUM
Dillwyn, Virginia
ANN EDMONDS
Accomac, Virginia
MARY ANN EVANS
Richmond, Virginia
CAROLYN NELSON FAUBER
Lithia, Virginia
BLANTON FERGUSON
Richmond, Virginia
MARJORIE FORE
Kcysville, Virginia
SOPHOMORES
EDITH LOUISE FRAME
Quinton, Virginia
BETTY LOU GARRETT
Roanoke, Virginia
NANCY LOU GILBERT
Portsmouth, Virginia
BETTY FRANCES GILLETTE
Courtland, Virginia
FAY SHARON GREENLAND
Norfolk, Virginia
LILLIAN COLEMAN GUTHRIE
Sunny Side, Virginia
RUTH JEANNE HAMILTON
Roanoke, Virginia
MARY JOHNSTON HERSMAN
Richmond, Virginia
WAVERLYN HILL
Norfolk, Virginia
JEAN HODGES
South Hill, Virginia
CLEO CALL HOLLADAY
Suffolk, Virginia
ELIZABETH HOOD
Norfolk, Virginia
PEGGY HOOD
Newport News, Virginia
DOLLY HORNE
Smithfield, Virginia
JUNE O'DELL HORTON
Richmond, Virginia
ELIZABETH GARNETT
Lynchburg, Virginia HOSKINS
JUANITA JOYCE HUDSON
Roanoke. Virginia
NANCY REID HUFF
Richmond, Virginia
ELIZABETH ELEY ISLIN
Hilton Village, Virginia
JANIE JACKSON
Finchley, Virginia
JUNE JOHNS
Richmond, Virginia
AUDREY JOHNSON
Columbia, Virginia
BEVERLEY ANN JOHNSON
Palmyra, Virginia
BETTY ANNE JOHNSTON
Roanoke, Virginia
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SOPHOMORES
BETTY LOUISE JONES
Axton, Virginia
JOYCE AFTON KARLET
Roanoke, Virginia
ISABELLE MAE KARNES
Bedford, Virginia
MONEDA KEY
Roanoke, Virginia
MARY ANNE KING
Rescue, Virginia
ELIZABETH KITTS
Tazewell, Virginia
ELLEANOR GAGE KOCH
Richmond, Virginia
CLAIRE VIRGINIA
KREIENBAUM
Emporia, Virginia
CAROLYN MARIE LEFFEL
Salem, Virginia
PATRICIA ANN LOVING
St. George, Virginia
NELLIE LUCY
Dolphin, Virginia
ELIZABETH ANN McCLUNG
Abingdon, Virginia
ANN McCRACKEN
Waynesboro, Virginia
MAXINE McELROY
Meredithville, Virginia
THELMA JANICE McGAFFEE
Cedar Bluff, Virginia
ANN HARLAN MALLORY
Ashland, Virginia
JANE CAROLYN MALLORY
Elmont, Virginia
EDNA LUCILLE MANN
Farmville, Virginia
FRANCES MARKER
Belle Haven, Virginia
MARY F. MILLER
Bedford, Virginia
VIRGINIA MOON
Shipman, Virginia
CALISTA ANN MOORE
Moseley, Virginia
MASON MOORE
York, South Carolina
DIANE ELIZABETH MURRAY
Hollins, Virginia
SOPHOMORES
BETTY NEWSON
Lawrcnccville, Vjrginia
SUE OLIVER
Meredithville, Virginia
JACKIE PALMER
Crystal Hill, Virginia
MILDRED PARKER
Bedford, Virginia
ANN CARPER PARKINSON
Richmond, Virginia
MARIAN DUANE PARRISH
Emporia, Virginia
JEAN PEARCE
FarmviUe, Virginia
PATRICIA ANN PERKINS
Richmond, Virginia
SHIRLEY PERKINS
Virgilina, Virginia
ANNE DOUGLAS PERROW
Lynchburg, Virginia
JOAN M. PERSHING
Fredericksburg, Virginia
ELLEN MARIE PORTER
Portsmouth, Virginia
SYLVIA LYNN REAMES
Petersburg, Virginia
BETSY JEAN ROBERTSON
Lynchburg, Virginia
MARY ELVA ROBINSON
Norton, Virginia
SHIRLEY GREY ROBY
Staunton, Virginia
ANNE ROSS
Lawrensville, Virginia
MARY JEAN SANDVIG
Richmond, Virginia
PATSY WALLER SANFORD
Farmville, Virginia
JACQUELINE ANDRINE SELL
Hampton, Virginia
ELLEN SINTON
Zanoni, Virginia
FAITH SMITH
Suffolk, Virginia
JEAN SMITH
Farmville, Virginia
RUBY E. SNIDER
Rockbridge Baths, Virginia
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SOPHOMORES
BETTY LOU SOUTHALL
Pamplin, Virginia
JEAN HORTON SOUTHERN
Roanoke, Virginia
WILMA KATHLEEN
Meherrin, Virginia SPURLOCK
BETTY BANKS STANLEY
Roanoke, Virginia
DEE STEGER
Hampton, Virginia
DOROTHY E. STRINGFIELD
Elheron, Virginia
VIRGINIA SUTHERLAND
Sutherland, Virginia
JOLENE SUTTON
South Hill, Virginia
ELIZABETH ANN THOMAS
Newport News, Virginia
MATTIE THOMAS
LawrenceviUe, Virginia
MARILYN THOMPSON
South Hill, Virginia
MARIAN MEADE THOMPSON
Danville, Virginia
MARIA LOUISE THRIFT
Locust Hill, Virginia
BILLIE MAE TOMLINSON
Norfolk, Virginia
MARTHA DEAN TOMLINSON
Waverly, Virginia
SOPHOMORES
VIRGINIA CAROLINE
TRAYNHAM
Wilmington, North Carolina
LAURA MAE TRENT
Gladys, Virginia
DORIS UNDERWOOD
Victoria, Virginia
JOANNE UTLEY
Blackstonc, Virginia
MARY PAGE WADE
Franklin, Virginia
LETITIA WARD
Marionville, Virginia
ELSE ANNE WENTE
Hilton Village, Virginia
VIRGINIA WENTZ
Winchester, Virginia
SYLVIA LOUISE WEST
Nathalie, Virginia
ALICE ROBERTA WIATT
Gloucester, Virginia
JUNE LEA WILMOTH
Hampton, Virginia
EMMA W. WILSON
Raphine, Virginia
GERALDINE WILSON
Gretna, Virginia
MARTHA M. WILSON
Raphine, Virginia
MARY DENNY WILSON
Danville, Virginia
CORA JACQUELINE WOOD
Wingina, Virginia
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Left to right: Parker. Assaid, Miss Chamhers, Bcntley. Kent
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS
Betty Bentley President
Bobbie Assaid -- - Vice President
Beth Kent Secretary
Jean Carol Parker Treasurer
1 Oui. Oui, Pans
2 Ratsi
1 Frosh meet the Y
4 No barehedds foi us until ChustmdS
FRESHMEN
BOBBIE WENDELL ALLEN
Richmond, Virginia.
lULIETTE ANDERSON
Nathalie. Virginia
BARBARA ASSAID
Roanoke, Virginia
JANE BAILEY
Lexington, Virginia
DOT BALDWIN
Danville, Virginia
MARY LOU BARLOW
Smithfield, Virginia
BETTY CYNTHIA BARR
Amelia, Virginia
LINDA G. BARTENSTEIN
Warrenton, Virginia
ELIZABETH BAZEMORE
Newport News, Virginia
BETTY LEIGH BENTLEY
EUerson, Virginia
NANCY CAROLYN BIRDSALL
Petersburg, Virginia
FLORENCE RAVON BLAKE
Norfolk, Virginia
PATRICIA BODKIN
Gretna, Virginia
MARY ELLEN BOOTH
Newport News, Virginia
BARBARA WILSON BOYD
Blackstone, Virginia
SYLVIA BRADSHAW
Newsoms, Virginia
HILDA BRADFORD BROWN
Raphine, Virginia
NANCY ELAINE BROWN
Front Royal, Virginia
NANCY SWINDERMAN
Portsmouth, Virginia BROWN
PATRICIA LEE BROWN
Lynchburg, Virginia
ANNE BRECKINRIDGE BRYAN
Roanoke, Virginia
VIRGINIA ANN BURGESS
Eagle Rock, Virginia
JOSEPHINE BURLEY
Lynchburg, Virginia
MARY ROGERS BUTTON
Brandy, Virginia
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FRESHMEN
JUDITH CABLE
Richmond, Virginia
NELL VALENTINE CAKE
Charlottesville, Virginia
MARY KATHRYN CAMPBELL
Martinsville, Virginia
CHRISTINE ANN CARR
Nathalie, Virginia
ELIZABETH CHEATHAM
Richmond, Virginia
JOAN M. CONLEY
Frederics, Delaware
MARY COWLES
Minor. Virginia
BETTY MAE CRUMP
Elkton, Virginia
AUDREY CURFMAN
Susan, Virginia
JOAN DOLORES CURLES
Virginia Beach, Virginia
BETTY JOAN DAVIS
Winchester, Virginia
MARION GRAY DAVIS
Farmville, Virginia
VIRGINIA CLARE DAVIS
Lynchburg, Virginia
JOAN ADAMS DeALBA
Hilton Village, Virginia
DONNETTA ELIZABETH
Richmond, Virginia DEVINE
GAIL DIXON
Norfolk, Virginia
ELLEN BRENT DIZE
Kilmarnock, Virginia
MARTHA JEAN DONALDSON
Roanoke, Virginia
DOT DOUGLAS
Salem, Virginia
DIANNE DRIESELL
Smithfield, Virginia
BETTY DURFEE
Prospect, Virginia
JO ANNE DYER
Martinsville, Virginia
DAWN EASTRIDGE
Wytheville, Virginia
DOROTHY MARIE EDWARDS
Drewryville, Virginia
FRESHMEN
GAYNELLE EDWARDS
Franklin, Virginia
MARTHA DAVIS ELDER
Saxe, Virginia
ELIZABETH CLINARD
Mathews, Virginia FORREST
NANCY LEWIS FRANKLIN
Richmond, Virginia
GRACE GARNETT
Rice, Virginia
CAROLYN ANN GILES
Chatham, Virginia
ANNE L. GLENN
Alberta, Virginia
LULA MAE GRANT
Emporia, Virginia
VIRGINIA GREENE
Norton, Virginia
BETTY JANE GRIFFIN
Wilmington, Virginia
ANNE ELIZABETH HAMNER
Rockfish, Virginia
JANE GRISCOM HARPER
Richmond, Virginia
HAZEL MARIE HART
Norton, Virginia
HILDA ANN HARTIS
Bassett, Virginia
LUCILLE HASHER
Troy, Virginia
CAROLYN LA VONNE
HENDERSON
Saltville, Virginia
BECKY HINES
Gladys, Virginia
ESTHER ELIZABETH
Jarratt, Virginia HOLLOWAY
BARBARA ANNE HOUGH
Washingtons Birthplace, Virginia
MARY HUNDLEY
Suffolk, Virginia
JOYCE HUNT
Hampton, Virginia
NANCY CUMMINS INGE
Blackstone, Virginia
MARGARET ILYUS
Roanoke, Virginia
MARTHA PHYLLIS ISAACS
Lynchburg, Virginia
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FRESHMEN
JOYCE JENKINS
Dixie, Virginia
ERNESTINE CAMP JOHNSON
Alberta, Virginia
ESTELLE JONES
Scottsbure, Virginia
MARY FOXWELL JONES
Montross, Virginia
NANCY JANE JONES
Roanoke, Virginia
SARA ELIZABETH KENT
Richmond. Virginia
VIRGINIA LEIGH KING
Elberon, Virginia
HELEN JOANNE KRIDLE
Balboa, Canal Zone
TRIANNE RUTH LAMPKIN
Norfolk, Virginia
MARY DABNEY LANGHORNE
Richmond, Virginia
SHIRLEY LEWIS
Front Royal, Virginia
SHIRLEY ANN LINKENHOKER
Covington, Virginia
PATRICIA LINTON
Arlington, Virginia
LOUISE LLOYD
South Boston, Virginia
MARLENE ESTA LUCAS
Roanoke, Virginia
PATSY ANN LYNCH
Roanoke, Virginia
BESSIE FLORENCE McCARTHY
Hampton, Virginia
JOANNE McCONCHIE
Front Royal, Virginia
PATRICIA WALKER
McLEMORE
Roan(.ike, Virginia
HELEN SUE McNEIL
Rocky Mount, Virginia
ELOISE MACON
Lynchburg, Virginia
lUNE TEMPLE MANLOVE
Suffolk, Virginia
SUE ELIZABETH MASON
Accomac, Virginia
GWENDOLYN FRANCES
Crewe, Virginia MICHAEL
FRESHMEN
BILLIE MILLER
Front Royal, Virginia
MARY KATHERINE MILLER
Hampton, Virginia
BARBARA MITCHELL
Chatham, Virginia
GAIL MOON
Chatham, Virginia
BARBARA ANN MOORE
Beach, Virginia
VIRGINIA MORGAN
Emporia, Virginia
DOROTHY JEAN MORRIS
Hampton, Virginia
FRANCES MOTLEY
Sharps, Virginia
BETTY ANN MYERS
Ringgold, Virginia
MARY NEED
Princess Anne, Virginia
NANCY NELSON
Newport News, Virginia
NANCY STEPHENS NORFLEET
Virginia Beach, Virginia
FRANCES CATHRYN
Lively, Virginia NORTHERN
BETTY JEAN OAKES
Danville, Virginia
BONNIE JEAN OWEN
Blairs, Virginia
EVELYN JUNE PAGE
Richmond, Virginia
JEAN CAROL PARKER
Emporia, Virginia
ANNE BRUMFIELD PARSONS
Radford, Virginia
BETTY JEAN PERSINGER
Covington, Virginia
JOY FRANCES PHARIS
Martinsville, Virginia
FRANCES PHILLIPS
Richmond, Virginia
NANCY JANE PICINICH
Richmond, Virginia
PATRICIA ANN
POFFENBERGER
Hampton, Virginia
JOYCE POMEROY
Front Royal, Virginia
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FRESHMEN
AUDREY POWELL
Halifax, Virginia
PHYLLIS MARNY POWELL
Jamaica, Virginia
GEORGETTE PURYEAR
Richmond, Virginia
JOYCE GAILE QUICK
Winchester, Virginia
NAOMI VIRGINIA REED
Blackstone, Virginia
BARBARA YOUNG RICKMAN
Farmville, Virginia
WILLIENE RIDEOUT
Stony Creek, Virginia
CATHERINE ALICE ROBERTS
Recdville, Virginia
JEAN ROGERS
Waverly, Virginia
BETTINA SUSAN RUCKMAN
Eagle Rock, Virginia
FRANCES LaWANA RUTLAND
Scottsville, Virginia
WILMA ANN SALMON
Hilton Village, Virginia
ANNA MAE SANDERS
Warsaw, Virginia
BETTY FRANCES
SCARBOROUGH
Capron, Virginia
SARAH LEE SCHULER
Carsicana, Texas
ANN SHOAF
Roanoke, Virginia
HELEN CLINTON SHORT
Midlothian. Virginia
MARJORIE SMALLWOOD
Muntross, Virginia
MARTHA SMITH
Cherittm, Virginia
BARBARA SOUTHERN
Roanoke, Virginia
FRESHMEN
FRANCES LURENE SPEEGLE
Hampton, Virginia
FRANCES SPINDLER
Hampden Sydney, Virginia
CAROLYN STANLEY
Winchester. Virginia
BETTY JANE STAPLES
Charkittesville. Virginia
PEGGY LINNELLE STIFF
Thaxton, Virginia
MARIAN LECKY STONE
Richmond, Virginia
M. LYNETTE TALLEY
Rehoboth Church, Virginia
NANCY TANLEY
Newport News, Virginia
ANNE MINTER THAXTON
South Boston, Virginia
SHIRLEY ANN THOMAS
Lawrenceville, Virginia
LUCY BLAKESLEE THWING
Arhngton, Virginia
EDNA MAE TRADER
Coles Point, Virginia
BETTY JEAN TUCK
Moneta, Virginia
RUTH ANN VAN HOUTEN
Hopewell, Virginia
CAROLYN LEE VANTURE
Suffolk, Virginia
SALLYE JOYCE VIA
Martinsville, Virginia
PATSY VAN LEAR WAITE
Stuarts Draft, Virginia
HELEN MARIE WAITMAN
Hopewell, Virginia
ROXSY ANNE WALDEN
Scottsbury, Virginia
ALICE JOYCE WALTON
Chase City, Virginia
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JOAN WARD
Norfolk, Virginia
MARY ANN WARD
Galax, Virginia
SHIRLEY ANNE WARD
Roanoke, Virginia
PHOEBE ANN WARNER
Roanoke, Virginia
ANN WATKINS
Danville, Virginia
CAROLYN WATSON
Farmville, Virginia
JOYCE ELAINE WELCH
Petersburg, Virginia
ANN CARTER WENDENBURG
Sandston, Virginia
BETTY JANE WEST
Homeville, Virginia
JACQOELYN WHITE
Norfolk, Virginia
BARBARA WHITEHEAD
Emporia, Virginia
JOAN WILLIAMS
Pamplin, Virginia
SALLY WILSON
Hopewell, Virginia
BARBARA ANN WOOD
Wingina, Virginia
PEGGY WORTHINGTON
Warrenton, Virginia
FRANCES YOUNG
Warfield, Virginia
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Martha Alice Wilson Preside?it
Maria Jackson Vice-President
Lucy Page Hall Secretary
Bobbie Obenshain Treasurer
Pat Tuggle President of House Council
Mary Helen Cook Ex-officio Member
Nancy Walker Ex-officio Member
Shirley Livesay Senior Representauve
*Anne M. Motley Senior Representatwe
Polly Brothers Junior Representatii'e
Nancy Driskill Junior Representauve
Paula Dovel Sophomore Representative
Elleanor Koch Sophomore Representative
Frances Motley Freshman Representative
Dot Vaden Freshman Representative
Sarah Graham Town Girl Representative
Dr. George W. Jeffers Adviser
''Carolyn Stokes Overbey—Senior Representative
after February M. A. Wilson. Oben.sham, Jackso
The Student Council
First row: Livesay, Graham, A. Motley, Dr. Jeffers, M. A. Wilson, Jackson, Tuggle, Cook, N. Walke
Second row: Driskill, Koch, Brothers, Dovel, Hall, F. Motley, Obenshain, Vaden
First row: Beaver:
Second row: Cook, Miss Baron
Third row: A. Jones, Dalton
Mary Helen Cook President
Nell Dalton Vice-President
ViRGiNLA McLean Secretary
Ann Jones Treasurer
Miss Vera Baron Adviser
LuRA Beavers Freshman Counselor
Joyce Cutrell Church Cooperative
Nancy Lawrence Library Committee
Nancy Adkins Membership Committee
Billie Dunlap Music Co77imittee
Joan Pershing Praters Committee
Lucy Page Hall Pubiie Affairs Committee
Mary Evelyn Bennett.... Publicity Committee
Winnie Murdock Service Cotnmittee
Audrey Ramsey Social Committee
Lynn Hill Smg Committee
Young Women's Christian Association
First row: Beavers, M. Evelyn Bennett, Dunlap, N. Lawrence
Second row; Hill, A. Jones, Dalton, Cook, Miss Baron
Third row: Cutrell, Adkins, Hall. Murdock
House Council
W ILL you'all accept a call-
down?" asked the house council member
as she opened the door and found a group
playing bridge, eating, and frequently gig-
gling, during one of those after-eleven
parties.
That is just one of the many examples
of the house council on the job. The ma-
jority of the student body, even though
occasionally indulging in an after-hours
spree, honors the eiforts of the council in
Hill, sophomore; and Georgette Puryear,
freshman.
For the lirst time, the House Council
sponsored a booth at Circus. It featured
the expert fortune-tellmg of the widely
known "Mile. Tippy-toe Tabb," dressed
in appropriate gypsy attire. The booth
provided a small financial gain for the
council and much fun for those who helped
with it.
Throughout the year, the college house-
Left to right: Lancaster, Lackey, Puryear, Hill, S. Overtey, Tuggle, Castros
maintaining that peace and quiet necessary
for rest and study.
The purpose of the house council is to
set up and enforce regulations pertaining
to the dormitories. We feel that this year
has been an excellent one for our group.
Pat Tuggle served as our efficient president;
the other officers were Stokes Overbey,
vice-president; Jackie Lackey, secretary;
and Natalie Lancaster, treasurer. House
presidents, who served capably, were Maria
Jackson, senior; Helen Castros, junior; Lyn
mothers and hostesses have been very help-
ful and cooperative. We wish to thank
Mrs. Eastham, Miss Hamner, Mrs. Conner,
Mrs. Tabb, Mrs. Green, Mrs. HoUaday,
and Mrs. Rex.
In conclusion, it should be emphasised
that the work of the House Council would
not have been possible without the hall
presidents, who are elected by their res-
pective halls. With the support and co-
operation of the student body, these hall
presidents are responsible for making the
dormitories a better place in which to live.
Student Standards
WiITH our purpose firmly in
mind, we of Student Standards again acted
as "a clearing house for problems between
the student body and the faculty and ad'
ministration."
One of our first projects brought about
a change in the receiving line at dances.
Receiving lines that once consisted of mem-
bers of the faculty and administration now
consist of the officers of the class or clubs
and their sponsors.
mittees studied problems on the campus
and made suggestions for improvements.
Some of the projects studied were the fob
lowing: room assignments, standards of
elections, and relations between us, the
faculty, and the students.
As a result of a suggestion from the stu'
dents, we worked out a proposal to change
the quiet hours in the dormitories. Sub-
mitted to the student body, the suggestion
was passed and went into effect March 10.
First tow: Steck, Worthington, Hoback, G. Bouker, Copley, Gregory
Second row: Tuggle, Hancock, N. Walker, McClung, Mann, Caskey
Third row: Borkey, Islin, M. Smith, F. Ramsey, Harris, M. A. Wilson, Watts
Fourth row: Mrs. Cover, Miss Burger, Dr. Simkins, Hutter, McClintic, Miss Clark
Because of the lengthy dining hall an-
nouncements, we placed a bulletin board
outside the dining hall. Daily, the list of
regular and called meetings is posted and is
checked by the heads of the organization.
In addition to this a special committee saw
to it that the main bulletin boards were
dressed up and rearranged under special
headings: namely, for sale, church news.
and rides. During the year various com-
We want to thank our faculty members
for their invaluable guidance and advice:
Miss Burger, Miss Clark, Mrs. Cover, Miss
Draper, Miss Cleaves, Dr. Simkins, and
Mrs. Tabb.
Dolores Hoback served as chairman of
the committee this year. Joanne Steck was
secretary; Nell Copley, chairman of the reg-
ulations committee; Grace Booker, chair-
man of the year's calendar.
Left to right: M. J. Smith, Dr. Simonini, Bishop
The Rotunda
W ITH Mary Jo Smith as editor
and Dr. Simonini as new adviser, the Ro-
tinida was bound to be, like the movies,
"better than ever." On this optimistic note
the staff of the college bi'weekly enthu'
siastically began their year of hard work.
Perhaps the staff's enthusiasm was damp-
ened from time to time by the trials of too
much copy or too little space or too few
helpers, but the sight of the finished pro'
duct on Wednesday night was enough to
make all feel that their efforts were not in
vain and to send them on their way ready
to tackle the next issue with renewed en-
thusiasm.
Celeste Bishop, business manager, dis'
played an expert ability to scare away cred-
itors and even managed to juggle the books
well enough to bring the Rotunda out of
the red.
Editor Mo Jo was ably assisted by her
"right-arm," managing editor Virginia Mc-
Lean. Together these two kept the rest of
the staff on their toes.
Under Janet Wiggins, news editor, re-
porters scurried about the campus, uncover-
ing the passing events of campus life and
occasionally reporting a coveted "scoop."
The feature department, headed by Jean
First row; Douglas, S. Ward, Gibson, Wiggins, McLean, Karr, McC'.ung, Reed
Second row: Warner, Gray, C, Stanley, Jinnett, Caskey, Devine
Jinnett, entertained the readers with every
thing from advice on how to pass exams to
an application for a date with a Longwood
girl. Readers voiced their opinions on var-
ious pertinent questions through Stokes Ov'
erbey in "Strolling with Stokes" and laugh'
ed at Barbara White's "Hello Joe." Sally
Brickman informed students with her news
column, "In Regards." Barbara Caskey
struggled to keep up with rings, pins, and
wild weekends. Mary Moore Karr, art ed'
itor, brightened each issue with her attrac
tive cut. And Bunny Gibson worked as
copy editor to get everything typed and
ready for the printers.
The student body was able to read the
Rotunda on Wednesday night, thanks to
Mary Ann Evans, head of the circulation
department, and Carolyn Leffel, advertis'
ing manager, who hounded Main Street
establishments until the ads came through.
It is true that without everyone of these
hardworking staff members the Rotunda
couldn't have made its bi'weekly appear-
ance. However, it is equally true that the
paper was able to operate because of the
generous aid of the student body and of
other college organi:;ations. Therefore, the
staff says, "Thank you, students, for a
wonderful year!"
The Colonnade
JL O the continuation of the
characteristic loyalty m both the present
and the former students of Longwood Col-
lege" our first issue of The Colonnade this
year was dedicated. We tried to capture
in literary form some examples of this char-
acteristic spirit. The first issue was high-
lighted by a copy of the Presentation speech
of the Jarman Memorial Organ by Mari;i
Bristow Starke, class of 1914.
The literary spirit of the present students
of Longwood College was evident in the
quantity and quality of the stories and
essays submitted for the fall prose contest.
Margaret Perrow, a freshman, won top
honors with her very descriptive story "The
Pine." Betty Collier was awarded second
place for "Where the Dead Dreams Go,"
a short story; winner of the third pnzz
was Barbara Caskey's story "Justice."
A collection of "Letters from Virginia
Poets," which we featured in this issue,
helped us to recognize the contributions of
the poets of our state to the field of poetry.
These letters were received in reply to an
inquiry as to which of their poems was
their favorite. We were so proud of their
letters that we wanted to share them with
the readers of The Colonnade.
The goal of The Colonnade is to pub-
hsh results of the best thinking and writing
done by Longwood College students. The
Colonnade was founded by Beorc Eh
Thorn, Enghsh honor society, with the
purpose of stimulating interest in creative
writing and literary research among the
college students. With this goal in mind,
the members of the staff and board of con-
tributors endeavored to make The Colon-
nade a literary magazine which vv-ould be
a credit to Longwood. Patricia Taylor
served as managing editor, and Maxine
Left to right: Watts, Miss Jennings, Garbee
Watts as business manager. Helen Tanner
and Lauralee Fritts served as editors uf
essays and short stories respectively; Jo-
anne Steck, as review editor, turned out
busy thoughts on the latest books. Flora
Ballowe was poetry editor. Lucy Jane
Morton mixed paints and gave the maga-
zine an artistic touch. We all found laughs
in Prich Matthew's humor page. How
could any printer have translated our pen-
cil scrawls into printed form without the
services of Betty Lou Harman, head typist,
and her assistants! How could we have
distributed the finished product without
Mildred Blessing and Nancy Lawrence,
who served in the circulation department!
For our second issue, we decided to ex-
periment with a central theme. Because
February is such an eventful month, our
thoughts naturally turned to visions of
Valentine poetry, cherry trees, and Honest
Abe. Mary M. Karr, who served as art
editor for this issue, cleverly carried out
the theme with her illustrations. Margaret
Perrow's very unusual portrayal of animal
social life, "Every Groundhog Has His
Day," gave a new slant to an old Febru-
ary superstition. Mary Jo Smith's leap-
year calendar gave Longwood lasses a few
expert tips on leap-year strategy. John
Grafton's letter "Brother Beware!" gave
the masculine point of view on how to es-
cape this "marriage fever." Two of Long-
wood's poets, Pat Taylor and Barbara
Assaid, brought forth their versions of the
Valentine sentiments of two different ages.
On the more serious side, studies of Abra-
ham Lincoln, George Washington and
Thomas Edison presented new food for
thought about these famous personages.
Without the constant assistance and
timely advice of our advisers— Miss Lu-
cille Jennings, Mr. Boyd Coyner, Dr. Fran-
cis Simkins, Miss Ann Ross, and Mrs.
Kathleen Cover—we could never have
made this year the success that it was.
Seated: Spurlock, P. Wilson, Fritts, Steck, Saunders, P. Taylor
Standing: Jinnett, Wendenburg, Matthews, Tanner
The Virginian
l\S we closed the cover on the
last package of annual copy, we had a
feeling of satisfaction. All of the annual
staff had taken part in the work, happily
and successfully. After all, our work was
really play with Betty Scott Borkey, as
editor, getting the things done so efficiently,
and Mr. McCorkle, our adviser, on hand
with his invaluable suggestions.
pictures taken. Not long thereafter our
chase was about the campus with Mr. Dud'
ley, taking the group pictures.
However, before this could happen, we
rehed upon Harriet Byrd Minichan. In
the role of associate editor, she canvassed
the school, discussing annual pages with the
heads of organizations. Mary Crawford,
our business manager, and Polly Brothers,
Left to right: Borkey, Mr. McCorkle, Crawford
In review we can see our year as a full-
scale effort to publish the best Book ever.
Last May, the plans began formulating
when Mr. Burton and Mr. Glover came
from Lynchburg to help us get organized.
By October Ann Keith Hundley, our
photographic editor, had us dashing madly
back and forth from classes to Second Floor
Rotunda so that we could get individual
her assistant, didn't let us forget the sub'
scriptions. Nor could we now forget the
endless hours of selling annuals in the halls
and in the dorms. We congratulate Mary
and Polly; they did a magnificant job of
keeping our finances in order.
Perhaps our easiest decision was in mak'
ing the color of our annual red and white.
Thanks to Bunnie Ricks, our art editor,
and Miss Bedford, our art adviser, the job
of planning the cover design was well
done. They did all of the art work for our
annual efficiently and cheerfully.
December found us starting our pictures
on the way to the engravers. Not long
after that, countless hours were spent
mounting the individual pictures. Donnie
Devine, Jean Pearce, Bobbie Brown, and
others worked long and hard; the result
was soon on its way to the printers.
During this time members of the staff
dashed about, begging treasured snapshots
from bulletin boards for our collection in
the back of the annual. Betty Scott and
Mr. Mac cut and mounted the pictures.
Jean Carol Parker, Mary Ann King, and
other talented members undertook the task
of writing appropriate captions.
Never could we give too much praise to
Left to right: King, A. K. Hundley, Ricks, Altwegg, Brothers, E. Browning, M. D. Wilson, J. Parker, Devine,
Minichan, B. Brown
was notable, we think.
The responsibility for getting all of the
articles written for the annual fell upon
the capable shoulders of Nell Dalton. Li:;
Browning, Carolyn Leffel, Pat Altwegg,
Mary Denny Wilson, every one of us who
had ever touched a typewriter, volunteered
help in typing these articles. With Miss
Foster's assistance in editing, our material
one who started us on our journey and
guided us on our way. For your countless
hours of help and your words of encourag'
ment, Mr. Mac, we thank you.
May brought "our" annual. We were
happy and proud tha^^we had had a part in
bringing to the students this picture of
Longwood and our life here.
First row: Crawford, Borkey, Ballowe. M. J. Smith, Karr, Dr. Schlegal
Second row: Morton, McLean, Steck, Wiggins. Jinnett, B. Campbell, Bishop, Ricks
Third row: Fritts, Garbce, P. Taylor, M. Jack.son, R. Browning, Dalton, Gihson
Pi Delta Epsilon
\_JO we study Greek?" No, the
Greek letters on our keys are symbols for
Pi Delta Epsilon, a national honorary
journahsm fraternity. Its chief purposes
are to promote closer coordination between
the different college publications and to
give recognition to students who have made
notable contributions to our college pub-
lications.
This year Flora Ballowe was president:
Mary Jo Smith, viccpresident: Sarah
Cregar, secretary; Mary Moore Karr, treas'
urer; and Betty Scott Borkey, historian.
Other members of our organizations were
Mary Crawford, Maria Jackson, and Lucy
Jane Morton. Honorary members include
Betty Spindler, Mr. Boyd Coyner, Mr.
Harry Lancaster, Mr. T. A. McCorkle,
Dean William Savage, and Dr. Marvin
Schlegel.
Invitations were extended to those stu-
dents who had participated in one or more
of the three college publications. On No-
vember 26 the following candidates were
duly initiated: Celeste Bishop, Roberta
Browning, Betty Campbell, Nell Dalton,
Lauralee Fritts, Nancy Garbee, Virginia
McLean, Bunnie Ricks, Joanne Steck,
Patricia Taylor, Maxine Watts, Janet
Wiggins, and Peggy Wilson.
In the fall our activities centered around
the convention of the Virginia Intercol'
legiate Press Association, which we spon'
sored in collaboration with the Hampden-
Sydney chapter, November 30 through
December 1
.
The highlight of the VIPA
Convention consisted of a banquet at
Hampden-Sydney, at which Mr. J. J. Kil'
patrick, editor of The Richmond l^ews
Leader, was the speaker.
Our organization, also, took part in other
activities this year. Members of Pi Delta
Epsilon were encouraged to aid in securing
publicity for the college by reporting school
events.
With the whole-hearted cooperation of
all members, the succeeding years should
bring forth even greater achievement.
Seated: Crawford, Hoback, Beckner, Harris, M. J. Smith, M. Thomas, Livesay
Standing: N. Walker, Cook, Blessing, M. A. Wilson, Jackson, Ridenour, Tuggle, Borkey, Hall, McLean
Alpha Kdppa Gamma
A:LPHA Kappa Gamma is an
honorary society formed for the purpose
of recognising students who have proved
themselves outstanding in constructive
leadership. Character is the first consider'
ation for membership in the organi2,ation.
The Joan Circle had for its capable ad'
visers this year Miss Burger and Miss
Stubbs. The officers were Jean Ridenour,
president; Mary Crawford, vice-president;
Martha Alice Wilson, secretary; and Pat
Tuggle, treasurer. The other members when
school opened were Mary Helen Cook,
Maria Jackson, Shirley Livesay, and Marg'
aret Thomas.
During the year the following girls were
tapped : Marian Beckner, Mildred Blessing,
Betty Scott Borkey, Polly Brothers, Mary
Crawford, Nell Dalton, Nancy Garbee,
Lucy Page Hall, Peggy Harris, Dolores
Hoback, Virginia McLean, Winnie Mur'
dock, Bobbie Obenshain, Mary Jo Smith,
and Nancy Walker. Mrs. Dabney S.
Lancaster was invited to become an honor'
ary member of Joan Circle.
The annual circus in October was held in
Jarman Hall. Maria Jackson was chosen
Queen; her attendants were Sarah Harvie,
Blanton Ferguson, and Jean Carol Parker.
The theme, "MerryGo'Round the World,"
was portrayed by the Queen and the Court.
Queen's College in Charlotte, N. C,
was the meeting place for the annual con'
vention. Delegates from Joan Circle were
Mildred Blessing, Mary Helen Cook, Do-
lores Hoback, Maria Jackson, Pat Tuggle,
Martha Alice Wilson and Miss Chambers.
We were very proud of Maria, who was
elected editor of The Torchhearer, the na'
tional publication of Alpha Kappa Gamma.
To foster high ideals, to promote co'
ordination of various college activities, and
to preserve the ideals and traditions of the
college—these are the purposes of Alpha
Kappa Gamma.
Kappa Delta Pi
TiHE Beta Epsilon Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi, since its foundation in
1928, has had as its main purpose the eu'
couragement of high professional, intellec-
tual, and personal standards.
Our officers for the year were Mildred
Blessing, president; Lauralee Fritts, vice-
president; Dorothy Gregory, secretary;
Betty Lou Harman, treasurer; and Eleanor
Weddle, historian. Under the wise guid-
ance of Dr. Ethel Sutherland, these officers
worked faithfully to merit the confidence
placed in them.
In November the names of fifteen Kad-
elpians were added to the Chapter roll.
These were Celeste Bishop, Polly Brothers,
Barbara Cotton, Nancy Driskill, Sarah
Harvie, Sonia Kile, Virginia McLean, Gene
Moore, Stokes Overbey, Nancy Purdum,
Elisabeth Stone, Helen Tanner, Pat Taylor,
Janet Wiggins, and Elizabeth Wilkinson.
In November Dr. Kilpatrick's birthday
was observed in cooperation with the other
educational fraternities on campus. Other
educational programs included a discussion
by a superintendent of schools concerning
the desirable qualities of a teacher. Our
knowledge of modern Egypt was increased
by the presentation of slides and an ac-
companying lecture.
Since one of our goals is to develop a
greater degree of friendliness and under-
standing between the students of Long-
wood and the members of the college fac-
ulty, many of the college officials were
invited to attend our Christmas banquet.
In March, Sarah Harvie traveled to East
Lansing, Michigan, to attend the eighteenth
Biennial Convocation of Kappa Delta Pi.
New members were initiated in March.
We honored the freshmen and sophomores
who ranked in the upper quartile of their
respective classes at a tea-reception in the
spring. We sincerely believe that the chap-
ter has given its members something of
lasting value.
First row: G. Moore, McLean, Driskill, Goard, Spurlock
Second row: Wiggins, Fritts, Harman, Blessing, Gregory, Weddle, Borkey
Third row: Manvell, Bishop, Kile, Purdum, Bryant, Oakley, Gladding, M. A. Wilson, Garbee, Ballowe, Jackson,
M. Thomas, Tanner
Beorc Eh Thorn
BeORC Eh Thorn, the English
honor society on the Longwood campus,
derives its name from three old English
runic letters, symbolizing the study of lit-
erature, the inspiration of creative writing,
and the discipline necessary to achieve lit-
erary expression. Beorc Eh Thorn had
its beginning in 1935 under the leadership
of Mr. James Grainger, head of the English
Department at that time. Mr. Grainger's
son designed the Beorc Eh Thorn pin, bear-
ing the emblem of the winged horse, Peg-
assus.
One of the major objectives of Boerc
Eh Thorn this year has been to revise the
constitution to meet the new needs felt
by both students and faculty advisers. We
elected Mrs. Mildred Davis and Dr. R. C.
Simonini, Jr. as faculty advisers to Beorc
Eh Thorn. Previously the entire English
department has acted in an advisory ca-
pacity to the organization.
The coming of spring meant an opport-
unity to welcome our new members. In
May we had our annual picnic at Buffalo,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. James Grainger.
It was with regret that we saw our
president, Sally Brickman, leave. Norma
Gladding, vice-president of Beorc Eh
Thorn, took over the duties of the presi-
dency in January, bringing the year to a
successful close. Our other officers were
Branchy Fristoe, treasurer, and Elizabeth
Stone, secretary.
First row: Garbee, Fristoe
Second row: Stone, Brickman, Gladding
Third row Ht hack, A Lawrence, Biyant
Pi Gammd Mu
"Te shall \now the truth, and the truth
shall ma\e yoii free."
1 HIS is the motto of Pi Gamma
Mu, the National Social Science Honor
Society. The Virginia Gamma Chapter
was established on this campus in 1927 by
our beloved Dr. James E. Walmsley, pro'
fessor emeritus. To encourage young men
and women in scientific study of all social
problems and to promote cooperation be-
G. Moss as our sponsor. To Dr. Moss,
who was always there with a word of
wisdom and encouragement, we would like
to say "thank you." He was an inspiration
to us all.
In February Jack Huegal became an
alumnus of Longwood, and Pi Gamma Mu
lost its first vice-president; but Virgmia
Manvell and WiUiam Overbey accepted
bids. It was a pleasure to welcome them as
new members.
tween the branches of social science are the
purposes of our group. To us Pi Gamma
Mu is more than just another organi2;ation;
it is a means of continual growth in a field
of service which is of importance to our
entire lives.
Lauralee Fritts, with her 2,eal for getting
things done, served as our president in
1951'52. Other officers working with her
were Mildred Bright, vice-president: Nell
Dalton, treasurer; and Vera Bryant, sec-
retary.
Early in the tall we welcomed Dr. C. G.
In the spring our annual banquet was
held at Longwood House, and new mem-
bers were welcomed into the chapter. Soon
June arrived, and it was commencement
time again. It was at this event that the
members of Pi Gamma Mu presented, as
a symbol of outstanding interest and ability
in the social science, a key to the student
at Longwood who had proved himself most
worthy. This presentation ended the school
year, but to members of Pi Gamma Mu it
was only a beginning of the things we hope
to accomplish in the field of social science.
Granddaughters Club
i HE purpose of the Granddaugh-
ters Club is to bring together all girls whose
mothers or grandmothers attended Long-
wood College and to interest the high-
school students of the State in attending
Longwood College. This year we were
fortunate in having twenty-two new mem-
card party, and the reception for Virgil
Fox. Our spring activities included assist-
ing the Alumnae Secretary in sending out
magazines and having tun Founders Day
showing the guests around the college. A
picnic at Longwood Estate for all the mem-
bers was one of the highhghts of the year.
Left to right: Palmer, Gillette, Miss Wall. Wingfield, Altwegg
bers. They were initiated in the fall at a
solemn ceremony followed by a party.
As our first activity of the year, we acted
as hostesses to the Alumnae and other
guests during the week-end of the dedi-
cation of our new buildings. Other activ-
ities participated in were circus, selling
Christmas cards, serving at the Alumnae
The oiiicers for the year were as follows:
president, Lelia Wingfield; vice-president,
Betty Frances Gillette; secretary, Jackie
Palmer; and treasurer, Patricia Altwegg.
Their capable leadership guided us suc-
cessfully through the year. Much credit
goes to Miss Wall, our adviser, who aided
us greatly through the year.
Left to right: Jmnctt, B, White, N. Nelson, Stanfield, S. Wilson, Holladay, M Thd
Longwood Players
TiHE Longwood Players, under
the direction of Dr. C. L. S. Earley, had a
successful season of two plays and an as'
sembly program. Ladies in Retirement, a
psychological melodrama, was presented in
November. Cleo Holladay, Nancy Nelson,
Sally Wilson, Jean Jinnett, Marian Thomp-
son, Barbara White, and Ed Stanfield, of
Hampden'Sydney, played with distinction.
Harold Hutter, Madison McClintic, Tom
Moore, Herb Goodman, Charles Bedford,
and Ethel Straw, assisted by Dr. Earley's
playproduction class, constructed an ad-
mirable set.
For Founder's Day, March 29, the Long-
wood Players and Hampden-Sydney Jong-
leurs presented the second show. Light Up
the S\y, a sophisticated farce concerning
theater people. In April the troupe gave an
assembly program of three one-act plays.
In March our director, Dr. Earley, and
members of the club journeyed to Augusta,
Ga., to a convention of the Southwest
Theater Group. Members of the club and
guests spent May 9, 10, and 11 in New
York visiting the theater.
The officers for the year were the follow-
ing: president, Ethel Straw; vice-president,
Betty Scott Borkey; secretary, Cleo Hol-
laday; treasurer, Barbara White: and tech-
nical director, Harold Hutter. The execu-
tive board included Lucy Jane Morton as
designer; Nathalie Lancaster in charge of
costumes; Jean Jinnett as head of publicity;
and Doris Underwood and Mary Anne
King as social chairmen. Outstanding work
was done backstage by Gene Moore and
Betty Frances Gillette on properties; Aud-
rey Morse on programs; Virginia Suther-
land on costumes; Fifi Carter on music; and
Anne Parsons, Ann Carter Wendenburg,
Gaynelle Edwards, and Juanita. Hudson on
the set.
In September Longwood College Drama-
tic Club became Longwood Players, under
a new and revised constitution. With the
superb support and aid of Dr. Earley, the
club has stimulated a greater interest in
dramatics on campus.
Top left: Dr. C. L. S. Earley
Top right: McClintic, Hutter, T, Moore, Gcodmar.
Middle: First row: Jmnett, Holladay, Underwood, Straw. B. White
Second row: Borkey, Hutter, Dr. Earley
Bottom: First row: Underwood, S. Wilson, B. White, C. Holladay
Second row: Borkey, Sutherland, Straw, Hutter, McClintic, Jinnett, M. F. Carter
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First row: G. Baker, Fristoc, Watts, Barnes, A, Lawrence, Sadler
Second row: Garbee, M. Spurlock, Humphries, V. Bryant
Third row: Gladding, Power, Dalton, Zitta, P. Wilson
Fourth row: Blessing, Harman, E. Baker, Manvell
Filth row: Ballowe, S. Overbey, Saunders, Tuggle, F. Thomas, Kar
N. Walker
Sixth row: Ash, Oakley, Peters, Price, Livesay, Cassada, M. Ho
Bcckner, Moscley, Borkey, Ricks, Matthews,
rame, Ridenour, Grahar
Seventh row: R. Mann, A. Moody, Fntts, E. Page, Bnckman, Goard, Hoback, M. Wilson
Future Teachers of America
TiHE Future Teachers of America
is an organization tliat presents college stu'
dents with the opportunity for actual par'
ticipation in both state and national
associations. It seeks to promote profes-
sional leadership, to further the activities
of the National Education Association, to
study the practices of the teaching profes-
sion, and to develop desirable qualities in
our members in order that they may be
good leaders in the field of education.
Our particular group is called the J. L.
Jarman chapter. It was organized Novem-
ber, 1939, and received its charter from
the National Education Association in
1940. In order to become a member of
this group, a student must be recommended
by the head of her department and sanct-
ioned by its members. Members are in-
itiated in the fall and in the spring of the
year.
This year we gave a reception for all
student teachers and supervisors. Thus
we hope to strengthen the unity between
the College and the training school. We
have also set up our own Future Teachers
of America library, which we hope will be
an asset to our chapter. Perhaps the most
interesting meeting was the one at which
the Future Teachers of America met with
A. C. E. and Kappa Delta Pi, in order to
honor the eightieth birthday of WiUiam
H. Kilpatrick. Dr. John P. Wynne, our
faithful adviser, conducted the program in
a most interesting manner. With his guid-
ance we were able to schedule other in-
teresting and worthwhile programs.
For their leadership we recognize our
officers: Betty Barnes, president: Norma
Gladding, vice-president: Flora Ballowe,
secretary; Dot Gregory, treasurer; and
Mary Moore Karr, librarian.
I 1^ •"
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First row: Jinnett, Wiggins, Harden, Bryant, A. White, Cassada, Brame, Graham, Barnes, Woody, Walthall
Second row: Toxey, P. Lee, J. Spindler, Purdum, Hamlet, Wingfield, Hancock, Bunn, L. Wood, Perkinson
Third row: Manvell, Zitta, A. Conley, Owen, DriskiU, J. Richardson, Marsh, Goode, Blankenship, Woolndge,
Gatling
Fourth row: Lancaster, Bright, Oakley, Cotton, Crowgey, Urso, F. Evans, J. Allen, Hall, L. Thompson, McDonald,
F. Andrews, Duncan, F. Williams, Haydon, J. Kreienbaum, A. K. Hundley, F. Turner, Cook, S. Overbey,
Hughes, Crawford
Association of Childhood Education
TiHE Association of Cfiildhood
Education was formed in 1930 by tfie merg'
ing of two organizations, the International
Kindergarten Union and the National
Council of Primary Education. It is an
organization for those people who are in-
terested m the education of children.
The purposes of the Association are to
work for the education and well'being of
children; to bring into active cooperation
all groups interested in children in the
home, the school, and the community; to
promote desirable educational programs
and practices in the elementary schools,
including the nursery school, the kinder-
garten, the primary and the intermediate:
and to raise the standard of professional
training for teachers and leaders in the
field. To achieve these purposes the Asso-
ciation is guided by a flexible philosophy of
education.
We initiated thirty-nine new elementary
majors this year. Mary Crawford, our
capable president, led us through a suc-
cessful year. Assisting Mary were Joyce
Gatling, who gave us some excellent pro-
grams: Catherine Toxey, secretary; and
Vera Bryant, treasurer. Miss Alice Carter
was our capable friend and adviser.
Our programs this year were based on
a problem in which we were all interested:
student teaching and its responsibilities. At
one of our first meetings Miss Carter spoke
to us about what the Association of Child-
hood Education can mean to us while in
college and after graduation. Supervisors
from each grade level gave interesting talks
on what they expected of student teachers.
Seniors who had completed their practice
teaching led us in a panel discussion of pro-
blems which they had encountered.
The high light of the year was a party
in honor of the freshmen and sophomores
who are elementary majors.
Eastern Shore Club
Accomack and Northamp-
ton, these names make one think of only
one place, the Eastern Shore. We have
only a few girls from here, but this pen-
insula is foremost in the mind of every
girl from the other side of the Chesapeake
Bay.
It was with sadness that we packed our
trunks to embark from the sandy beaches
in September, but as everyone does when
she comes to Longwood, we found that be-
fore long we were all adjusted and back in
the swing of things.
Our club welcomed two new members
this year: Sue Mason and Martha Smith.
We also welcomed with great joy our new
sponsor, Mrs. Simonini. Since we had been
without a sponser for a few years, we were
especially delighted with this addition. Back
with us also were Frances, Letitia, and
Ann.
One purpose of our club is to interest
high-school girls from the Eastern Shore
in coming to Longwood. This was done
through correspondence and asking girls
to visit the college on weekends. Another
purpose IS to get to know the girls from
the Eastern Shore better, and this was done
through out get-togethers.
Our senior members made us proud, as
our pretty Frances Turner was elected
Queen to reign over May Day, and Norma
Gladding was president of BeorcEhThorn.
We bade those girls a sad farewell in June
along with our other seniors, Frances
Stringfellow and Sue Nelson.
Our officer for this year was Ann Ed-
monds, president.
Left to right: S, Nc] 5. Mason, Marker. Gladding, F. Turner, Edmonds
Northern Neck Club
Between the Potomac and the
Rappahannock Rivers is the Northern
Neck of Virginia. This peninsula is com'
posed of five counties: King George, Lan'
caster, Northumberland, Richmond, and
Westmoreland. This small strip of land
captures the hearts of those who live or
visit there.
The Northern Neck Club originated in
1926 with its motto: Fishing for Know
ledge. Our club motto and purposes are the
same today. The main purpose of the club
is to stimulate interest among high'school
seniors in attending Longwood College.
The club is purely social, and we admit
we have a wonderful time together.
The new members entering our club this
year were the following: Frances Northern,
Catherine Roberts, Anna Mae Sanders,
Lynette Talley, Ellen Brent Di2,e, Edna
Mae Trader, Margie Smallwood, Barbara
Hough, Mary Jones, Frances Mottley, and
Mary Coles. We welcomed our new mem'
bers at a hamburger feast. Other enjoyable
events of the year include a tea at Long'
wood Estate, a Christmas party at Tye's
Inn in the Northern Neck, and our spring
picnic at Longwood Estate.
Our thanks for being a wonderful ad'
viser and faithful friend go to "Charlie
Hop," who has helped in every way pos'
sible to make our club a success.
Our club officers were Peggy Wilson,
president; Ann Conley, viccpresident;
Jeanne Mercer, secretary; Johanna Biddle-
comb, treasurer; Frances Northern and
Catherine Roberts, reporters.
First row: L. Talley, Trader, A. Conley, P. Wilson
Second row: Shelton, Motley, Smallwood, M. Dise, Richardson, Cowles, Mercer, Mr. French
Third row: Hough, E. Disc, M. Jones, F, Northern, Sanders, Biddleconib, Roberts
Richmond Club
VJEE, it's good to see ya! What
did you do on your vacation? Is that so?"
So we began a new college year. The
Richmond Club was glad to welcome many
charming freshmen from the capital of the
Old Dominion. First of all, as the year got
under way, we entertained our freshmen
at a picnic where we chattered about the
things we had done during the summer.
Our picnics held at Longwood Estate in the
fall and spring are a tradition with us.
them all the added attractions.
This Christmas as the holiday's good
cheer was in full swing, the alumnae en-
tertained us with a lovely Christmas tea
at Miller and Rhoads. Several high'school
seniors, who were prospective Longwood
students, also attended the tea. We met
them with the friendly spirit of our school,
and they were more enthusiastic than ever
about coming to Longwood. The juke-box
dances which the club sponsors are held in
First row: Ridcnour, Tanner, Puryear, McLean, Parkinson, Stone, Picinich, B. Allen
Second row: Gray, Dcvine, J. Page, Langhorne, Franklin, Ferguson. Cabell
Third row: Mrs. Cover, Phillips, Huff, Kent, Koch, E. Cheatham, Adkms
One of our main purposes is to interest
Richmond high'School girls in coming to
Longwood College. This we have done by
individual correspondence, by inviting girls
to the college on the weekends, and by
having parties in Richmond in their honor.
Our club enables us to have closer relation-
ship with our alumnae at home. Each spring
several members of the Richmond Club
are invited to attend the alumnae picnic
held in Richmond. When our alumnae are
on our campus, we act as hostesses showing
the fall and spring and provide a good time
for all as well as an increasing sum for our
treasury. We were fortunate this year in
having more publicity in the Richmond
Islews Leader for our new girls.
We were led through a most joyous
year by Mrs. Cover, our faculty sponsor.
Our officers for the year were Virginia
McLean, president; Delores Ann Crowder,
vice-president; Elleanor Koch, secretary
and treasurer; and Nancy Adkins, reporter.
Southwest Virginia Club
i HE Southwest Virginia Club
started its second year on the Longwood
campus with a host of new members. We
got together and asked such questions as
these: Where are you from? Surely you
know so-and-so! We were happy and en-
thusiastic; vv^e were friends.
Our officers for the year were: Anne
Moseley of Roanoke, president: Helen Cas-
tros of Roanoke, vice-president; May Henry
Sadler of Tazewell, secretary; and Eleanor
Weddle of Roanoke, treasurer. Miss Emily
In Roanoke, even before school started
in September, the Roanoke alumnae enter-
tained all of us "old girls" and the girls
who would be freshmen, with a lovely tea.
It was fun to be together again, especially
to meet our new freshmen. During the year
we entertained on our campus, girls who
were seniors in high schools throughout
Southwest Virginia. We hoped that they
would catch the Longwood spirit in their
brief stay and would want to make it their
home for the next tour years. Our annual
First row: Minichan
I
ii |)u~L,ll. W.dJi^, Mn.dcv. NaJK
Second row: Hoback MlCIuoj Bryan, Henderson, Derring, Lucas, Ruckman, Parsons, Lynch, M. A. Ward,
Warner, McNeil
Third row: Douglas, Donaldson, Assaid, S. Ward, Key, Hamilton, Donnelly, McLemore, Seibcl, Burgess, Shoaf
Fourth row: Miss Barksdale, Crowgey, F. Thomas, B. A, Johnston, N. J. Jones, Greene, Beavers, J. Cullip, Castr
M. Davis, Breslin, Hudson
Barksdale, a Southwest Virginian herself,
was our capable adviser and was always
ready to help us.
Since one of the club's objectives is to
interest girls from our part of the state in
Longwood, we wrote personal letters to
prospective students. Each member of the
club was given the name of a prospective
student and was to "adopt" this girl and
through letters help her to come to love
Longwood as we do.
juke-box dance in January proved to be a
great success. Everyone had a wonderful
time, and our treasury was enriched by
some hard cash, quite useful.
We were proud of many of our members
who received top honors and who held
offices too numerous to mention.
Here's hoping that next year will bring
us a bigger and better club and will be
happy and successful for all.
FRENCH CIRCLE
First row: P. Taylor, treasurer: Brickman
Second row: B. White, vice-president: Tanner, president: Collier, fecretary
Third row: Holladay, reporter; Jackson
SPANISH CLUB
First row: Rodrigue;, vice-president: Greenland, secretary
Second row: Jackson, president: Castaner, program chairman: Gibson, reporter
The French and Spanish Clubs
i HE library was the scene and
October the time when Le Cercle Francais
had its first meeting of the year. After the
old students had greeted each other with
"Bonjour" and the new students had in-
troduced themselves, we settled down to
planning the activities of the year.
Our plans were successful, for at each
monthly meeting we had fun singing
French songs, playing games, giving skits,
and learning of France and her culture. We
especially enjoyed the gay Christmas party
given with the Spanish Club and the movie,
SYMPHONIE PASTORALE, which Le
Cercle brought to the college m April.
Upon returning from Thanksgiving, we
found a wonderful surprise. Our French
informant, Catherine OUivary, had arrived
from Pans. Le Cercle Francais could not
have done without the help rendered by
Katty and by our adviser, Miss Draper.
What a big year this has been for El
Club Espanol! We immediately began
working on our Circus booth, with its gay
senoritas, and peanuts, of course. Our big
night was December 7, the night of the
fiesta. We celebrated in true Spanish style,
with posadas, aguinaldos, pinatas, and our
big event, the bull-fight. Presented on Feb-
ruary 7, our Spanish movie, "Locura de
Amor," was a huge success. This spring
we began working on a Spanish-English
cookbook.
Our fun-packed programs included skits,
a qui? program with los Rebeldes vs. los
Renegados, piano selections played by Es-
ther Acosta, our new Puerto Rican friend,
and always songs. How can we ever forget
our own special version of "O Cairi!" And
as always, we worked toward our motto:
"Lazos mas estrechos entre las Americas."
First row: West, Shelton, Isaacs, S. A. Jones, W. Karlet, Bryan, M. Garnett, M. E. Bennett, J. Palmer
Second row: Kile, Van Horn, E. Page, Barrow, J. Williams, Franklin, M. Wilson, Pershing
Third row: Hoffman, D. Edwards, Due, C. Watson, Via, Donaldson, A. Johnson
Fourth row; A. Ramsey, Roberts, M. Need, Dudley, Forrest, B. J. Jennings, McClung, Kridle
Home Economics Club
O.'UR Longwood Home Econom-
ics Club, a member of the college section
of the American Home Economics Asso-
ciation and the Virginia Home Economics
Association, has been guided this year by
the following ofiicers: Helen Barrow, presi-
dent; Dorothy Gregory, vice-president:
Mary Elizabeth Bennett, secretary; Joanne
Pershing, treasurer; Miss Fern Staggs,
sponsor.
Our monthly meetings have been varied
and interesting. We have had several
speakers who have inspired us to a more
professional attitude.
In February our meeting was educat-
ional. The freshmen presented a program
in play form about the organisation of our
national home-economics association. In
December, we took orders for our annual
fruit cake and plum pudding sale. This
activity proved successful. During the year,
we sold the United Nations Cook Books,
and the profits of this sale were sent to the
National Headquarters to be used for our
home for home economics. We were for-
tunate this year in being allowed to send
two delegates to the Regional Conference
of American Home Economics Association
in Morgantown, West Virginia. Our rep-
resentatives, Marty Miller and Joanne Per-
shing, brought many helpful suggestions
back to us. This year our staff has been co-
operating with our club m many of the
projects undertaken. They entertained the
various classes at desserts and breakfasts.
The club was well represented at the State
Convention of the Virginia Home Econo-
mics Association. The meeting was held
March 20-March 22. Our year's activities
were climaxed in May with a tea given in
recognition of our seniors. This meeting
brought our 19? 1-19') 2 club session to a
close.
Commercial Club
TiHE Commercial Club, orgair
ized in 1939, is a progressive organi2,ation
having as its purposes advancement in the
knowledge of opportunities in the business
field and the furthering of interest in this
respect. The social gatherings contribute
to the promotion of friendships and good
will among the members.
Membership in the club consists of two
classes, active and honorary. Active mem-
bers are those students who major in Busi-
ness Education. Honorary members are
the professors in the Business Education
Department. They constitute an advisory
board from which a sponsor is elected an-
nually.
At the first meeting of the year new stu-
dents majoring in Business Education were
introduced to the officers of the club and
the professors in the Business Education
Department. In October the club had its
customary booth in the Alpha Kappa
Gamma Circus. At our installation service
Mr. Robert Crawford, well-known busi-
ness-man in Farmville, spoke to us on the
importance of a college education to us.
A Christmas party was the highlight of our
December meeting with a visit from Santa.
However, the main social event of the year
was our annual picnic at Longwood Estate.
Our big project for the year was the typing
and mimeographing of publicity items to be
submitted by the college to various news-
papers in the state. Also, we acted as host
to the high-school Future Business Leaders
of America, who held a spring district
meeting at Longwood College.
The officers of the club are Wmnie Mur-
dock, president; Peggy Wilson, vice-presi-
dent; Joyce Cheatham, secretary; Nellie
Lucy, treasurer; and Jeanne Mercer, re-
porter. Mr. N. O. Myers served as spon-
sor. To him we extend our sincere ap-
preciation for his ever-ready guidance. We
are also grateful to the Advisory Board
for their participation in our many activ-
ities.
n, Murdock, Lii
Longwood Librdry League
T.
i. HIS Library Club is the new-
est organi2;ation on Longwood's campus.
Membership includes students who are
studying Library Science and those who
are on the library stalT.
At a meeting held in January, officers for
the year were chosen. Elizabeth Browning
was elected our president; Bunny Gibson,
vice-president; Shirley Ward, secretary;
Nan Picinich, treasurer; and Hazel Hart,
reporter. We decided to call our club the
Longwood Library League or "Tri-L." Ad-
visory members of the club are Miss Irv-
ing Armstrong, Miss Terry, Mrs. Martha
Jenkins, Mrs. Anne Jeffers, and Dr. Bev-
erley Ruifin. Miss Louise Johnson, Elemen-
tary School Librarian, and Miss Kate
O'Brien, Librarian, of the Farmville High
School, are honorary members.
Social activities in which the group has
participated include picnics, luncheons,
teas, and informal get-to-gethers. The club
also acted as hostesses at the annual Li-
brary Conference held this spring at Long-
wood.
We hope to promote the growth of
school libraries, particularly in Prince Ed-
ward County. To further this cause, some
of us visited the libraries in the vicinity of
Farmville, this spring. We have chosen as
our motto: The beginning of a thousand
forests lies in a single acorn. We have
every expectation that what all we have
planted within the year will grow into
something good.
First row: Greene, Watts, Hart, E. Browning, Picinich, Gibson, Puckett
Second row: Martin, Plielps, Bodkin, S. Ward, Booker, Livesay, R. Mann
The Choir
WiE, the members of the Long'
wood College Choir, are very proud of our
accomplishments of the past year. These
have been gained through the able direction
of our leader, Dr. John W. Molnar, and
the hard work and enthusiasm of the entire
membership of this organization.
Our first public appearance of the year
took place in the fall, when the Hampden-
Sydney Glee Club and we gave a concert
at the Virginia Educators Association con-
vention in Richmond. We were all very
Hampden-Sydney the following night. Our
program of Christmas music included sev-
eral selections from HandeFs "Messiah."
The spirit of Christmas was strongly felt
by audience and singers.
We were thrilled to present in May
Gilbert and Sullivan's famous operetta,
"The Mikado," with the H. S. G. C.
Long months of hard work found us ready
to present it. We were proud of our lead-
ing soloists: Sarah Harvie, Winston John-
son, Lura Beavers, and Dolly Home. We
f;.:^^^,a(X^iVU'^''f^ l'^
First row: Hines, Thvving, N. Lawrence, McClung, W. Johnson, Hamlet, Hamilton, M. K. Miller, Purdum, Weddle,
Fritts
Second row: Cowles, Bazemore, E. Page, B. Tomlinson, J. Allen, Hobbs, M. Jackson, Devine, Sutton, SafFelle,
Morris, Lee, Hoskins, Rickman
Third row: M. D. Wilson, Spivey, Home, McNeil, Barr, Hoback, Isaacs, Hunt, M. Evelyn Bennett, Marker,
Goodson, Hall, A. Powell, R. Mann, Lampkin, G. Edwards, R. Browning, Parker
Fourth row: Staples, C. Stanley, Tuggle, Gatling, Harvie, Salmon, Sadler, Puckett, Moody, Dunlap, Zitta, Wells,
Beavers, Driskill
proud of the success of our concert.
Immediately following this event, we be-
gan practice for our Christmas concert,
given annually with the Hampden-Sydney
Glee Club. The Choir's Christmas Concert
is always the highlight of the Christmas
festivities on the campus. This year it took
place in our beautiful new auditorium, Jar-
man Hall. The concert was repeated at
shall always remember the keen enjoyment
and lasting benefit we derived from pre-
paring and giving our various productions.
Our officers for the year were Ann
Moody, president; Nancy Lawrence, sec-
retary; and Sarah Harvie, treasurer. We
are grateful to Miss Virgilia Bugg, our
sponsor, who inspired us throughout the
year.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
i O know Him and to make
Him known" is the motto of the Long-
wood Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
There are chapters on other college and
university campuses in the United States,
in Canada, and in many countries over-
seas. These groups are composed of Christ-
ians of all denominations who seek to serve
Christ on their campuses. Throughout the
year, our Longwood Chapter met weekly
Alice Alter and Warner Hutchinson, reg-
inal staff workers, were the speakers. A
conferette was a new and wonderful ex-
perience for us. Ahce Alter visited Long-
wood several times this year, strengthening
us with her advice, prayers and sugges-
tions.
A number of us attended a weekend
conference at Roslyn again this year. This
IS a mid-winter conference serving colleges
Left to right: Manv L, Thompsun, Smtun
on Thursday afternoons for group Bible
study. This year we have been studying
the Gospel of John. Daily prayer meetings
were held to support the work of the group.
At the beginning of the year, the Rev.
George Kissinger from Achilles, Virginia,
dehvered a challenging message to us.
A conferette, or miniature conference,
was held here at Longwood for the benefit
of Longwood and Hampden-Sydney Col-
lege. Charles Troutman, reginal secretary
for the Inter-Varsity in the Southeast,
and universities of eastern Virginia.
Our officers during 1951-52 were Bar-
bara Cotton, president; Virginia Manvell,
prayer chairman; Dorothy Stringfleld, sec-
retary-treasurer; Mary Perrow, mission's
secretary; and Emily Eggert, publicity
chairman.
Our primary aim is to put the Lord Jesus
Christ first in our own lives and to live in
such a way that others may be led to a per-
sonal faith in Him as Savior.
First row: J. Anderson, Doll, Burnette, Richardson, Tuck, B. Carter, A. Thomas, Salmon
Second row: Glass, Owen, Weddle, Isaacs, Crowder, Home, Murray, E. Stone, Miss Peak, M. Miller, G. Baker,
Gatling, S. Bradshaw, Koch, Karnes
Third row: F. Evans, Jenkins, B. Wood, A. Pc
B. Moore, Hines, G. Edwards, Sandvig, E.
A'ell, Manvell, Baber, M. Thompson, Bell, Thaxton, Talley, Mercer,
Boswell, Sutton, Hart
Fourth row: B. Johnson, Staples, Giles, S. A. Conley, Pa ker, B. Booker, Short, Douglas
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Baptist Student Union
'N September 14, at Camp
Greenbay, the Baptist Student Union be-
gan the new session with a week-end of fun
and inspiration. We remember those ses-
sions, round-table discussions, camp-fire
gatherings, and meetings held in the top of
the water tower. Sunday we were back
at Longwood to welcome the freshmen.
Our beloved Dr. Chester Swor led re-
vival services in Farmville in October. Our
B. S. U. Convention in Lynchburg was
another great pleasure. We chartered a
bus and were off for an inspiring week-end
with other B. S. U.'ers from all over the
State. The Freshmen Executive Council
successfully presented Freshmen Week, De-
cember 2-9, led by Phyllis Isaacs, their
president.
"In All Thy Ways . . . God" was the
theme of our Vocational Emphasis Week,
February 4-11. And the good supper down
at the Church! Helen Poarch, State B. S. U.
president, spoke to us then about her ex-
periences last year as the Virginia B. S. U.
summer missionary to Hawaii. March 2 we
held the installation service for the new
B. S. U. Council. We will remember the
first week-end in April with Dr. J. P. Allen
leading a youth revival and speaking at our
B. S. U. banquet in the Tea Room. April
18 we left for Arlington for our B. S. U.
Retreat. Senior Day in May meant the
year was ending, but we now look forward
to being together at Ridgecrest for B. S. U.
Week.
Our gratitude goes to "Peakie," Mr.
Bruner, and Dr. Johnson for their loyal
support that made all of the wonderful
things of B. S. U. possible this year. Our
Executive Council officers this year were
Gladys Baker, Babs Booker, Mary Lou
Burnette, Beulah Carter, Ann Crowder,
Wanda Doll, Joyce Gatling, Dolly Home,
Phyllis Isaacs, Eleanor Koch, Mary Miller,
Diane Murray, Jean Carol Parker, Eliza-
beth Stone, Dot Stringfield, Ann Tho-
mas, Marilyn Thompson, and Eleanor
Weddle. We were supported by a faith-
ful Greater Council, too.
First row: Glenn, F. Young, Lampkin, A. Lawrence, G. Bain, Porter
Second row: Gillette, Dyer, Birdsall. P. Taylor, E. Johnson, A, Harding
Third row: C. Karnes, Hunt, L. Thompson, B. Cullip, J. Cheatham, B. Campbell, Wooldridge, Miss Krause
Fourth row: D. Morris, Persinger, Saunders, Northern, Fritts
Wesley Foundation
'T^
L HE year began with our party
and banquet for all the new Methodist stu-
dents. Wesley Foundation was well
attended every Sunday night, with interest-
ing student-led discussions. The Sunday
evening waffle suppers at the student cen-
ter were times of great fun and fellowship.
The Longwood conference this year was
one of the most successful we have ever
had, with delegates from seven colleges
present. Our Wesley Foundation was also
well represented at other conferences, with
large delegations going to Natural Bridge,
the University of Virginia, Virginia State,
and Madison.
At Thanksgiving and at Christmas, and
on other special occasions, parties were en-
joyed. The fellowship hours on Sunday
nights after church gave Methodist stu-
dents another opportunity to get together
to talk and sing. In January we began a
series of discussions of marriage. At one of
these meetings we were host to other youth
groups for Union Vespers.
In February a farewell party was held
for Ann Lawrence, our president, who
was graduating. We missed her greatly,
especially when we held our spring retreat
to make plans for the new semester. Twice
during the year, banquets were held for all
Methodist students, with such distin-
guished speakers as Bishop Garber of Rich-
mond and Dr. Parker of Randolph-Macon.
When warm weather came, we took to the
out-of-doors with picnics and a hayride.
Our greatest appreciation goes to Miss
Ruth Krause, our new director. We also
want to thank Mr. Myers, our pastor, and
Dr. Haddock, district superintendent, for
their assistance. Helping Ann Lawrence
were the members of the council and the
other officers: Pat Taylor, vice-president;
Jo Zitta, secretary; Ellen Porter, treasurer.
Westminster Fellowship
i\T the first of the school year,
the new students from Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney were welcomed with a
reception given by the Westminster Fellow-
ship. This was the beginning for our suc-
cessful year with Mrs. Frank Crawford
and the Rev. J. R. Kennedy, our pastor,
serving as advisers. Our leaders for the
year have been Natalie Lancaster, presi-
dent; Reid Erwin, vice-president; Jack
Hogg, secretary; and Pat Lee, treasurer.
Under the able leadership of Donnie
Devine, a variety of interesting programs
were presented. The out-standing program
for the year took place during the week-
end of April 11-12, when a team from the
Union Seminary in Richmond visited First
Church to lead discussions and the Sunday
night program. Among our social activ-
ities were a picnic and our monthly supper
meetings held the first Sunday of each
month alternately at Hampden-Sydney and
in the Farmville Presbyterian Church.
Representatives from our "West-Fel"
attended Rosslyn Presbytery Conference,
last fall. Barbara Rickman and Dick An-
drews attended the Synod's Training Con-
ference, this spring. Last summer we sent
Joyce Booth to Massanetta as our represent-
ative and Marian Thompson and Charlie
Talley to Montreat Conference. We hope
to send more delegates this summer.
This year has been one of inspiration,
recreation, and fellowship. We feel that
"West-FeT' has done much to aid our
spiritual growth as well as give us rich
memories of friendships and fellowship
shared.
First row; Cotton, M. Stone, Lancaster, P. Lee
Second row: Wiggins, ]. Spindler, Langhorne, Hamner
Thud row: Devine, E. Cheatham, Jennings, Kent, Rickman
Fourth row: Pershing, Stanley, Phillips, B, Allen, F. Spindler, Crawford
Newman Club
Oi'UR new year began last June
with the dedication of our new church,
St. Therese. That was a big event for us,
because our hopes and desires to see our
church completed were fulfilled.
During that occasion, visiting priests
from other diocese took part in the cere'
mony, and visiting friends from nearby
towns were present. Monseignor Stevens
represented Bishop Ireton. It was a very
impressive ceremony, which ended with a
High Mass. After the dedication ceremony
a luncheon was served in the Recreation
Hall of the college, to which members and
friends of the church were invited.
When we returned to school in Septem-
ber, Father MacCarthy and Father Silk
had prepared a pleasant party for the old
and new members of the club. We then
had the opportunity to get acquainted with
each other and plan the activities for the
year.
From October 28 to November 4, the
first mission in our new church took place,
conducted by Father Sahnsky from Arling-
ton. During that week we had mass every
morning, discussions for the college girls
during the afternoon, and services at night.
The mission was a great success.
In February Father MacCarthy, our pas-
tor, was transferred to Arlington. Father
Missler, from Ohio, took his place. It is
to the great working spirit of Father Mac-
Carthy that we owe our church. A fare-
well party in his honor was given in Crewe
Community Center.
As last year, our meetings were very
successfully conducted by Father Silk.
Many non-Catholic girls visited us very
frequently.
Olga Rodriquez, our Puerto Rican
friend, was the president of the club.
We are looking forward to the coming
year, which we hope will be as successful
as this one.
First row: Cable, N. S. Brown, McCarthy
Second row; Rodriguez. Sanford, Livcsay. HriTman
Freshmdn Commission
X HE Freshman Commission,
whose members are representatives from
the freshman class to the Y. W. C. A.,
was elected and organized in early fall.
The Commission works with and for the
Y. W. C. A., striving to aid the endeavors
of the organization in any way possible. A
very impressive installation service for the
the traditional "hanging of the green." The
entire student body took part in this cere-
mony, and afterwards, led by the Com-
mission, gathered around the tree to sing
carols.
The members of the Commission were
the following: Nell Cake, Barbara Assaid,
Carolyn Stanley, Jean Carol Parker, Don-
First row: McLemore, Wendenburg, Dcvine. Stanley, Puryear
Second row: F. Motley, N. Nelson, M. K. Campbell, Cake
Third row: J. Parker, Assaid, DeAlba, Bentley
members of the Commission was held in
the Episcopal Church.
The Commission's activities were nu-
merous. At the Senior dance, we were in
charge of a refreshment booth, selling
soft drinks and nabs at intermission. At
Christmas time, we decorated the tree
which stood in the Rotunda, and conducted
nie Devine, Pat McLemore, Betty Bentley,
Nancy Nelson, Joan DeAlba, Ann Carter
Wendenburg, Frances Motley, Georgette
Puryear, and Mary Campbell. We shall
be on hand next September to greet the in-
coming class of '56, and to acquaint them
with the traditions, the spirit of Longwood
College.
Orchesis
"Dedication," our group
entertainment of the year, utilized the three
performing arts
—
poetry, music, and dance.
Never, we thought, was dance's true mean-
ing more clearly stated. There was real
cooperative effort. The germs, the myth-
ical Phoenix, bounding Kinetic Energizers,
the many and singular "Years of the Mod-
let go and say
—
"goodbye." Echoes of
"Stars, Songs, Faces" faded into silence.
Our work had been a pleasure to us.
Scandinavian Festival had us in a "tizzy."
We had our choice of being an enchanted
person, a spring leaf, or a not-so-old maid,
hopeful of Leap Year. As true harbingers
of spring, we took part in May Day.
Left to right: Rice, Poarch, Ridenour, Hood, Beckner, A. Moody. Tuggle, Harris, Hoback
ern" were made to feel as important as the
soloists: Betsy Hankins, Margaret Taylor,
Sis Burton, Anne Murphy, and Challicc
Haydon. The performance of "Jesu, Joy in
Man's Desiring" expressed the spirit of
Dedication. "Years of the Modern" left
us perspective and a little introspective. We
saw ourselves as seniors, loosening hands to
Thus ended a stimulating year, one full
of portents. Our capable leaders were
Marian Beckner, president; Margie Hood,
secretary-treasurer; and Peggy Harris, cos-
tume chairman. Our adviser, Mrs. Land-
rum, has never failed us; we are grateful
to her.
Seated: Ridenour, Poarch
Standing: Moseley, Rice
First picture; Mr. and Mrs. Coyner
Second picture: Goat day and all of its horrors
Cotillion Club
i HIS year proved to be another
successful one for the CotiUion Club. In
the fall, thirty upperclassmen were asked
to become members; in the spring, ninety-
five freshmen were asked. Those accept'
ing these bids proudly wore the traditional
yellow ribbon around their ankle for a
week afterward, and later, in March, en-
dured the rigors of "goat day." At the
command of old members of Cotillion, the
goats cleaned rooms, wrote letters, ran
errands, and acted in the fashion of all
good goats. The long day ended with a
tired but smihng flock of goats, each one
feeling more a part of our organi2,ation and
of school life. The final phase of initiation
came later when the enthusiastic goats dec-
orated the gym for the spring dance.
The big night was April 5, 19') 2, when
our annual Cotillion Club dance was held.
Spring formals, gardenias, pastel streamers.
and melodious strains of music furnished
by the "Aristocrats" from Roanoke, made
the gym a delight. Happy couples danced
at what we think was the most wonderful
dance of the year. Jean Ridenour, our
lovely figure leader, led the members of
our club around the dance floor to form a
clever pattern. Attractive programs were
given to each girl as she went onto the
dance floor. Other entertainment was pro-
vided for our members and their dates to
make the week-end complete, one for all to
remember.
The Cotillion Club progressed during
the year under the capable leadership of
our president, "Bootie" Poarch. Conway
Rice served ably as our business manager,
with Ann Moseley as our efficient treas-
urer. Mr. Boyd Coyner was again our
very helpful faculty adviser.
Left to right: Poarch, Peters, Harris, Beckner, Livesay, Jackson, Ridenour, N. Walker, Borkey
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Marian Beckner Shirley Livesay
Betty Scott Borkey
Peggy Harris
Maria Jackson
Rachael Peters
Erma Poarch
Jean Ridenour
Nancy Walker
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Left to right ; Castros
Poarch
N. Walker, Cn Miss Her.
Nancy Walker President
Erma Poarch Vice-President
Ann Crowder Secretary
Helen Castros Treasurer
Miss Olive T. Iler Adviser
Edith Kennon Varsity Hoc\ey
Patsy Sanford Class Hoc\ey
Elsie Wente Class Hoc\ey
Rachael Peters Varsity Bas\etball
Beverly Marsh Class Basketball
Nell Bradshaw Volleyball
Clara Borum Tennis
Jean Ridenour Swimmmg
Blanton Ferguson Swimming
Betty Tyler Softball
Jean Hodges Archery
Roberta Wiatt Golf
Betty Abbitt Recreational Activities
Sue Webb Recreational Activities
Paula Dovell Publicity
Elleanor Koch Publicity
Marian Beckner... .Social Committee Chairman
Athletic Associdtion
First row: StrinKlcllow. Wente, Poarch, N. Bradshaw, Crowder, Castros, Dovel
Second row: Hodges, Kennon, Tyler, Ridenour, N. Walker, Beckner, Peters, Koch, Sanford, Harris, Wiatt, Abbil
Third r.nv: Wchh. Bnruin, Miss Iler
Left picture: Left to right: Borum, Wcnte Right picture H^
Tennis Archery
Hockey
First row: Tyler, Park, Borum, N. Brat
Second row: Crowder, Wi:itt, Parkrnsc
aw, Ridcnour, Beckner, DesPortes, Dalton, Waitman
Castros, Poarch, Kennon, Peters, Wcbh, Koch, Wente, Hudson
Top picture: VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM
First row: Koch, Beckner, Peters, Borum, Ridcnour, Tyler, P. Sanford
Second row: M. Ward, Hudson, Wiatt, N. Bradshaw, Kennon, Hartis
Third row: Miss Brockenbrough, Miss Her, Barlowe, Baldwin, Burgess, J. Parke
Middle picture: VOLLEYBALL
VARSITY SWIMMING TEAM
eckncr, Ferguson, Crowder, Huff, Tyler
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Bottom picture:
Left to right: Norflcet,
Koch, Wiatt
Walker (on hoard), Ridenour, Dovel. Greenland.
Athletic
Associdtion
Athletics are a major
part of Longwood. The new students of
'51'''52 immediately caught the enthu-
siasm displayed by upper-classmen and
joined in the activities with the true
Longwood spirit. A Sports Demonstra-
tion was held at the beginning of the
year to acquaint new students with the
sports on the campus. The preceding
pages contain a glmipse of these activ-
ities and the successful year that we had.
The council wishes to extend to Miss
Her our deep appreciation for her serv-
ices as our indispensable adviser. We
would like to thank all participants for
their splendid sportsmanship and in-
terest.
The color cup competition went into
full swing during hockey season. Each
class played heartily and joyously.
In the fall of the year, the A. A. spon-
sored a trip to Richmond so that the girls
interested in hockey might see the Scot- ^^^^_>,,.
tish Hockey Team play. This trip proved ^^^«& t ""
r • It- ^ ^u ^ 1 J Blazer Awards
very miorming, as the teams that played
were skilled at this sport. ^eft to nght: Peters, R.denour,
Walker, Beckner, Kennon
The Varsity Hockey Team had one of its most successful seasons. The teamwork and
cooperation of each earnest player paid big dividends. The varsity team had an undefeated
season, securing victories over Westhampton College, Roanoke College, and Lynchburg
College. The captain of this hard-working team was Jean Ridenour.
During the tennis singles tournament, many girls played hard to reach the finals. They
proved to be exciting with a red and white, Elsie Wente, competing against a green and
white, Clara Borum. Clara came through for her colors by defeating Elsie.
Longwood's varsity basketball team saw a successful year under the leadership of Clara
Borum as captain.
Class volley ball games ran close on the heels of basketball. Girls hurried to complete
their eight practices needed to be ehgible to play for their classes.
Archery came with spring time. Girls spent hours on the A. A. Field, bow and arrow
in hand, shooting for the "bulFs eye."
Fine sportsmanship was exhibited by both colors in all the class games. The winners
proudly collected points toward putting their colors on the cup.
Each year, the A. A. gives one of the most outstanding individual awards of the year.
These awards are the blue blazers and the white blazers. Girls wearing these awards are
recognized by all for their participation in a variety of sports. The white blazer awards
symbolizes most notable participation; the blue blazer award, notable participation.
In this review, mention should be made of the duties of the A. A. Council. Included
on the Council are the Executive Committee and managers of all sports, both varsity and
class teams. These managers work with the captains of individual teams to see that activ-
ities are carried through as scheduled.
First row: Ferguson, N. Walker, Ridenour, Beekner, Harding, Crowder, Ricks, Wingfield, Weddle,
Miss Brockenbrougli
Second row: Wiatt, Koch. DesPortes, Hutf, Wente, Adkins, Russell
H2O Club
i HE H,0 Club moved forward
this year under the able assistance of our
faculty adviser, Miss Rebecca Brocken-
brough. Working with Miss Brocken-
brough were our president, Bunnie Ricks;
treasurer, Ann Harding; and secretary,
Ann Crowder. They led the club through
a successful year.
In the fall Blanton Ferguson and Jean
Ridenour were elected to head our annual
swimming pageant. Much of their time
was spent in making this pageant one to be
remembered. The theme, "A Wet Christ-
mas Eve," was presented through a story
told by the narrator, Sally Wilson. During
the narration, wooden soldiers, icicles, wa-
ter bugs, Christmas stars, sailor dolls, and
Hiawatha with his Indian maid enacted
their part of the story through water-bal-
let figures. There were the traditional
fancy divers, clowns, and a Santa Claus to
entertain us between acts. The finale was
the formation of an H-O with candles. The
club would hke to commend the non-mem-
bers who worked with us in order to make
the pageant a success.
In March, William and Mary and Long-
wood swimming teams competed in an in-
ter-collegiate meet in the Longwood Col-
lege Pool. In April our swimming team
journeyed to Madison for a similar meet.
Eleanor Weddle, our student swimming in-
structor, worked with the Red Cross in
preparing many of us for the instructor's
course, which was given in March. In the
spring a dinner was given by the club at
the Longwood Estate in honor of the new
members, who had received bids in the fall
and spring.
This year each member helped with the
recreational swimming; thus many students
became interested in the swimming activ-
ities of the school.
Monogram Club
TiHE Monogram Club's main
purpose is to stimulate interest in sports
and to recognise athletic ability, scholar-
ships, and sportsmanship. We select as
members juniors and seniors who are most
outstanding in furthering this purpose.
In October new members were elected
into the club. We welcomed Nell Brad-
shaw, Clara Borum, Helen Castros, Ann
Crowder, Sarah Harvie, Lou Jamison, Ann
Jones, Beverly Marsh, Nancy Park, Audrey
Ramsey, Frances Ann Ramsey, Frances
Stringfellow, Betty Tyler, and Sue Webb.
Our initiation ceremony for them was held
in the new AA office on first floor StU'
dent building. The following day the new
members wore blue and white ribbons,
which are the colors of the club.
Credit for the success of our circus
booth goes to Margie Hood, who decorated
our booth in the colors of our club with the
LC monogram in the background. Surprise
"knick'knacks" were wrapped and sold to
the circus audience.
On February 14 we sponsored "Red
and White Day" and sold red hearts to the
class members. On March 17 we sponsored
"Green and White Day" and sold green
shamrocks. This tradition helps to promote
class spirit at Longwood.
The cabin at Longwood Estate was
again our responsibihty, and we found the
organizations signing up for its use on the
week-ends. In the spring all the new and
old members went out to the cabin, worked
hard, and got it shining once more. After
our labors we were rewarded by a picnic
supper.
Much gratitude goes to Miss Her, who
served as our helpful adviser. We are
proud of our capable president, Edith Ken-
non. Our other members include Bunnie
Ricks, secretary; Rachael Peters, treasurer;
Marion Beckner, Nell Dalton, Peggy Harris,
Margie Hood, Jean Ridenour, Ilene Rus-
sell, Nancy Walker and Eleanor Weddle.
First row: Livesay, M. Hood, Ricks, Peters, Ken
Second row: Walker, Ridenur, Weddle, Poarch.
Third row: Marsh, Borum, Russell, Stringfello
ion, Beckner, Wchb, Castros
P. Harris, Jamison, Dalton, N.
1, Harvie, A. Ramsey
Fourth Tyler, A. Jones, Crowder, Steck, F. Ramsey, Park
1 Seniors get points for the Red and Whites
2. Westhampton versus Longwood
3. Freshman hockey team
4. Variety in sports
f. junior huckcN tLain
6. Tennis champ!
7. Senior hockey teum
8. Keep that ball going
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^) Sophumore hockey team
10. Longvvuod players at Westhampto
11. Archery and tennis at Longwood
First row: A. Mallory, R. Browning
Second row; Miss Baron, Hancock, Shelton, Hembree
Third row: Hall. Pinkard, Ridenour
7<i^ (4^ice&4^
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Bi•UZZING voices rebounded
from the green walls of the chapter room
once again. It was good to be together after
three months, but all agreed that summer
had been good too.
Fall rushing was soon upon us. We
opened our hearts to our new sisters: Patti
Derring, Cleo Holladay, and Ann Dudley.
Others opened their hearts to Jean Kre-
ienbaum, Nat, and Patti, and sealed their
agreements with a pin. Jean Ridenour and
June Horton went one better and now wear
ried Santa Glaus to the boys and girls of
John Randolph School, and to the under'
privileged children of the Endicott School.
February brought rushing to the lime-
light once more. With pride we received:
Beth Kent, Nancy Nelson, Mary Hundley,
Carolyn Vanture, June Manlove, Eli2,abeth
Crockett, Florence Blake, Mary Anne
Evans, Bette Saffelle, Ann Bryan, and Joyce
Karlet.
Tri Sigma was well represented on May
Day. Marian was elected general chairman
First row: Harding, Rice, TukkIc, J. Krcicnhaum
Second row: M. Taylor, Brothers, Ridenour, Jones, Minichan, Beckner
lovely diamonds on that third finger.
We were all very proud of Pat Tug'
gle, who received the national Scholarship
Ring of Tri Sigma. She also served as
House Council president; she, Marian, and
Jean Ridenour served on AKG, Jean as
president. Marian and Jean gained another
honor by being presented with white blazers.
Blanton received recognition by being
chosen Circus representative.
Thanks to Liz, Hoskins, our room re-
ceived a new face. At Christmas, we car-
of the festivities. Pat Tuggle and Margaret
graced the court, and Jean Ridenour was
lovely as maid of honor.
We express gratitude and love to our
officers: Polly Brothers, president; Connie
Rice, Vice-president; Jean Kreienbaum, re-
cording secretary; Sarah Ann Jones, cor-
responding secretary; and Margaret Taylor,
treasurer. Our heart-felt thanks go to Miss
Trent, whose understanding and guidance
have ironed out many wrinkles.
Top picture Hcslvins Btnton, luhn--. Rkc Dcrnn
Middle picture Tuggle, Beckncr, Adkin'., Haidini;
Botton picture, seated: M, Taylor, McDonald, Holladay. Lancaster
Standing: S. Jones, J, Kreienbaum, W. Karlet, Dudley, Van Horn
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Kappa Delta
L.N September all of the Kappa
Deltas assembled eagerly in the chapter
room, a little saddened by the vacant seats
left by sisters who graduated in June.
Many Kappa Deltas held offices and took
an active part in school activities: Ann
Moody, president of Choir; Maria Jackson,
vice-president of Student Government,
president of the Spanish Club, Who's
Who; Bootie Poarch, president of Cotillion
Club; Dolores Hoback, president of StU'
dent Standards, and mentioned in Who's
again when Maria Jackson was chosen Cir-
cus Queen and Pat Altwegg, Animal
Trainer. Jean Partridge acted as co-chair-
man of the Junior's circus skit and Barbara
Caskey was in charge of the winning float
in the circus parade.
Spring rushing resulted in the addition
of Bobbie Allen, Betty Bentley, Jo Burley,
Nancy Brown, Nell Cake, Betty Davis,
Shirley Lewis, Pat McLemore, Carolyn
Stanley, Jean Talley, Lucy Thwing, and
Peggy Worthington.
First row: Hoback, F. Williams, B. Mann
Second row: Poarch, Crawford, M. Jackson, Morton, Moody
Third row: R. Smith, McLean, Walthall
Who; Helen Tanner, president of the
French Circle; Lucy Page Hall, secre-
tary of Student Government; Nancy Dris-
kiU, junior representative to Student Gov-
ernment; Ginny McLean, managing editor
of the Rotunda and president of the Rich-
mond Club; Janet Wiggins, news editor of
the Rotunda; Mary Denny Wilson, presi-
dent of the sophomore class. Congratula-
tions were in order when Mary Crawford,
Lucy Page Hall, Ginny McLean, and
Dolores Hoback were tapped by AKG, and
We have many happy memories of the
year, among which is the thrill of winning
the highest sorority average in scholarship.
Before we end the school year, we give
our sincere thanks to our officers: Nancy
Walthall, president; Helen Tanner, vice-
president; Sugar WiUiams, secretary; and
Celeste Bishop, treasurer. To our beloved
adviser, Miss Stubbs, and to our alumnae
we also owe a debt of gratitude for their
unfailing help in making this a memor-
able year.
Top picture: Left to right: Gillette, F. Williams, Hall, Crawford, Walthall, M. Jackson, Collier
Middle picture: First row: Mann, DriskiU, Partridge
Second row: M. D. Wilson, Poarch
Third row: Altwegg, Caskey
Bottom picture: Left to right: Bishop, Wiggins. McLean, Morton, Moody, Tanner, M. Robinson,
R. Smith
Alpha Sigma Alpha
TLASH! ASA's are in the news!
B. B. Wilson has been serving as president
of Student Government. This year our
Betty Scott vi^as editor of the Virginian.
The Chairman of our Senior Dance was
our own Bunnie Ricks. Also AKG and
Who's Who recognized several of our sen-
iors. Along with "brains" we also have
beauties, for B. B. and Bunnie represented
us on May Court. Margie directed the
dance for the May Day festivities.
To fill the vacancies in our hearts left
our party was filling a basket with many
presents for a needy family.
Spring rushing brought us great pleas'
ure, for we gained into our sisterhood Mary
Lou Barlow, Dot Baldwin, Gail Dixon,
Nancy Inge, Bettie Lou Van de Riet, Billie
Dove Van de Reit, Mary Ann Ward, Ann
Carter Wendenburg, and Joan Williams.
Our leaders for this year were the follow-
ing: Shirley Livesay, president: Bert
Browning and Margie Hood, vice-president;
Mary Brame, secretary; and Ann Keith
First row: M. Hood, Yow, Cassada, M. A. Wils
Second row: Brame, Livesay, Borkey, Barnes
Third row: Ricks, Graham
by the graduating seniors, we gained five
pledges: Dot Bankhead, Lou Kitts, Dot
Cassada, Lynn Hill and Libby McClung.
Our Founder's Day was a very memor-
able and impressive one, for it was our
fiftieth anniversary. Each one of us held
deep gratitude and appreciation for our five
founders. Our banquet, well planned by
Ann Keith, carried out the theme of our
Golden Anniversary.
In December, our "Castle" walls glowed
with Christmas cheer. The high-light of
Hundley, treasurer. We sincerely thank
Miss Wall, our adviser, who was always
there when we needed help and encourage-
ment.
During this year we spent many happy
hours of work and play together. As June
approaches, some of us will shut our "cas-
tle" door behind us for the last time. But
wherever we may go, we shall keep this in
mind: "Though years may separate us and
turn our locks to grey, yet still we'll be the
same old friends in dear old ASA."
A23A
Top picture: Bankhead, Ricks, Lackey, Hill, R. Browning, McClung, M. Evelyn Bennett, Borkey, Hundley
Middle picture: Cassada, Yow, Livesay, M. A. Wilson, Pearce, Kitts
Bottom picture: Brame, Barnes, Graham, Sanford, E. Browning, M. Hood
Zetd Tdu Alpha
In the early fall Longwood Zetas
returned to a year of hard work and fun,
eager and excited to tell of a wonderful
summer, and full of plans for the best year
ever. Returning with them was Miss Leola
Wheeler, beloved adviser, who had been
missed by every chapter member. She and
two new pledges, Joyce Cutrell and Joanne
Steck, were welcome additions to the Zeta
room.
Garbee and Joyce returned with spark-
hng diamonds; Pat, with a pin. Happy an-
sors of Zeta: Dr. and Mrs. R. C. Simon-
ini. Sophomore beauty, Mary Ann Breshn,
made her sisters very proud when she was
selected by the student body to serve on
May Court.
During the whole year, the Zetas and
their alumnae continued to work on the
garden planted in front of new Tabb Hall.
A plaque bearing their name was placed
in its center.
Hardly had second semester begun when
Zeta opened her arms to five young sisters.
First row: M. Thomas, Karr, S. L
Second row: Lee, Creger, Garhce
Third row: Straw, M. J. Smith
nouncements were made by Zetas: Sara
Lu became engaged, and Sadie pinned
during the first semester. Lucky girls! Hon-
ors rushed Zeta way during the fall months
as Margaret, Mary Jo, and Garbee were
tapped by Alpha Kappa Gamma. Also
these three girls were recognized by Who's
Who among Students in American Col-
leges and Universities. A great loss was
felt by the chapter when Margaret grad-
uated in February. But the chapter was
enriched by two wonderful people as spon-
Spring rushing brought Donnie Devine,
Ann Parsons, Betty Jane Staples, Phoebe
Warner and Shirley Ward. A college year
never ends without plans for wonderful
cabin and beach parties. It should be a big
summer.
For a happy year, we thank our presi-
dent, Sadie; vice-president, Garbee; treas-
urer, Ethel; historian, Mary Jo; ritual chair-
man, Pat Lee; rush chairman, Jonsie; and
Pan-Hellenic representative, Janice.
Top picture: Left to right: Karr, M. Moore, M. J. Smith, Pinkard, Kunkler, Jmnett, Steck
Middle picture: First row: Steck, Kunkler
Second row: S. Bradshaw, Jinnett, Pinkard
Third row: Cutrell, Brcslin, A. Jones
Bottom picture: First row: McCracken, Straw, Garbec. M. J. Smith
Second row: M. Thomas, P. Lee, Karr, Breslin
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Pi Kappa Sigma
In the Fall we all returned to
Longwood, some reluctantly. Jerry, Caro'
lyn, and Prich had acquired a "Mrs." this
summer. We eagerly plunged into fall
rushing. We welcomed with pride Ann
Boswell, Jane Branch, Peggy Hood, and
Sylvia Reames.
Before we knew it, November 17th, our
Founder's Day came. This meant stumbling
out of bed at the crack of dawn and trudg'
ing sleepily down to the College Shoppe
for our traditional breakfast. How excited
leges," and Buddy received the Blazer
award. Frances Turner reigned over the
May Day festivities: "B. A.," Murphy,
Sylvia, and Frances Motley appeared on
the court.
We climaxed the year with our cabin
party at Longwood Estate on May 10th.
In June we bade farewell to our fifteen
seniors, as well as to Billie Dunlap, wholl
be married this summer. Our heartfelt af-
fection and gratitude go to Miss Her, our
adviser; to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Graham,
First row: C. Smith, N. Walker, Cook, A. Motley, Hembree
Second row: Blankenship, L. Humphries, F. Turner, Sadler, B. Br
Third row: Matthews, C. Overbcy, Moselcy, Dalton
we were when December brought ice and
snow and Senior Dance. The intermission
party was a huge success. After Christ-
mas came exams and spring rushing. Proud
we were to get Jane Bailey, Joan DeAlba,
Frances Motley, Mary Dabney Langhorne,
Frances Spmdler, and Nancy Tanley.
How are you fixed for wheels? Fine
thank you. AKG claims Cookie, president
of the "Y"; Buddy Walker, president of
the "A. A."; and our own Nell Dalton.
Cookie and Buddy were also chosen to
appear in "Who's Who In American Col-
our patrons; and to our wonderful officers
—May Henry Sadler, president; Bobbie
Brown, vice-president; Ann Motley, sec-
retary; Ann Murphy, treasurer; and Jerry
Hembree, Pan Hel representative.
This has been a memorable year. We
seniors will miss our little sisters next year.
But
"When college days are over
Our paths lie different ways.
Still memories are golden
Of dear old Pi Kap days."
irK.s
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Top picture: First row: N. Bradshaw, Haydon. Islin, J. Spindler, Murphy
Second row; Dunlap, Harvie, Webb, Abbitt
Middle picture: Left to right: Blacknian, Copley, Garrett, Hamilton, Key
Bottom picture: Left to right: Reams, P. Hood, Boswell, Branch
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Alpha Sigma Tau
WiITH our bathing suits and
memories all packed away, we AST's re
turned to Longwood.
The first big event of the year was our
annual formal banquet. This was held in
honor of our fiftysecond anniversary. We
were pleased to welcome Mrs. Betty Ree
Watson as our new patroness.
It gave us all a great deal of pleasure to
contribute Christmas gifts to the children
at the Lynchburg colony.
Our own lovely Margaret Steele was
were chosen to be in the annual May Day
festival.
In May our last meeting brought re-
luctant farewells to our seniors: Dot, Betty,
Lee, Frances, and Marty. We all thank
our capable leaders: Dot Boswick, our pres'
ident; Marty Miller, vice-president; Sonia
Kile, secretary; Lee Wingfield, correspon-
dent secretary; Bobbie Obenshain, treas-
urer; and Helen Castros, our rush chair-
man.
Among us we have found outstanding
First row: M. Miller, Brickman
Second row: F. Thomas Boswick, L, Wood Hancock
chosen Sweetheart of Sigma Chi at Roa-
noke College, Salem, Virginia.
In the spring our thoughts turned to
"rushing" and Tau Heaven opened its
doors to Bobbie Assaid, Mary Hurt Peery,
Ann Gray, Bev Marsh, Mary Rogers But-
ton, Nancy Franklin, Georgette Puryear,
Mary Campbell, Ski Gillikin, Fran Speegle,
Marlene Lucas, Martha Donaldson, Joyce
Welsh, and Billie Miller.
We were all pleased when Kitty Ham-
let, Margaret Steele, and Bobbie Assaid
leaders: Bobbie Obenshain, treasurer of
the Student Government Association;
Helen Castros, treasurer of the Athletic
Association; Betty Hancock, president of
the Pan-Hellenic Council; and Lee Wing-
field, president of the Granddaughters Club.
Also our own Lou Beavers was chosen
chairman of the Sophomore Production;
Bobbie Assaid was chairman of Fresh-
man Production.
To Miss Bedford we give our deepest
thanks and appreciation for the help and
advice she has given us.
J^^T
Top picture: Seated: Obenshain, Steger
Standing: Hancock, Steele, W. Johnson, Castros, E. Boswcll
Middle picture: Biddlecomb, Hamlet, Purdum, B. A, Johnston, Wingfield, P. Taylor, M. Miller
Bottom picture: Kile, L. Wood, Donnelly, F. Thomas, Brickman
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Theta Sigma Upsilon
Ai. FTER a summer of fun and fre
lie, we eagerly returned in September to
begin a full and happy year. We were sad'
dened by the absence of our Thetas who
were graduated in June, but fall rushing
brought us four wonderful new sisters:
Mary Jean Carlyle, Paula Dovel, Doris
Underwood, and Laura Lee Fritts.
In the fall our chests swelled with pride
when we learned that we had been made
a member of the National Pan-Hellenic
Council. We were also proud of our sen-
ior dance intermission party.
Student Government Council, and Faith
Smith was a May Court attendant for the
sophomore class. We squealed with de-
light when two of our girls, Maxine Watts
and Faith Smith, were pinned, and when
Mary Bennett received a ring this year.
At the end of a wonderful year, we re-
luctantly bid farewell to our beloved sen-
iors: Joyce Humphries, Branchy Fristoe,
Maxine Watts, Laura Lee Fritts, Eleanor
Weddle, "Chris" Davis, and Gay Power.
In the spring we were happy to welcome
First row ; Fristoe, Power
Second r.ow: Weddle, J. Hurnph,-eys, Watts
Th.rd ro',v: Fritts, C. Davis
This year has been a busy one for our
girls on campus. Maxine Watts was busi-
ness manager of the Colomiadc; Laura Lee
Fritts, president of Kappa Delta Pi and a
member of the May Day committee; Helen
Barrow, president of our local Home Ec-
onomics club. We were grateful to Lillian
Shelton, who, chosen as our Theta Girl,
served for the second year as our repre-
sentative to the Pan Hellenic Council.
Paula Dovel was a representative to the
as our very own, Sally Via, "Mickey" Gar-
nett, Audrey Powell, Nan Picinich, and
Ellen Brent Dize.
We wish to extend our deep gratitude
and affection to our ever understanding ad-
viser, Mrs. Marvin Schlegel. We thank our
leaders: Joyce Humphries, our president:
Branchy Fristoe, vice-president; Joyce Rich-
ardson, secretary; Maxine Dize, treasurer;
Gay Power, editor; and Lillian Shelton,
Pan-Hellenic representative.
23 OP
Top picture: M. E. Bennett, Carlyle, Fore, B Tomlinson, Dovel
Middle picture: Shelton, Richardson, Barrow
Bottom picture: Dee, B. Stanley, Murray, M. Davis, Underwood
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Delta Sigma Epsilon
OEPTEMBER brought back many
happy Delta Sigs, who were eager to begin
another year of fun and happiness.
We had wonderful officers this year, and
we were very proud of them. They were
the following: president, Virginia Dare
Woody; viccpresident, Ine^ Hughes; rec-
ording secretary, Nellie Lucy; correspond'
ing secretary, Frances Ann Ramsey; treas'
urer, Joyce Gatling; rush chairman, Nancy
Wooldridge; and Pan-Hellenic represent-
ative, Ann Mallory. We extend our
the senior dance. We were all very proud
of our Peggy Harris, president of the senior
class, who led the senior figure. Peggy was
also tapped by Alpha Kappa Gamma in
the fall. Our Christmas party was a great
success.
Spring rushing brought us four wonder-
ful new sisters: Sylvia Bradshaw, Virg-
inia Hansel, Phyllis Isaacs, and Betty Fran-
ces Scarborough.
It seems that the love-bug has bitten
some of our sisters this year. Nancy, Sue,
First row: Park, F. A. Ramsey
Second row: Harris, M, F. Spurlock,
deepest gratitude and appreciation to our
sponsor. Miss Winnie Hiner. Without her
kind, thoughtful advice, the year would
not have been complete.
Our project for the year, to send relief
to the patients at Carville, was successfully
completed.
Fall rushing brought us Shirley Perkins
and Emma Wilson. We welcomed our
new sisters into our family by giving them
a party in the chapter room.
The chapter room looked beautiful for
and Frances Ann received diamonds; and
Wilma received a Texas A £5* M miniature.
With regret we bid farewell to our be-
loved seniors: Peggy, Inez, Paige, Vir-
ginia Dare, Audrey "Drake," Frances Ann,
and Mary Frances, and to Virginia Berry
and Wilma, who are transferring to Uni-
versity of Virginia. To Sue, Shirley, P. and
NeUie, who are leaving us this year, we ex-
tend our love and best wishes for the future.
The rest of us will be back to make next
year the best ever for Delta Sigma Epsilon.
se:
Top picture: Wooldridge, Lucy, Stone, Mallory, C. Michael, Gatliiii;, S. Roby
Middle picture: Berry, W. Spurlock, Palmer. Hughes, Woody
Bottom picture: E. Wilson, M. Wilson, M. Spurlock, Perkins
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Tau Theta Pi
Ai. FTER summer had come and
gone like the turning of a page in a mystery
novel, the seven remaining members of Tau
Theta Pi returned to Longwood to resume
their studies.
We found our activities directed by our
second set of officers since the conception
of our fraternity in the spring of 1950:
president, Madison McClintic; viccpresi'
dent, Harold Hutter; secretary and treas'
league baseball game, plans happily real'
ized. We held our pledging and initiation
ceremonies in January, and we are justly
proud of our new members: Robert Hawk-
ins, Tom Moore, and Herbert Goodman.
We were quite sorry to lose one of our
number, Jack Huegal, who graduated in
January. Easily the biggest event of the
year for us was the Men's Student Pro-
duction, which we jointly sponsored with
First row: B. Bradshaw, Hutter, McClintic, Griffin, Hawkins
Second row: B. Overbey, Robinson, Mr. Myers, Moore, Goodman
urer, Harold Griffin. We were again privi-
leged to have the able advice of Mr. Nor-
man Myers, our sponsor. We found our
ranks somewhat depleted because of the
graduation of a number ot our members:
Ned Orange, Shep Elmore, Berman Scott,
Leonard Shaw, John Cook, and James
Thompson. James Clark left us also to go
into business.
In the spring great plans were made for
a trip to Washington to attend a major-
the Men's Student Government Associ-
ation. Our hope was that the production
would receive the acclaim that was poured
out on the first production of two years
ago.
Now that two full years have passed
since the conception of our fraternity, we
feel justly proud of our accomplishment.
We look forward to having at Longwood
a large group of masculine students.
THE
WHO'S
Among Students in Americdn
Martha Alice Wilson
"B B" showed unusual ability in all of her
activities, especially in the presidency of the
Student Government. She has been an ex-
cellent citizen of the coUecre.
Nancy Jane Walker
"Buddy," as president of the Athletic As-
sociation, deserved mention in Who's Who
because of her school spirit and participa-
tion in school activities.
WHO
Universities and Colleges
Margaret Gwynn Thomas
Margaret merited recognition m Who's
Who because of her general participation in
all school activities and her willing spirit of
service to the school and students.
Mary Patricia Tuggle
Pat, president of House Council, has been
mentioned in this publication because of her
scholarship, friendly spirit, and her leader-
ship.
WHO'S
Among Students in American
Mary Jo Smith
Mary Jo won her renown through seholar-
ship and citizenship, through service, not-
ably the excellent work she did as editor-in-
chief of the Rotunda.
Jean Graham Ridenour
As president of Alpha Kappa Gamma,
former president of the class and vice-presi-
dent of the senior class, Jean has won recog-
nition as an outstanding leader.
WHO
Universities and Colleges
Maria Ragsdale Jackson
Maria achieved well-deserved recognition
through her outstanding school spirit and
citizenship. As vice-president of Student
Government, she has served well.
Dolores Lorraixi- Hohack
"Hoey" was selected for Who's Who be-
cause of her diligent, conscientious work in
many activities, especially, in making a
working organisation of Student Standards.
Nancy Adams Garbee
As cditor-in-chicf of the Colonnade. Garhee
won .icclaim. Because of her character and
diligent work, she has been recognized as a
leader.
WHO'S
WHO
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges
Mary Helen Cook
"Cookie" has woven her way into the hearts
of everyone. As president of the Young
Women's Christian Association, her suc-
eessful work and exceptional school spirit
have been recognized.
Betty Sciott Borkey
Betty Scott merited mention m Who's Who
because ot her ability as editor-mchief of
The "VlRGlNLAN and as a leader in other
phases of college life.
t \ m.x
SENIOR PERSONALITIES
Peggy Harris
Peggy has well merited recognition by the
student body as an outstanding senior. As
president of the class, Peggy has exhibited
school spirit and citizenship.
Erma Poarch
"Bootie," through her friendliness, typiiies
the personality of the senior class. Her
friendly participation in all phases of col-
lege life made her well loved.
Frances Turner
Queen
Jean Ridenour
Maid of Honor
MAY COURT
Top picture: Left to right: Brcslin, Murphy, Page, Ricks, M. A. Wilson, Steele, F. Motley, Tuggle
Bottom picture: Left to right: Foster, Abbitt, Assaid, F. Smith, M. Taylor, Reames, Crockett, Hamlet
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1. Somebody got into this picture the
way.
2. Looking for something?
3. Three well-dressed misses of L. C.
4. The cabin and three cabinmates.
5. What's everybody looking at?
6. Student attic get together
7. Like that dancing!
8. Looking at the training schtiol or just
resting?
9. Four 111 fishes
10. What is It? Animules
14U
11. Wlicic the chtc meet tr. e,il'
12. Joan and Irlcnds.
13. Sure do look pretty, B. A.
14. Now that you've got it, what'cha gonr
do with it?
1. Care for a game of croquet or tennr
2. Looks like Laniere's on top
—
3. How's the beach these days?
4. Sweet Patricia.
?. Portrait.
6 Favorite Pd'.timc—looking o\cr the
dates
7. What? No head?
8. Legs make the personahty!
9. Collegiate misses—Class of '55
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10 Look at Bootic—an angeP
11 What'cha dreamin"* 'Buut the unitorm
on Mr. Teddy?
12. Are ya'll going up or just standing?
13. Close your eyes, Margie.
1. What kind ,.l .luuiipo,,:'
2. All pyramids aren't in Egypt
3. What pretty teeth we have!
4. Our smiles are biRger.
6. Bird-bath beauties.
7. My, we aged fast.
8. Studying hard?
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9, Lon-w.Hid L,,a.c-:'
10. Some outfit. Pat!
11. Watch the birdie.
1. Why so solemn, Fifi?
2. Don't we look pretty!
3. Surprised, Betsy?
4. Going somewhere girls'
5. Studious Peggy
6. Miss Ipana of 1952.
7. Well, somebody take the present.
8. Catch me before I fall.
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1-renchie.
Where did you get those socks.
1. The age ot innocence.
2. What's on your mind, girls?
5 Competition tor Life magazine.
4. Sweet suite.
T. Who's having a birthday?
Senior Statistics
ALLEN. INA JANE: Student Government 1, 2, 3.
4; YWC'A 1. 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, i: Grand-
daughters Club 1 ; Association for Childliood Edu-
cation 3, 4; Choir 2, 3, 4; Madrigals 2, 3.
ASH, LOIS MARIE: Student Government 3,
YWCA 3, 4; AA 3. 4; Granddaughters Club 3,
Future Teachers of America 4; Dramatic Club 3.
Baptist Student Union 3. 4; YWA 3. 4; Commerci
Club 3. 4; Transferred from Averett College 3.
BAKER, ELSIE MAE: Student Government 1, i.
:',. 4; VWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Gran.l-
daUKhtcrs Club 1; Future Teachers of America 4:
laMt.-rlmrv CUd) 3, 4; Home Economics Clnb 1, 2.
BAKKH. GL.\DYS SAVEDGE: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; VWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, i:
Future Teachers of America 4; Baptist Student
Union 1, 2, 3, i; Home Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
BALLdWE, FLORA ALICE: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; AA 1. 2, 3, 4; House
Council 4; COLONNADE Staff 2, 3, 4. Poetrv Editor
3, 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Pi Gamma Mu 3, 4; Pi
Delta Epsilon 3, 4, President 4; Future Teachers of
.\merica 3, 4, Secretary 4; Spanisli Clul) 1, 2, 3;
Baptist Student Union 1, 2, 3.
BARNES, BETTY: Student Government 2, 3, 4;
YWCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4; Association for Child
hood Education 3 , 4 ; Future Teachers of America 3
.
4, President 4: Alpha Sigma Alpha 2, 3, 4; Cotill
Cluh 2, 3, i; Assistant Dining Room Hostess
Transferred from Madison College 2.
BECKNER, EDITH MARIAN: Student Government
,
2, 3, 4: YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4,
ouncil 2, 3, 4; Student Standards 3, Secretar.v-
re;isurer: .\lpha Kapp;i Gamma 4; Future Teachers
.\ni.Tii:i :i. 4; 1I..O Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Monogram
lob :',. 4; (Ircliesis 1. 2, 3, 4, President 3, 4;
oikev 1, 2, :l. 4: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma
iRuia Sigma; Cotilli,.ii Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chairman
f Nbn Dav 4; Bhizi-r Award: Chi.
VKKNsmr, MARTHA COHINNE: Student
ihiii ::. 1; YWCA 3. 4; AA 3, 4; .Association
iMI I IMiication 3, 4; Baptist Student
;: I'l K.i))]ia Sigma 3, 4; Transferred from
BI.KSSING, MILDRED M. : Student Government
I, 2, 3, 4; YWC'A 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
House Council 2; COLONNADE Staff 4, Circulation
MaTiager; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4, President 4; Alpha
Kappa Gamma 4; Future Teachers of -\merica 3, 4;
Southwest Virginia Club 3, 4.
Future Teachers of America 3, 4: Dramatic Club 1,
2, 3, 4, Business Manager 3, Vice-President 4;
Baptist Student Union 1; Who's Who 4; Alpha
Sigma Alpha 2, 3, 4, Treasurer 3; Cotillion Club 1,
lidSWICK, DOT: Student Gove
VWCA 1, 2, 3; AA 1, 2, 3; Treasurer of Class 1, 2:
Future Teachers of America 3; H^O Club 2, 3; Alpha
Sigma T'au 1, 2, 3, Rush Chairman 2, President 3;
Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3.
BRADSHAW, ROBERT NORTHAM: Student Gov-
nment 3, 4, President 4; A.A. 3, 4; Spanish Club
, 4; Basketball 3; Tau Theta Pi 4; Transferred
oni V.IM. 3.
HUAIJSHAW, SARA LUCILLE: Student Govern-
ment 3, 4; YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, i; Dramatic Club 3;
Choir 3; Zeta Tau Alpha 3, 4; Cotilli.m Chili 3, 4;
Transferred from Averett College 3.
HUAMK. MAKV lie
THE VIRGINIAN Staff 2,
3, Editor-in-Chief 4; Stu-
Helta Pi 3, 4; Pi Delta
: .Alpha Kappa Gamma 4;
Student Government 1,
; .A.\ 1, 2, 3, 4; Associ-
on 3, 4; Future Teachers
iidation 1; Alpha Sigma
4; Cotillion Clnb 1. 2,
I 1.
lllilCKM.\X, S.U.LY BETH: Student Government
, 2, .(, 4; VWC'.V 1. 2, 3, 4: AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Beorc
h I'liuni -A. 4. Presid.-nt 4: Alpha Sigma Tau 1. 2,
1. Party, party.
2. Posing!
3. Practicing, Billy?
4. No reflection on the Phys. Ed. majors.
5. All dressed up and
BRIGHT. MII.I>Ui:ii IIIMI'IIU
ornment 3, 4; ^ \V i \ .'. . i . \ \
Jlu 3, 4; .\.iM„ ,, i,,i ( l.iMl
Trnnsferretl fr I . .--MrK.i, ( <,ll
BROWX. 1).\I!B.\I!.\ BKTTE: Stii.leiil (ii.vr-nii
1. 2, 3. 4; WVIA 1. _'. ?.. 4; .\.\ 1. 2. 3. 4: H
Council 3; THE VIRCINI W Sunl :;, I; IMTT'
Staff 1, 2; Association t-'i (luMli 1 IMu. iii..
4; French Club 1; Dnnnni, ilul. 1. \\..\n,.
Fellowship 1. 2. 3, 4: l.vi'lil>"i^ I lnl' "-. ''
Home Economics Club 1: i'i Kai)p;i SiRina 1. :
4, Vice-ftesident 4: Cotillion Club 1. 2, 3, 4.
BRYAXT, VERA MARIE: Student Government 1.
2, 3. 4; YWCA 1, 2. 3, 4; AA 1. 2. 3, 4; THE
VIRGINIAN Staff 3; Kappa Delta Pi 3. 4. Tr(
4; Pi Gamma Mu 3. 4, Secretary 4; Beo
Thorn 3, 4; Association for Childhood Educat
4, Treasurer 4; Future Teachers of .\nierica
Baptist Student Union 1, 2, 3. 4.
BUNN. VIVIAN PAIGE: Student Go
, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2. 3, 4; As
Hon for Childhood Education 4; Delta Sigma
CLINE, JANET MARIE: Student O
4; Y'WCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; Transferred fro:
Interment College 3.
COOK, MARY HELEN: Student Government 1. 2.
, 4, Council 4; YWCA 1. 2. 3, 4, Cabinet 3, 4.
n..«id,.|,t 4: .^A 1. 2, 3. 4: House Couniil 1, 2.
rr.iMiier i: Rcrrrxm Sl.iir l. :; i:iu.l. m -il.ni.i
sliip 1. 2, .i. 4; Richmond t. hib 3, 4: .\,>rili
.Neck Club 1, 2; Who's Who 4; Pi Kappa Sigma
2, 3, 4, Vice-President 3; Cotillion Club 1, 2,
Freshman Commission 1 ; Circus Representative 1
.HAWFORll, MARY ADELE: Student Government
2, '.. 4: YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4: A,\ 1, 2. 3. 4: House
MM'il 2. ::. ^rrr,.f:ir\- 3: THF \'!RGT\T\\" Staff
4; Westminster Fellowship 1, 2, 3. 4,
President 4; Richmond Club 1, 2,
Delta 1, 2, 3. 4: Cotillion Club 1, 2
Liul. 1, 2. 3,
3, 4; K.ipp.-i
CUNNINGHAM, MARGARET .lONES: Student
Government 1. 2. 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2,
3. 4; Gianddaughters Club 1, 2; Town Girls' Club
1, 2. 3, 4; Clloir 1, 2, 3; Cotillion Club 1, 2.
DALTdX. XKI.L VIKGIXIA: Student Government
2, :i, 4; V\V('.\ 1, 2. 3, 4. Cabinet 3, 4, Vice-
!• ^^||l I: \.V 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 3; THE
M:'.i\i\\ siiilf 3, 4; Alpha Kappa Gamma 4; Pi
t Mil :;. 4. Treasurer 4; Pi Delta Epsilon 4;
Miuii. ICinlicrs of America 3, 4; Monogram Club
Kappa Sigma 2. 3. 4; Co-
on Club 3, 4.
DAVIS, L. CHRISTIXE: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1. 2, 3, 4: House
Council 4; COLOXNADE Staff 2; Granddaughters
Clul) 1, 2. 3, 4; Theta Sigma Upsilon 3, 4.
DUNCAN, SHIRLEY GROGAX: Student Govern-
ment 3, 4; YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; .Association tor
Childhood Education 3, 4: Choir 3; Transferred
from Averett College.
CAMPBELL, BETTY" .lAXE: Student (;.,vernraent
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2. 3. 4, .Music Chairman 2;
AA 1. 2, 3, 4; COLONXADE Staff 2, 4; Pi Delta
Epsilon 4; Wesley Foundation 2, Council: Cotillion
Club 4.
CASSADA, DORIS ANN: Student Government 2.
3. 4; Y'WCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4; House Council 4;
Association for Childhood Education 4 ; Future
Teachers of America 4; Alpha Sigma -Alpha 4; Co-
tillion Club 2, 3, 4; Transferreil from Madison
College 2.
CREGER, SARA: Student Government 1, 2, 3, 4:
YWCA I, 2, 3, 4; -AA 1, 2, 3, 4: COLONNADE
Staff 2; Future Teachers of America 3, 4: Spanish
Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Treasurer 4: s..uil,v -i Nn-inia
Club 3, 4; Zeta Tan Alpha 1, J. i Lite h:iir-
man 3, President 4; Pan Hellmt. i.it I: Co-
tillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi li.'li,i l|.-,l"), :;, 4,
Secretary 4.
CULLIP, CLARA RUTH: Student Gove
2, 3. 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; AA 1, 2, 3. 4;
Club 1, 2; Wesley Foundati,>n 1, 2, 3,
west Virginia Club 2, 3.
EUWARD.s, .irAXI|-.\ BEAM
ment 1, 2. 3, 4; YWl .\ 1, 2,
As.sociation for Childlu.od Edui
Club 1.
3, 4; .\.\ 1,
3. 4; Dramati(
FRISTOE, ADA BRANCH: Student Government
1. 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1. 2, 3, 4; House
Council 2; Boerc Eh Thorn 3, 4, Treasurer 4;
Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Choir 1; Theta
Sigma LTpsiloii 1, 2. 3, 4. Secretarv 3, Vice-Presi-
dent 4.
1. Suppose you tell off''
2. Must be Sunday!
3. Three roomies—or three snowladi(
FRITTS, LAURAI.EK; Stii^.
3, 4; YWCA 1. L', :;. I; \ \
NADE Staff 3. J, s ^,,
Delta Pi 3, 4. \ m . I'm-m.m
4, President 4; I'i lirl(:i i:|,-il.
of America 3. 4; Fn-nc li ( Inl,
tion 1, 2. 3, 4; Choir ], -2,
Upsilon 4.
GARBEE, ^ANCY ADAMS:
1, 2. 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3,
COLONNADE Staff 2, 3, 4,
Governnient 1. 2,
2, 3, 4: COLON-
Editor 4 ; Kappa
Pi Gamma Mu 3,
4 ; Future Teacliers
2; Weslev Founda-
, 4; Tlieta Sigma
Student Government
4; AA 1, 2, 3. 4;
Editor 4 ; Student
4. Gee, you're cute!
5. They look kinda big for children—but-
6. The weather's getting warmer.
Pi 3, 4; Beorc Eli Thorn
^, 4; Alpha Kappa Gamma
lerica 3, 4; Spanish Club
1, 2, 3, 4, Vice-President
Tau Alpha 1, 2, 3. 4,
GARNETT, MILDREn ELIZABETH: Student Gov-
miment 1, 2, 3. 1 : YWi \ I. 2, :!. 4; AA 1, 2, 3.
4; ROTUNDA Si, Ml ;
.
.i,,i,d daughters Club 1,
2. 3, 4; Home ]: i, , , ' HI. 1. 2, 3, 4; Co-
tillion Club 4; 'llirM ^i:;,,i,i I i„il,,n 4.
C.LVDUINO, N(IR\I\ student Government 1 '
i 4, \\VC\ 1. 3, 3 4, iA 1, 2 3, 4; House
Council 3, COLONNADE Staff 4, Kappa Delta Pi
i. 4, Beorc Eh Thorn 2, i, 4, President 4; Future
Teacliers of \merica 3, 4, \ ice President 4; Spanish
(-lub 2, 3 Eastern Shore Club 1 2. 3, 4, Presi-
Kippi Helta I'l
(.OFF, EDIIH M\E Student Government 1. 2, 3,
\ViCk 1, 2. 3. 4, W 1, 2, 3, 4; House
>uncil 2, Southwest \ irgmia Club 3, 4; Home
.onomir.. Club 1 2 i 4, Chon 1, 2; Cotillion
GOODE IRENE NO\ELL\ Student Government
. 4, \\\C\ 3, 4, \\ 3, 4, Association for Child-
hood Education 3, 4, Baptist Student Union 3;
Irinsferred from Madison College. A
GR\H\M. S\R\H \NN Student Go
4. louncil 4. \\VC\ 2, 3 4, -K \ 2, 3, 4; Kappa
.ill I'l i 4 (,rind(lauirhl..rs (lull 2, 3, 4; Associ-
I h 1 I c hil II I I hi ill h 4, Future Teachers
\ 1 it I M, I 111 I lull 2, 3, 4; Alpha
.1 \l| I I I 1 I II II Club 2, 3, 4;
l.KlGOR'i U(lR(im\ V\N student Government
2 i 4. \\\C \ 1 2 3, 4, 44 1, 2. 3, 4; House
mncil 2, Student Standards 4, Kappa Delta Pi 3,
Secretarv 4, Future Teachers of \merica 3, 4;
Club 1, 2, 3, 4, \ ice President 4.
H\NCOCK, BETTY CORNELIA Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, YWC4. 1, 2, 3; AA 1, 2, 3; Student
^'andards 3, \ssociation for Childhood Education 3:
Dramatic Club 2, Mpha Sigma Tau 1, 2, 3; Paii-
11, Heme Council, President 3, Cotillion Club 2, 3.
HVRDIM, \NN ILRNBULL Student Govern-
nt 1 2 i 4 \\\C\ 1, 2, 3, 4, \A 1, 2, 3,
I I ind luiglit.is Club 1 2, 3, 4. Weslev Foun-
itioii 4 HI) Club 2 !. 4, Treasurer 4; Sigma
i„'iiu Si^nii' 2 i 4, Cotillion Club 1 2, 3. 4.
H\R\1\\ H I/\BLI11 I IILISL student Govern-
iiiiiit 1, 2 -1, 4, \\\C\ 1, 2. i, 4, \V 1, 2, 3, 4;
COLONNADE 3, Kappa Delta Pi i, 4, Treasurer 4;
Future Teachers of America 3, 4, Southwest Va.
Club 3. 4, Commercial Club 1, 2, 3, Secretary 3.
H\RR1S, PEGGY ANN Student Government 1,
2 i 4 Council i, \V/C\ 1, 2, 3, 4, AA 1, 2, 3,
1 ( iiiiiMl 2 ( I I'rp-i I. nt of Class 4, VIRGINIAN
^ II K'l I I \|i\ St iff 1, student Standards
1 \i| I K
I I
( II I 4 Monogram Club 3, 4;
oi h 1 l.r k Ibill 1, 2, Delta Sigma
1 1 il u 1 . It .lillion Club 2 3; Senior
HAWKINS, \UDRi ROSMAE student
meiit 1. 2 3. 4, \\\C\ 1. 2, 3, 4, \\ 1.
Biptist Student Inion 1. 2. 3, 4, lowii G
1 2, 3, 4, Delta Sigma Epsilon 3, 4
1I\\\LEY, \LBERT^ ELLEN Student Govern-
ment 1, 2. 3. 4; YWCA 1. 2. 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
House Council 4; Weslev Foundation 1, 2, 3. 4,
.lEKLINK KORBACll: Student Gov-
,:. 1; ^ \M \ 1. 2. 3. 4; AA 1. 2, 3,
I.. I I IiiMIi.kmI K.Iii, ation 3, 4 ; Spanish
I M I lilt. I ; i'l K.ippa Sigma 1, 2, 3,
HOBACK. DOLORES LORRAINE: Student
AA 1, 2, 3, 4; S
1.1 Calendar 3. Cli:
Alpha Kappa Gaiiii
HOOD, MAllJORIE ELIZABETH: Student Go
mcnt 2, 3, 4; YWCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4, Co
4; Future Teaohcrs of Aincric;! 4; 5Ioii(i)tT,iiii
Orehesis 2, 3, 4, Sin.iiiri lirNsurrr 1: M]lii s
Alpha 2, 3, I, \ M^ ri. -i.l. Ml I; I > M I
Council 4; Mav I'.n Ii.hm. (Imimuhi l. Ii i i
from Norfolk Uivi^.n, nf Willi, mi ,,imI Mux
IlUKdEI., JOHN EDWARD: Student Go
,
:i. 4. SiMretarv 2, I'resifleiit 3; Kapp.i Deltj !
; I'i liainnia Mu 3, 4; Transferred from GeorRc
iwn University 2.
HUGHES, RACHEL INEZ: Student Goveinnu
1, 2. 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3.
Secretary of Class 3; Association for Cliildho
Education 3, 4; Delta Sigma Epsilon 2, 3, 4. C
IlL'MI'HKias, .lOYE: Student Government 1,
3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3. 4. Ik
Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Theta Sigma Upsi
HUMPHRIES. LUOYLE DOVE: Student Govern
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Future 'I'eachers of America 3, 4; Pi Kappa Sigma
1. 2, 3, 4; C.
llUri'KK. IlAHdLD HEYWARD, .TR Student
(lovernment 2, 3, 4, Vice-Pi'esident 3, Councd 4,
AA 2, 3; Student Standards 4; Spanish Club i. 4.
Dramatic Club 3, 4; Basketball 2, 3; Transfoiied
from VMM., 2.
MARIA RAGSDALE: Student G»\
4, Vice-President 4; YWC \ 1.
2. Vice-Presidei
dent 4; Who's
A Capella Choi Ivupp
3. 4, Secretary 4; Cotilli
Historian 4; Circus Chairman 1; Circus Co Chd
3; Circus Representative 3; Circus Queen 4; Ch
I lliib 1, 2, 3, 4, Prcsi
llti;.' Choir 1. 2, 3, 4;
D.lta 1, 2, 3. 4, Editor
Club 1, 2,
KARR, MARY MOORE: Student Government 1.
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4,
ROTUNDA Staff 3, 4, Art Editor 4; COLONNADE
Staff 4; Pi Delta Epsilon 3, 4, Treasurer 4; Future
Teachers of America 3, 4, Librarian 4; Dramatic
Club 1, 2, ; Southwest Virginia Club 3, 4, Home
Economics Club 1; Zeta Tau Alpha 2, 3, 4, Co
tillioii Club 1. 2, 3, 4, Dance Chairman 4.
KENNllN, EDITII: Student Government 1, 2.
4; YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 2,
4; ROTUNDA Staff 1; Dramatic Club 2, 3; Moi
gram Club 3, 4, President 4; Basketball 2, 3.
Hockey 2, 3, 4; Fire Chief 3, Assistant 4
LAWRENCE, ANNE ROWLETTE: Student Govern
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4,
Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Beorc Eh Thorn 3, 4; Associ-
ation for Childhood Education 3, 4; Future Teachers
of Anierica 3, 4; Wesley Foundation President 4.
LEE, PATRlfl \ \VN SIiiiI,t,i l :-,ii.| him, id 1. 2.
3; YWCA 1, 2. ::. \ \ 1. _-, :; : Hon., ( ,,in,. il :!
;
COLONNADE sinil - \-,., ,.ii i,,i, i,,, (Inl,!!,,,,,,!
Education 3; Uriiiu ( Inl' :;; W ,-.iiii iii.i.i l-..||,iw-
sllip 1, 2, 3, IV.-asiiri.r ;i ; ( ollege Choir 1, 2, 3;
Zeta Tau Alpha 1, 2, 3: Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3.
LIVESAY, SHIRLEY CLAREWOOD: Student Gov-
ernment 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4;
AA 1, 2, 3, 4, Council 2, 3, 4; Vice-President of
Class 2, VIRGINIAN Staff 2; Alpha Kappa Gamma
3, 4 ; Future Teachers of .\merica 4 ; Monogram
Club 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, Mamager 3; Alpha
Sigma .-ilpha 1, 2, 3, 4, Vice-President 3, President
4; Pan-llellenic Council 3, 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3,
4; Longwood Librarv League 4; Freshman Com-
mission 1; Newman Club 1, 2. 3, 4: Chi.
McCaffrey, .IEAN DILLARD: student Go
ment 2, 3, 4; YWCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3
Association for Childhood Education 3, 4 ; T
ferred from Mary Washington College 2.
i . Ii
II!
Want.i hot dog?
And where did you say you are fr
What happened to you, Jo?
', MADISON PEY'TON: .Student Gov-
4, Secretary 3: Student Standards 4:
Dramatic Club S, 4: Tau Theta Pi
t 4, Transferred from V.P.I. 2.
tar\- 3
Eilitor
Kappa
Kappa
Fellow
2, 3,
EAN, VIRI!IXI.\
1. 2, 3; VHl \
; AA 1, 2. :: : II
2, Mana-iim I
Delta i'i !; I
Gamma 3 ; Frt
ship 1, 2, 3; Si
Editor 2, Presi
EH: Student Govern-
1 iliMMd 2. 3, Secre-
\ ~i I I 1. 2, 3, News
^Mi I, HI standards 1,
l.l-il.ii 2. 3; Alplia
lb 1 , 2 ; Westminster
2 ; Richmond Club 1
,
College Choir 1, 2:
Lyn had to have
Don't catch cold.
MANN, MARY REBECCA: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1. 2, 3. 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Treasurer
of Class 3, 4; Future Teachers of -\merica 4: French
Circle 2, 3; College Choii
4; Cotillion Club 3; Lon
Assembly Committee 4.
lA 1. 2. 3; Kappa
Delta Pi 2, 3; Pi Gamma Mu 3; Association for
Cllildllood Education 3 ; Future Teacliers of America
3; Baptist Student Union 2. 3; Clioir 1; Inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowsliip 1, 2. 3.
MATTHEWS, JOAX PRICHETT: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
COLONNADE Staff 1, 2, 3, 4, Humor Editor 4;
Future Teacliers of America 3 4; Pi Kappa Sigma
3, 4; Cotillion Cluli 1, 2, 3, 4.
MILLER, MARGARET FRANCES: Student Gov-
ernment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3,
4; Treasurer of Class 1; ROTUNDA staff 2; Home
EcoTiomics Club 1, 2. 3. 4; Alpha Sigma Tau 1,
2, 3, 4. Secretarj 2, Vi< e-Piesnlent 4: Cotillion
( lul. 1, 2, 3, 4.
MIMS, IDA MARIE: Student Government 2, 3. 4:
YWCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4; French Club 3. 4;
'IV.nisferred fiom l^ynchburg ColVge 2.
MISSIMER. DORinHY .KIAN: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; \WC-i 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3.
4; Baptist Student Union 1; Farniville Club 1, 2.
3, 4, Vice-President 3, President 4; Orcheiis 1, 2,
3, 4; Cidleg-e Choir 1, 2
MdllDV, \NN LWGSTON- Student Government
1. 2, 3, 4; \WCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, i:
Future T'eachers of America 3, 4; Baptist Student
Union 1, 2; Commercial Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchesis_
3, 4: Choir 1. 2, 3, 4. President 4; Madrigals 1, 2,
1; \ Capell.i Choii 4: Kapp.i Delta 2. 3, 4; Co-
tillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4
MOORE, EUGEM \ Stud, iit (iovernment 2, 3, 4;
\WCA 2, 3, 4; A\ 2. i. i : House Council 4;
b.ilipa Delta Pi 4; Spani.sli Hub 2. 3; Dramatic
1 lull 4: Tiansferred from Alabama College 2.
MORION, LUCY JANE BARKSDALE: Student
( o\ernment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; AA 1.
2 5 4; COLONNADE Staff 2, 3, 4; Pi Delta
Ipsilon 3, 4; Granddaughters Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Spiui'h Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Dramatic Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Wistminster Fellowship 1, 2, 3, 4: Farmville Club
1 2 kappa Delta 1, 2. 3, 4; Cotillion Club 2, 3, 4.
jIOSELEY. ANNE CARTER: Student Government
1, 2, 3. 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
House Council 3 ; Future Teachers of America 4
;
Southwest Virginia Club 3, 4, Vice-President 3,
President 4: Commercial Club 1, 2. 3. 4; Pi Kappa
Sigma 3, 4, Secretaiv 4: Cotillion Club 1. 2, 3. 4,
MHTLEV. ANNE MITHIELL: Student Govern-
Ill 1, 2, 3. 4. Council 2, 3, 4. Treasurer 4;
VWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1,
2; Northern Neck Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Secretary and
Treasurer 2; Pi Kappa Siffma 1, 2, 3, 4, Secretary
4; Cotillion Club 1, 2. 3, 4; May Court 2, 3.
MURDOCK, WINIFRED MAE: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWC.-V 1, 2, 3. 4, Cabinet 4; AA
1, 2. 3, 4; House Council 4; Alpha Kappa Gamma
4; Dramatic Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Wesley Foundation 1,
2, 3, 4, Council 2, 4; Southwest Virginia Club 3,
4; Commercial Club ], 2, 3, 4, President 4; Long-
wood Library League 4 ; May Day Business Manager
4; CVhairman of Nominations 4,
NELSON. SUE DEPEW: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1. 2, 3, 4; AA 1. 2. 3, 4;
Association for Childhood Education 3. 4; Eastern
Shore Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Secretary-Treasurer 3.
Snphs reisn over Rat D
OAKLEY, ANNE: Student GoverniiR'iit 3, 4;
YWCA 3, 4; jVjV 3, 4; Secretary of Class 4; Kappa
Delta Pi 3, 4; Association for Childhood Education
3, 4; Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Baptist
Student Union 3, 4; Transferred from Averett Col-
lego.
OLMLD\ OLt. V RODRIQUEZ student Com in
mi ntl2>4\\\CV1234 \\12J4
Spinish tlul) 1 2 > 4 \Kt I'resnlent 4 ^e^^mln
Clnlj 1 2 4 I'UMd.nt 3 4, (.otilliiin Huh 2
(IM liliM ( M!()L\N slOkLs studuit t...\.i
mint 3 4 Conned 4 \\\ C \ 5 4 \ \ J, 4 Hon
Council \ici President 4 ROTUND\ Staft i
Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4, Association lor Childlioi
Education i 4 Futuie Teachers of \nierica ^
Pi Iwppi Sv-nn 3 4 Cotillion Clul. 3 4 liin
fell .1 ti.m \Mntt lolUgc 1
()\1:RBL\. WILLUM IRVINE, JR student ( o
ernment 2, 3, 4 Vice President 4, \A 2 3 ]
Gamma AIu 4, B isketball i lau Ihetl Pi 3
Timsteiiid tiom liii\.isit\ of Richmond 2
PVGE EL61E KVt Student to\ernnient 1 2
4; \\\C\. 1, 2, 3, 4, \A 1, 2, 3, 4, Futn
Te ichers of America 3, 4, Home Economics ( h
1. 2 i 4 Colli ge Choir 12 3 4
l'\RK \\\C\ !• \RR \R student Cm 11 iiinint
4- \nC\ i 4, VA 3, 4, Monogrim Club 4 Hock(
4; Delta Sigma Epsilon 3 4 Irinsfeirid fro
Stiatford College i
PVRhs EDW VRD \ \^CE student Co\einim
2, i 4 iKisurcr 4 W 2 j President o
I'l liMNSdN LLt\ liNP Student Cc.Minin.nt
3, 4, \\\C \ i, 4, \\ 3 4 \ss,icution for C hil.l
hood Education 4, Cotillion Club :., 4 liui'-temd
from \.\eiett College i
PETERS, RACHAEL ELIZABETH: Stud™t Cov-
ernment 2. 3, 4; YWCA 2, 3. 4; AA 2. :i. 4,
Council 3, 4; Future Teachers of America 4; Jlono-
grani Club 3, 4; Orehesis 2, 3; Basketball 2, 3, 4;
Hockey 2, 3, 4; Transferred from Roanoke College
2: Clii.
PIIARCH, ERMA RCTH: student Goveniuienf 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4, Secretary
3, Vice-President 4; Secretary of Class 2; Monogram
Club 3, 4; Orehesis 2, 3, 4; Hockey 4; Kappa Delta
1, 2, 3, 4; Cotillion Club 1. 2, 3, 4. President 4;
Senior Personality 4 ; Chi.
I'OWER, GAY REYNOLDS: Student Government
1, 2, 3. 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA. 1, 2, 3, 4; House
Council 2, 4; Granddaughters Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Dramatic Club 1;
ial Club 2, 3, 4; Theta Sigma Upsilon 3, 4.
PRICE, ALMA .10: Student Gove
YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; Association for Childhood
Education 3, 4; Future Teachers of America 3, 4;
Y'WA 3, 4; Baptist Student Union 3, 4; Cotillion
Club 3, 4; Transferred from Averett College 3.
RAMSEY, AUDREY: Student Government 1, 2, 3,
4: YWCA 1, 2. 3, 4; AA 1. 2, 3, 4; House
Council 3; Home Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Mono-
gram Club 4.
1. Why so happy girlsV
2. It couldn't be Rat Day!
3. How d"ya feel, Jean Carol?
4. On your knees, Norfleet.
5. I, Ann Shoaf, am a
seditious, sciolistic .
6. See my hula skirt?
7. Line-up, Rats.
S- -Air Raid!
9. You name it!
10. Bus, Buzzy!
11. One lowly fresh.
II;0 Club I; Monograii Basketball 2,
Wheels of '26—including Mr. Mac's first editor.
R.\.\1SKV, FK-\N('ES .\NXE-. Student Goveninifiit
1. 2, 3, 4; VWO.\ 1, 2, 3. 4; A.\ 1, 2, 3, 4;
Sturtnit Stiiiulanls 4; French Ciie'e 2, 3; AVesle.v
Koundatinn 1. 2, 3, 4; Mi.nc.gram Club 4; Delta
Sigma Epsilon 2. 3, 4, Vice-President 3; Cotillion
Club 4.
RICE, CONW.W: Student Cnveinnient 1, 2, 3, 4;
YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; .\.\ 1, 2, 3, 4; Sjiani.'ih Club 1.
Westminster Fellowship 1,2; Oreliesis 2, 3, 4; Sigma
-Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4, Secretary 3, Vice-President
4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Business Manager 4.
lilCliS, BCXXIE 11E.\.\: student Government 2,
3, 4 1 Y\VC-\ 2, 3, 4; .\.\ 2. 3. 4; House Council 3;
VIRGINI-iX Staff 3. 4. .\rt Editor 3, 4; Pi Delta
Epsilon 4; Future Teachers of America 4; Frencli
Circle 3; Wesley Foundation 2; H»0 Club 3, 4,
President 4; Monogram Chib 3, 4, Secretary 4;
Basketball 2; Alpha Sigma Alpha 2, 3, 4; Cotillion
Club 2, 3, 4; Transferred from Peace College 2;
May Court 4.
RIDEXOUK. .JEAX GRAHAM: Student Gov.
nt 1. 2,
Alpl Ka|.,.;l
YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3,
4; President of Class 3. Vice-
ss 4; Student Standards 1. 2;
ninia 3, 4, President 4: Future
,ca 3, 4; Eichmond Club 2, 3, 4;
4; Monogram Club 3, 4; Orchesis
Who 4; College Choir 1, Hockey
1, 2, 3, 4, Captain 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Sigma Sigma Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Pan-Hellenic Coun-
cil 4, Treasurer 4; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4. Figure
Leader 4; May Court 1, 2, 3, 4, Maid of Honor
4; Blazer Award 4; Freshman CoTnmission 1, Vice-
Ib.O riol. 1, 2, 3,
1. 2. 3, 4; Who's
I'n
RdWE, .MARY .lULIA C: Student Go
; YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; Association for Childhood
ducation 3, 4; Westminster Fellowship 3, 4.
RUSSELL, ILLENE: Student Government 1, 2. 3,
: YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3. 4; House Council
; llraniatic^ Chib 1; Westminster Fellowship 1;
S-\DLER, MAY HEXRY: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Student
.Standards 3; Future Teachers of America 3, 4;
Baptist Student Union 1 ; Southwest Virginia Club
2. 4, Secretary 4; College Choir 1, 2, 3, 4, Treas-
urer 3; Pi Kappa Sigma 1, 2, 3. 4, President 4;
Cotillion 1, 2. 3, 4.
SAUXDERS, XORMA .lEAX: Student Govermnent
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4:
House Covmcil 4; COLOXNADE Staff 3, 4; Future
Teachers of America; Wesley Foundation 1, 2, 3,
4; Commercial Club 2, 3, 4; Choir 1, 2.
SMITH, CAROLYX LUSK: Student Government
2, 3, 4; YWCA 2, 3, 4; AA 2, 3, 4; Association
lor Childhood Education 4; Pi Kappa Sigma 3, 4;
Cotillion Club 2, 3. 4; Transferred from Virginia
SMITH, -MARY .JO: Stu.lent Govermnent 1, 2, 3.
4: YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; A.\ 1, 2, 3, 4; ROTUNDA
Staff 1, 2, 3, 4, Editor 4; Student Standard 4;
Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Alpha Kappa Gamma 4; Pi
Delta Epsilon 3, 4, Vice-President 3; Future Teachers
of America 3, 4; French Club 3, 4; Who's Who 4;
Zeta Tau Alplia 2, 3, 4, Vir, -President 3.
SMITH. NIXA EUTIl LACY: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Kappa
Delta Pi 3, 1; French Club 1, 2; Spanish Club 1,
2, 3, 4; Dramatic Club 1, 2, 3; Westminster Fellow-
ship 1, 2, 3, 4; Farnnille Club 1. 2. 3, 4; Kappa
Delta 1, 2, 3, 4.
SI'lRl.OCK, MAKV FR.\NCKS: student Govern-
luent 1, 2, 3. 4; YWtA 1, 2, 3, 4: AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
COLOXXADE Staff 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Future
Teachers of America 3, 4; Wesley Foundation 1, 2,
3, 4; Delta Sigma Epsilon 3, 4; Cotillion Club 4.
STRAW. M-\KY ElIIEI.; Sludeiil Government 3,
4; YWCA 3. 4: AA 3. 4; Granddaughters Club 3;
-Vssociation for Childhood Education 3, 4; Dramatic
Club 3, 4, President 4; Westminster Fellowship 3,
4; Zeta Tau Alpha 3, 4; Cotillion Club 3, 4;
Tran.iferred from Mary Washing!.m C.dlege 3.
STRIXGFELLUW. FRAXCES: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1. 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Council: Eastern Shore Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Monogram
Club. 4.
I'HUMAS, FRANCES ALLEXE: Student Govern-
nu-nt 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Westminster
Fellowship 1, 2, 3, 4; Roanoke Club 3, 4; Home
Economics Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Alpha Sigma Tau 3, 4;
Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
THOMAS, MARGARET GWYNN: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, i; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3. 4;
Treasurer of Class 2: Student Standards 1, 2, 3,
Chairman 3; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Alpha Kappa
Gamma 3, 4; Granddaughters Club 1; Association
for Childhood Education 3, 4. Vice-President 4;
Westminster Fellowship 2, 3. 4; Zeta Tan Alpha
2, 3, 4; Pan-Hellenic Council 3; Cotillion Club
2, 3; Who's Who 4.
LUCILLE .MARIE: Stuilent Go
: YWCA 1, 2, 3; AA 1, 2
Assi.fiutioii for Cliildhooil Ediicatioii S ; French Cliili
1; Wesley Foundation 3; Choir 1; JIadrigals 1;
hiterVarsily Christian Fellowship 2, 3.
TOXUV. I'ATHERINE YEOMAN': Student (iovelii-
nieut 1. 2. 3. -1; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Association for Childhood Education 3, 4.
TUtJGLE, MARY PATRICIA: Student (loveln-
mcnt 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3,
4; House Council 4, President 4; Student Standards
3, 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Alpha Kappa Ganuna
3, 4; Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Southwest
Virginia Club 3, 4; Commercial Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Orchesis 3, 4; Who's Who 4; Choir 1, 2, 3, 4;
A Cappella Choir 4; Sigma Sigma Sigma 2, 3, 4;
Pan-Hellenic Council 3; Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Ma Coiut 4.
TURNER, FRANCES E.: Student (.:o\cvnment 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Associa-
tion for Childhood Education 3, 4; Eastern Shore
Club 1. 2, 3, 4; Pi Kappa Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4; Co-
tillion Club 2, 3, 4; May Court 1, 2, 3, 4. May
(jlilei-n 4.
WALKER, NANCY JANE: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Council
2, 3, 4; Treasurer 3; l*resident 4; Student Standards
4; Alpha Kappa Gamma 4; Granddaughters Club
1, 2, 3, 4; Future Teachers of America 3, 4;
Canterbury Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Southwest Yirginia
Club 3, 4; HsO Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Monogram Club
3, 4; Orchesis 2, 3, 4; Who's Who 4; Hockey 1;
Basketball 1; Swinmiing Team 4; Pi Kappa Sigma
2, 3, 4: Cotillion Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Ringmaster for
Circus 3; Chi.
WALTHALL, NANCY ALICE: Student Govern-
ment :, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Association for Childhood Education 3, 4; Kappa
Delta 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-President 3, President 4;
Cotillioii Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
WATTS, MAXINE: -Student Government 1, 2, 3,
4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; COLONNADE
Staff 4, Business Manager 4; Student Standards 4;
Future Teachers of .A.merica 4; Spanish Club 2;
Theta Sigma Upsilou 1, 2, 3, 4; Pan-Hellenic
Council 2; Cotillion Club 4; Library Club 4; Pi
Delta Epsilon 4.
WEDDLE, ELEANOR NATALIE: Student Govern-
ment 1, 2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
House Council 2; Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Spanish
Cluu 1; B.S.U. Executive Council 1, 2, 3, Social
Cliairinan 2; Choir Director 3; Southwest Virginia
Club 3, 4, Treasurer 3, 4; HoO Club 4; Monogram
Club 3, 4; Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Basketball 1;
Theta Sigma Upsilou 2, 3, 4.
Which Rat will be next
WILLIAMS, FRANCES WALKER: Stud.-lit Covnn-
mint 3, 4; YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4: AsEociati(ni f.r
Childhood Education 3. 4; Kappa Delta 3, 4; Secre-
tary 4; Cotillion Club 3, 4; Transferred from Strat-
ford College 3.
Wddj). NANCY LEE: Stu.lent Government 1, 2,
3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4: AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Grand-
daughters Club 1, 2, 3. 4; Association for Child-
hood Education 3, 4; Dramatic Club 3. 4; B.S.U.
1, 2, 3, 4; Alpha Sigma Tau 3, 4; Cotillon Club
WELLS, DOLLIE CATHERINE: Student Govern-
ment 3, 4; YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; French Club 3;
Choir 3, 4; Madrigals 3; A Capella Choir 4; T'rans-
ferred from Mars Hill College 3.
WHITE, ANNE ROSSON: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Associ-
ation of Childhood Education 3, 4; Iiramatic Club
1, 2, 3, 4.
WILKINSON, RUTH ELIZ.UBETH: Student Gov-
ernment 3, 4; YWCA 3, 4; AA 3, 4; Beorc Eh
Thorn 3, 4; Kappa Delta Pi 4; The Association
for Childhood Education 3, 4; Richmond Club 3, 4:
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 4 ; Transferred
from Averett College 3.
WILSON, PEGGY WADE: Student Government 1,
2, 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
COLONNADE .Staff 2, 3, 4; Pi Delta Epsilon 3, 4;
B.S.U. 1, 2, 3, 4; Northern Neck Club 1, 2, 3, 4,
President 3. 4; Commercial Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-
President 4.
WILSON, MARTHA ALICE: Student Government
1, 2, 3, 4, Council 2, 3, 4, Secretary 3, President
4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; Student
Standards 4: Kappa Delta Pi 3, 4; Alpha Kappa
Gamma 3, 4, Secretary 4; Granddaughters Club 1,
2; Future Teachers of America 3, 4; Spanish Club
1. 2; Westminster Fellowship 1, 2, 3, 4. President
2: Who's Who 4; Alpha Sigma Alpha 1. 2, 3, 4;
Cotillion Club 2, 3, 4; Jlay Court 4.
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WOODY, V'lRGlNIA DARE: Student Govennnent
1, 2, 3, 4; Y'WCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4;
ROTUNDA Staff 1; Association tor Childhood Edu-
cation 3, 4; Delta Sigma Epsilon 1, 2, 3, 4,
President 4.
YOW. .K) AN'N: Student Government 1, 2, 3, 4;
YWCA 1, 2, 3. 4; AA 1, 2, 3, 4; House Council
2; ROTUNDA Staff 1; Future Teachers of America
3, 4; Conmiercial Club 2; Alpha Sigma Alpha 3, 4;
Cotillion Club 1, 2. 3, 4.
ZITTA. .lOSEPlIINE LYDIA: Student Government
1, 2. 3, 4; YWCA 1, 2, 3, 4; AA 1. 2. 3. 4;
Associatiim for Childhood Education 3, 4; Future
Teachers of -Vmerica 4 : Spanish Club 1 : Wesley
Foundation 1, 2, 3, 4; Secretai-y 4; Choir 2, 4.
Index and Register of Students
Abhitt, Mary Betty; Madison Heights.
43, 106, 123. 139
Acosta, Esther Maria; 430 Calma Street,
Santurce, Puerto Rico
Adkins, Nancy Bain: 4110 Forest Hill
Avenue, Richmond 49, 67, 88,110,115
Allen, Barbara Anne: 38 Morton Avenue,
Salem
Allen, Barbara Wendell; 2912 Moss Side
Avenue, Richmond 57, 88, 98
Allen, Ina Jane; Amelia 22, 85, 94
Altwegg, Patricia Palmer; 117 James River
Drive, Hilton Village 49. 75, 81, 117
Anderson, Jean Ruth; Altamont, Route 6,
Covington
.Anderson, Juliette; Nathalie 57. 96
Andrews, Frances Gates; 416 West 19th
Street, Norfolk 43, 85
Ash, Lois M.irie; Perrin 22,84
Assaid, Barbara Dawn; 2803 Cumberland
Street, Roanoke 56, 57, 89, 100. 139
B.ihcr. jean Carole; St. George Avenue.
Cro;et - 49. 96
Bailey, Martha Ehiaheth; Box 124.
R. F. D. 2. Waverly
Bailey. Martha Jane; 24 Westside Court.
Lexington 57
Beavers, Lura Alice; Indian 49, 67, 89, 94
Beckner, Edith Marian; 412 Westover
Boulevard, Lynchburg 23, 77. 84, 101,
104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, HI, 114, 115
Bell, Ann Davis; Elberon 96
Bain, Gwendolyn May; Route 2,
Dinwidd:e
1. Ipana
^
2. Where'd you get that mug, Sally?
3. That roommate aifection.
.49. 97
B.un. Sadie Hall; Route 1. Stony Creek 49
Baud, Rebecca Mac; 107 Appomattox
Street, Farmvil'e 49
Baker, El.sie Mac; R. F. D., Surry 22, 84
Baker, Mr,~. Gladys Savcdge; Surry, 22, 84, 96
Baldwin, Dorothy Mae; 134 Westmoreland
Court, Danville 57, 108
Ballowe, Flora Alice; Route 2, Farmville,
22, 76, 78, 80, 84
Bankhcad, Dorothy Dee; I53I/2 Holbrook
Avenue, Danville 49, 119
Barlow, Mary Lou; R. P. D. 2, Smithfield,
57, 108
Barnes, Betty Carolyn; 209 Glen Oak
Drive, Norfolk 22, 84, 85, 118, 119
Barr, Betty Cynthia; Amelia 57. 94
Barrow, Margaret Helen; 711 Brunswick
Avenue, Blackstone 43, 91, 127
Bartenstein, Linda Garber; Warrenton 57
Bazemore, Elisabeth Wood; 76 Maple
Avenue, Newport News 57, 94
Bennett, Mary Elizabeth; Red House,
49, 91, 127
Bennett, Mary Evelyn; 940 Diamond Avenue,
Rocky Mount 49, 67, 94, 119
Bentley, Elizabeth Leigh: Ellerson, 56, 57, 100
Benton, Betty Vincent; 308 Bosley Avenue,
Suffolk 49, 115
Berkeley, Mrs. Mattie Arlene; Ontario
Berry, Alice Virginia; Skipwith 49, 129
Biddlecomh, lohanna May; Fair Port.
49, 87, 125
Birdsall, Nancy Carolyn; Route 1,
Petersburg 57, 97
Bishop, Celeste Wise; 491 Avondale Drive,
Danville 43, 70, 76, 78, 117
Blackman, Barbara Ann; 140 Cambridge
Stre.?t, Portsmouth 49, 123
Blake, Florence Rabon; 13 Pelham Place,
Norfolk 57
Blankenship, Martha Corinne: Green Bay,
23, 85, 122
Blessing, Mildred Marie; Box 534,
Tazewell 23, 77, 78, 84
Bodkin, Patricia; Route 1, Gretna 57, 93
Booker, Barbara Anne; Belona 43, 93
Booker, Grace Ellen; Pamplin 43, 69, 96
Bo th, Joyce Mane; 606-C Oak Street,
Farmville 49
Booth, Mary Ellen; 5114 Huntington
Avenue, Newport News 57
Borkey, Betty Scott; Bowling Green. ...23, 69,
74, 76, 77, 78, 83, 84, 104, 118, 119, 136
Borum. Clara Ellen; Burkeville.
106. 107. 108, HI
Boswell, Ann Taliaferro; 1330 Lakewood
Drive, S. W., Roanoke 43. 123
Boswell, Elizabeth McKewn; South Hill,
49, 96, 125
B swick, Dorothy Anne; 1400 Hampton
Drive, Newport News 23, 124
Boyd, Barbara Wilson; 217 North Main
Street, Blackstone -- 57
Bradshaw, Nell Frances; 314 Highland
A\'enue, Suffolk,
43, 106, 107, 108, HI, 123
Bradshaw, Robert Northam; Box 116,
Rice — .41, 130
Brad.shaw, Sara Lucille; Rice 23, 120, 121
Biadshaw, Sylvia Pai^e; Ncwsoms T7, 96
Bramc, M.iiy Hunt; Chase City,
24, 84, 8?, 118, liy
Branch, Beverly Jane; 844 St. Lawrence
Avenue, Norfolk 49, 123
Breslin, Mary Ann; 1025 Sherwood Avenue,
Roanoke 49, 89, 121, 139
Bnckman, Sally Beth; 407 Florist Road,
Roanoke 24, 79, 84, 90, 124, 125
Bright, Mildred Humphreys; Swoopc,
24, 80, 85
Brothers, Christine Everett; 105 Cedar
Court, Suffolk 43, 66. 75. 114, 115
Brown, Barbara Bette; Route 5, Timherlake,
Lynchburg 24, 75, 122
Brown, H;lda Bradford; Raphine --57
Brown, Mrs. Julia Davis; Crewe
Brown, Nancy Elaine; 205 Lee Street,
Front Royal 57
Brown, Nancy Swinderman; 1 Briarcliff
Place, Portsmouth 57, 99
Brown, Patricia Lee; 300 Lansing Avenue,
Lynchburg 57
Browning, Elnaheth Keith; 520 West
Clifford Street, Winchester, 49, 75, 93, 119
Browning, Roberta Barkley; 520 West
Clifford Street, Winchester,
43, 76, 94, 113, 119
Bryan, Anne Breckinridge; 429 Walnut Hill,
Roanoke 57, 89, 91
Bryant, Vera Marie; Box 133, Boykins,
24, 78, 79, 80, 84, 85
Bunn, Vivian Paige; Newsoms 24, 85, 128
Burgess, Virginia Ann; Eagle Rock,
57, 89, 108
Burley, Thelma Josephine; Route 3, Box
155A, Lynchburg 57
Burnette, Mary Louise; Lynch Station, 49, 96
Burton, Mary Elisabeth; 217 Pinner Street,
Suffolk 43
Button, Mary Rogers; Brandy 57
Buizy. Catherine Rodgers; Route 2, Box 414,
Norfolk
Cable, Judith Brawner; 204 N. Mulberry
Street, Richmond 58, 88, 99
Cake, Nell Valentine; 111 Raymond Avenue.
Charlottesville 51, 100
Calhoun, Audrey Belle; Glasgow 49
Calvert, Mrs. Janet; Box 32, Farmville
Campbell, Betty Jane; Glasgow 25, 76, 97
Campbell, Mary Kathryn; 1U7 Chatham
Heights, Martinsville 58, 100
Carlyle, Mary Jean; 1008 Hampton Ridge,
Bedford 49, 127
Carr, Christine Ann; Route 3, Nathalie 58
Carter, Buclah Mae; Route 2, Bedford, 49, 96
Carter, Mary Fleming; Mansion Hills,
Horewcll 49, 83
Caskey. Barbara Ann; 5208 Riverside Drive,
Richmond 43, 69, 71, 117
Cassada, Dons Anne; Route 1, South Boston,
25, 84, 85, 118, 119
Castaner, Elba; 243 West 109th Street,
New York City 43, 90
Castros, Helen Edith; 1506 Eureka Circle,
Roanoke 43, 68, 89, 106, 107, 111, 125
Chappell, Graham Trent; AndersonviUe
Cheatham, Florence Elizabeth; 4107 Boscobel
Avenue, Richmond 58, 88, 98
Cheatham, Joyce Anne; Route 2, Gladys,
43, 92, 97
Cline, Janet Mane; 63 5 Carter Street,
Bristol - 25
Collier, Elizabeth Anne; 401 N. Allen
Avenue, Richmond 43, 90, 117
Conley, Joan Marie; Frederick, Delaware-- 58
Conley. Sarah Anne; Remo 43, 85, 87, 96
Cook, Mary Helen; 4808 Old Brook Road,
Richmond 25, 66, 67, 77, 85, 122, 136
Copley, Nell Hurt; 204 N. Mam Street,
Blackstone - 48, 50, 69, 123
Corr, Sarah Brooke; Gloucester -..50
Cotton, Barbara Ann; 804 Ferry Road,
Danville 43, 85, 95, 98
Cowlcs, Mary Ruffin; Minor 58, 87, 94
Crafton, John William; Box 124-B,
Appomattox
Crawford, Mary Adele; 1510 West 44th
Street, Richmond,
25, 74, 76, 77, 85, 98, 116, 117
Creasy, Matilda Alice; R. F. D. 1,
Charlottesville
Cregcr, Sara Buckley; 2518 Brandon Avenue,
Roanoke - 25, 120
Crockett, Mary Elizabeth; 2316 Fairway
Drive, Roanoke 50, 139
Crowder, Delores Ann; 2607 Lafayette
Avenue, Richmond,
43, 96, 106, 107, 108, 110, 111
Cr.iwgcy, Helen Ellett; 277 Valley Street,
N. W., Abingdon 43, 89
Crump, Elizabeth Mae; Rockingham Street,
Elkton --- 58
Crutchfield, Lois Agnes; Route 1, Hickory, 50
Cullip, Betty June; Damascus 50, 89, 97
Cullip, Clara Ruth; Damascus 26
1- In her second heaven.
2. Expecting rain, girls?
3. A toast to the Sigma Chis.
Culpeper, Nellie Mae; Route 2, Box 256,
Hickory 50
Cunningham, Mrs. Margaret Jones; Route 2,
Pamplin 26
Curfman, Mary Audrey; Susan 58
Curies, Joan Dolores; 306 25th Street.
Virginia Beach 58
Cutrell. Mary Joyce; 27 IS Peronne Avenue.
Norfolk 50, 67, 121
D
Dalton, Nell Virginia, Red Oak.
26, 67, 76, 80. 84. 107, 111. 122
Davis, Betty Joan; 115 N. Cameron Street,
Winchester 58
DeAlba, Joan Adams; 400 Park Avenue,
Hilton Village 58, 100
DeHart. Virginia Mae; Route 3, Farmville
Derring, Patty Miller; 2259 Westover
Avenue, Roanoke 50, 89, 115
DesPortes, Ilia Atkinson; 6422 Roselawn
Road, Richmond 50, 107, 110
Devine, Donnetta Eluabeth; 2517 Kensington
Avenue. Richmond.
58, 71, 75. 88, 94, 98, 100
Dickinson, Anne Nelson; Rocky Mount 50
Dixon, Gail Adair; 7318 W. Kcnmore
Drive, Norfolk 58
Driesell, Diannc; Smithfield 58
Dnskill, Nancy Hall; 1915 Belleville Road.
Roanoke 43, 66. 78, 85. 89, 94, 117
Dudley, Patricia Ann; 1001 High Street,
Farmville 91, 115
Duncan, Mrs. Shirley Grogan; 235 West
Main Street, Danville 26, 85
Dunkum, lanet Smith; R. F. D. 2.
Dillwyn 50
Dunlap. Billie Frances; 109 Oakhill Avenue,
Portsmouth 46, 67, 94, 123
Durfec, Betty Cook; Prospect 58
Due, Ellen Brent; Kiln ock, 50, 58, 87, 91
Dver. Jo Anne; 607 Rives Road,
Martinsville 58, 97
• I
1. Sophisticated Ladles.
2. Mary Margaret and Harry S.
Davis, Esther Grey; Star Route, Buena
Vista 50
Davi.s, L. Christine; Branchville 26, 126
Davis, Margie Elizabeth, 2517 Westover
Avenue, S. W., Roanoke 50, 89, 127
Davis, Marion Gray; 708 High Street,
Farmville 58
Davis, Mary Jo; 453 Wayne Avenue,
Waynesboro 50
Davis, Virginia Clare; 1707 Richmond
Avenue, Lynchburg 58
Dawson, William Johnson, Jr.;
Hampden-Sydney
3. Where've you been?
4. Challice.
Diie, Viola Maxine; Kilmarnock..
5. Some of us are lucky.
6. Freckles!
Doll, Wanda Lou; 2016 Parker Avenue, Eastndge, Dorcas Dawn; 510 Ridge Street,
Portsmouth 50, 95 Wytheville - 58, 89
Donaldson, Martha Jean; Route 3, Box 418, Edmunds, Ann Norris; Accomac 50, 86
Roanoke 58, 89, 91
„ „ ^ w . r. Edwards, Dorothy Mane; Drewryville, 58, 91
Donnelly, Patricia Sue; 1440 Main Street,
Roanoke 50, 89, 125 Edward.s. Gaynelle; Route 3, Box 160.
Dotson, Julia Anne; 3241 Granby Street, Franklin 59, 94, 96
^°'"'""' '-'
Edwards, Mrs. Juanita Beamon; 533 W.
Douglas, Dorothy Anita; 517 E. Main Street, I7th Street. Norfolk 27
Salem 58, 71, 89, 96 ^ , „,
Eggert, Emilie Charlotte; Phenix
Dove), Paula; Box 2111, Cristobal. Canal
Zone 50, 66, 106, 108, 127 Elder. Martha Davis; Saxe 59
154
Entsmmger, Phyllis Ruth; 310 Maryland
Avenue, Covington
Evans, Frances Emma; BrookncaL..-43, S?, 96
Evans, Mary Ann; 4 Lexington Road,
Richmond 50
F
Fauber, Carolyn Nelson; Lithia 50
Faulkner, Mrs. Anne Gilliland; Rice
Ferguson, Margaret Blanton; 926 Park
Avenue, Richmond,
48, 50, 88, 108, 110, 115
Fleming, Mary Sue; Painter
Fore, Eva Marjorie; Kcysville 50, 127
Garbee, Nancy Adams: Route 2, Box 201,
Lynchburg,
27, 72, 76, 78, 79, 84, 120, 121, 135
Garnett, Grace Carter; Rice _...59
Garnett, Mildred Elizabeth; Chase City, 27, 91
Garrett, Betty Lou; 1 5 1 1^ Westover Avenue,
Roanoke 51, 123
Catling, Ann Joyce, 316 S. Main Street.
Suffolk 43, 85, 94, 96, 129
Gibson, Bunny Rowena; Henry,
43, 71, 76, 90, 93
Gilbert, Nancy Lou; R. F. D. 1,
Portsmouth ..._ -51
Giles, Carolyn Ann; R.iute 6, Chatham, ?9, 96
Goode, Irene Novella: Moseley .28, 85
Goodman, Herbert Hindle; Cumberland
83, 130
Goodson, Elizabeth Jean; 110 Greenbriar
Avenue, Hampton 44, 94
Graham, Sarah Ann; 303 Pine Street.
Farmville 28, 66, 84, 85, 118, 119
Grant, Lula Mae; Route 1, Emporia 59
Gray, Ann Marie; 1400 Bainhridge Street,
Richmond 44, 71, 88
Gra:iani, Anna; 807 High Street, Farmville
Greene, Virginia Roberta; 620 Kentucky
Avenue, Norton 59, 89, 93
Greenland, Fay Sharon; 542 W. Ocean
View Avenue, Norfolk 51, 90, 108
1. Lucky girl.
2. Smile, B. A.
Forrest. Elisabeth Clinard; Mathews .59, 91
Foster, Anne James; R. F. D. 1, Farmville, 139
Frame, Edith Louise; Quinton 51
Franklin, Nancy Lewis; 8018 Three Chopt
Road, Richmond 59, 88, 91
Fristoe, Ada Branch; Bentonville,
27, 79, 84, 126
Fritts, Lauralee; Ninevah,
27, 73, 76, 78, 80, 84, 94, 97, 126
G
Gannaway, Annie Mercer; Guinea Mills
3. Merry Christmas,
4. Cold ears. Sue?
Gillette. Betty Frances: Courtland,
51, 81, 97, 117
Gilliam, Joan Bland; Route 3, Farmville
GilHkin, Elizabeth Colton; 1613 Dupree
Street, Kinston, N. C.
Gladding, Norma Mae; Mears,
27, 78, 79, 84, 86
Glass, Katherine Rebecca; 312 S. Main
Street, Farmville 95
5. It can't be that had, Castros.
6. Fore!
Gregory, Dorothy Ann; Skipwith,
28, 69, 78, 84
Griffin, Betty Jane: Wilmington 59
Griffin, Harold Thomas: 502A Buffalo Street.
Farmville 28, 103
Gurley, Galley Laniere: 103 S. Broad Street,
Suffolk 51
Guthrie, Lillian Coleman; Sunny Side 51
Glenn, Anne Louise; Alberta 59. 97 j^^„_ n,cy Page: 136 17th Street. Front
Goard, Mrs. Bonnie Gerrells; Route 2.
Danville 28, 78,
Goff, Edith Mae; Box 282, Grundy
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Royal.. .44, 66, 67, 77, 85, 94, 113, 117
Hamilton, Ruth Jeanne; 626 Mountain
Avenue, S. E., Roanoke 51, 89, 94, 123
Hamlet, Katherinc Anne: South Hill.
44, 85, 94, 139
Hamner. Anne Elizabeth; Rockfish 59, 98
Hancock, Betty Cornelia: 408 Military Road,
Suffolk _ 29, 69, 85, 113. 124, 125
Hankins, Elizabeth Jarman: 609 W. 34th
Street, Richmond -- 44
Hansel, Virginia Lee: Monterey 44
Harden, Nettie Ann; 15 Chestnut Place,
Danville - 85
Harding, Ann TurnbuU: 614 Peachtrec
Street. Emporia 29, 97, 110, 114, 115
Harman. Elizabeth Louise: Tazewell.
29, 78. 84
Harper, lane Griscom: 6030 Bonneau Road,
Richmond 59
Harris, Peggy Ann: 414 Southampton
Street, Emporia,
20, 29, 69, 77, 101, 104, 106. Ill, 128, 137
Hart, Hazel Marie: 204 Craig Street,
Norton 59, 93, 96
Harris, Hilda Ann: Route 1, Bassett, 59, 108
Harvie, Mrs. Sarah McElroy: 2939 Brook
Road, Richmond 42, 44, 94, 111, 123
Hasher, Gladys Lucille: Troy 59
Hawkins, Audra Rosmae: 204 S. Virginia
Street, Farmville .29
Hawkins, Robert Edward: 117 E. Third
Street. Farmville 130
Hawley. Alberta Ellen: Thaxton 29
Haydon, Catherine Challice; 366 Monticello
Avenue, Harrisonburg 44, 85, 123
Hembree, Mrs. Jerline Korbach: 706 W. 29th
Street, Norfolk 30, 113, 122
Henderson, Carolyn LaVonne: Saltville.
59. 89
Hcrsman, Mary Johnston: 3109 Bute Lane.
Richmond 51. 115
Hill. Waverlvn Lucille: 306 E. Indian River
Road, Norfolk 51, 67, 68, 119
Hines. Carolyn Rebecca: Gladys 59. 94. 96
Hoback, Dolores Lorraine: 575 Tazewell
Street, Wytheville 30, 69. 77, 79, 84.
89. 94, 101, 116, 135
Hobbs. Jeanne Lynch: Route 4, Roanoke.. .94
Hodges, Jean Thon DX 456, South Hill,
51, 106, 107
Holladay, Clco Call: 219 Cedar Street,
Suifolk 51, 82, 83, 90, 115
Holloway, Esther Elizabeth: Jarratt 59
Honeycutt, Lois Orene: Farmville
Hood, Claudia Mane: 151 Orleans Circle,
Norfolk
Hood, Elizabeth: 1724 E. Ocean View
Avenue, Norfolk 51
Hood, Marjorie Elizabeth: 6565 Cottage Toll
Road, Norfolk.. ..30, 84, 101, HI, 118, 119
Hood, Peggy Ins: 201 Blair Avenue, Newport
News 51, 123
H .rne. Dons Rea: Smithfield 51. 94, 96
Hoffman, Elizabeth Anne: 45 Brookside
Avenue, Cresskill, N. J 44, 91, 99
Horton, lune O'Dell: 3541 Grove Avenue,
Richmond 48. 51, 115
Hoskins, Elizabeth Garnett: 116 Linden
Avenue, Lynchburg 51, 94, 115
Hough, Barbara Anne; Washingtons
Birthplace 59, 87
Hudson, luanita Joyce: 3319 Oaklawn
Avenue, Roanoke. 51, 89, 107, 108
Huegal, John Edward; 651 W. Vine Street,
Lancaster, Penn 80
Huff, Nancy Reid; 3324 Monument Avenue,
Richmond 51, 88, 108. 110, 115
1. Give me live minutes more
2. Queen for a day.
Hughes, Rachel Inez: Mullens, West Virginia,
30, 85, 128, 129
Humphreys, Joye: West Point 30, 126
Humphries, Lucyle Dove: 606 N. Main
Street, Culpepcr 30, 84, 122
Hundley, Ann Keith; Boydton,
44, 75, 85, 119
Hundley, Mary: 1009 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Suffolk 59
Hunt, Joyce Dean: 305 Old Point Avenue,
Hampton 59, 94, 97
Hutter, Harold Heyward, Jr.: Route 6, Fort
Avenue Extension, Lynchburg, 31, 69, 83, 130
Hyatt, Mrs. Iva Jean Hurst; Everett,
Washington 44
I
Ilyus, Margaret Spotswood; 175 27th Street.
Clermont Heights, Roanoke 59, 89
Inge, Nancy Cummins; 619 S. Main Street,
Blackstone 59
Ingram, Nancy Virginia; Skipwith
Irhy, Virginia Grace; Java
Isaacs, Martha Phyllis; Route 5, Box 219,
Lynchburg 59, 91, 94, 96
Islin, Eliiabeth Eley; 304 Hurley Avenue,
Hilton Village 51, 69, 123
J
Jackson, Janie Rose: Finchley 51
Jackson, Maria Ragsdale: 310 Jackson
Avenue, Lexington,
31, 66, 76, 77, 78, 90, 94, 104, 116, 135
Jamison, Nancy Lou; Box 12, Forest Ill
Jenkins, Joyce Lillian; Dixie 60, 96
Jennings, Betty Jo; 126 14th Street,
Pulaski 44, 89, 91, 98
Jernigan, Fae Ellen: 325 W. 36th Street.
Norfolk.
Jinnett, Jean Ramona; 1615 Vale Street,
Lakeside, Richmond,
44, 71, 73, 76, 82, S3, 85, 121
Johns, June Carolyn; 2607 Lincoln Avenue,
Richmond 51, 115
Johnson, Audrey Louise: Columbia 51, 91
Johnson, Beverley Ann; Palmyra 51, 96
Johnson, Ernestine Camp; Alberta 60, 97
Johnson, Mary Winston; Box 402,
Franklin 44, 94, 125
5^.
Johnston, Betty Anne: 1506 Terrace Road,
Roanoke 51, 89, 125
ohnston, Gaylia Dainese: Farmville
ones, Anne Carico; 113 Lester Street,
Christiansburg 42, 44, 67, 111, 121
ones, Betty Louise: R. F. D. 3, Axton 52
ones, Mary Estelle: Scottsburg 60
ones, Mary Foxwell: Montross 60, 87
ones, Nancy Jane: 1261 Hamilton Terrace,
Roanoke 60, 89
Jones, Sarah Ann; 1030 Virginia Avenue,
Suffolk 44, 91, 114, 115
Karlet, Joyce Alton; 2921 Ravenwood
Avenue, Roanoke 52
Karlet, Wanda Jean; 2921 Ravenwood
Avenue, Roanoke 44, 91, 115
Karnes, Isabelle Mae: Route 5,
Bedford 52, 96
Karnes, Lillian Catherine; R. F. D. 2,
Bedford - .-97
Karr, Mary Moore; 1833 Warrington Road,
Roanoke 31, 71, 76, 84, 120, 121
,. a/>'^'^ ^
'4
1. What are we toasting, ladies? 3. The rollicking "twenties" revived.
2. Miss your Saturday night bath, Betty? 4. It can't be that bad, Marian.
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5. The customer is always right.
6. Some of us observed National Hat Week.
Kennon, Edith; Gordonsville.
31, 106, 107, 108, 109, HI
Kent, Sara Elizabeth; 3906 Park Avenue,
Richmond 56, 60, 88, 98
Key, Moneda Early; 1222 Fauquier Street,
Roanoke 52, 89, 123
Kile, Sonia Saavedra: 4628 Woodland
Avenue, Drexel Hill. Penna.,
44, 78, 91, 125
King, Mary Anne: Rescue 52, 75
King, Virginia Leigh; Elberon _....60
Kitts, Elizabeth LaVenia: Tazewell 52, 119
Koch, Elleanor Gage: 2120 Nelson Street,
Richmond,
52, 66, 88, 96, 106, 107, 108, 110
Kurahaes, Eugenia Alkeviades: 2589 Waverly
Way, Norfolk .44
Kreicnbaum, Claire Virginia; 127 West End
Boulevard, Emporia .52
Kreicnbaum, Jean Rainey; 317 Jefferson
Street, Emporia 44, 85, 114, 115
Leffel, Carolyn Mane; 812 Red Lane,
Salem 52
Lemen, Mrs. Janice Speer; 111 Appomattox
Street, Farmville
Lewis, Shirley Sands: 17 Second Street.
Front Royal 60
Linkenhoker, Shirley Ann; 107 N. Marion
Street, Covington 60
Linton, Patricia Louise; 5416 N. 23rd Street,
Arlington 60
Livesay, Shirley Clarewood: 423 South-
hampton Road, Emporia 3 2, 66. 77, 84,
93, 99, 104, 111, 118. 119
Lloyd, Louise Johnson; Star Route, South
Boston 60
Loving, Patricia Ann; Blue Ridge School,
St. George 52
Lciwry, Marian McDowell: 9 Moundalc,
Winchester, Ky,
Lucas, Marlene Esta; 932 Howbert Avenue,
Roanoke 60, 89
McDonald, Caroline Mae; 2114 37th Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C 45, 85, 115
McElroy, Ma.xine Watson; Meredithville....52
McGaffee, Thelma Janice; Cedar Bluff 52
McLean, Virginia Hamner: 207 Larne
Avenue, Richmond,
32, 71, 76. 77, 78, 88. 116, 117
McLemore, Patricia Walker; 1926 Carter
Road, Roanoke 60, 89, 100
McNeil, Helen Sue: Route 1, Box 316.
Rocky Mount 60, 89, 94
McNeill, Mary Elizabeth: 1610 N. Patrick
Henry Drive, Arlington
Macon, Evelyn Eloise; 1110 Griflin Street,
Lynchburg 60
Mallory, Ann Harlan: Ashland.. ..52, 113. 129
Mallory, Jane Carolyn: Elmont 52
Manlovc, June Temple: 118 Oakdale
Terrace, Suffolk 60
«- 2 "^ , ^^
-11 S M /
1. Ready for the game?
Kridle, Helen Joanne; Box 568, Balboa,
Canal Zone
Kunkler, Donna Maria; 405 26th Street,
Virginia Beach 44, 121
Lackey, Tula Jacquelyn: 322 Cherry Street,
Hampton 44, 68, 119
Lampkin, Trianne Ruth: 1444 Ashland
Circle, Norfolk 60. 94, 97
Lancaster, Natalie Langhorne; Wardensville.
West Virginia 44, 68, 85, 98, 115
Langhorne, Mary Dabney; 1642 W.Grace
Street, Richmond 60, 88, 98
Lawrence, Anne Rowlette; 512 N. First
Avenue, Portsmouth 31, 79, 84, 97
Lawrence, Nancy Worth; R. R. 1, Box 198,
Suffolk 44, 67, 94
Lee, Patricia Ann; 1034 Hanover Avenue,
Norfolk 31, 85, 94, 98, 120, 121
2. Red 'n White forever.
Lucy, Nellie Harman: Dolphin .52. 92, 129
Lumsden, Mary Anne; Blue Ridge... 44
Lynch, Patsy Ann: 1830 Avon Road, S. W.,
Roanoke 60, 89
McCaffrey, Ramona Jean; 13 Holcombe
Avenue, Danville 26
McCarthy, Bessie Florence; 404 Raleigh
Avenue, Hampton 60, 99
McClintic, Madison Pevton; 413 Second
Avenue, Farmville....'. 32, 69, 83, 130
McClung, Elizabeth Ann; R. F. D, 1.
Abingdon. ....52, 69, 71, 89, 91, 94, 119
McConchie, JoAnne; 213 Chester Street,
Front Royal 60
McCracken, Ann; 627 Cherry Avenue,
Waynesboro 52, 121
3. Jaunty Juniors.
Mann, Edna Lucille; 311 Bridge Street,
Farmville 52, 69
Mann, Mary Rebecca: Cypress Chapel,
20, 32, 84, 93, 94, 116, 117
Manvell, Virginia Hilda; Box 296, Park
Street, Vienna 32, 78. 84, 85. 95, 96
Marker, Frances Lee: Belle Haven, 52. 86, 94
Marsh, Beverly Jean; 957 Springfield
Avenue, Summit, N. J 45, 85, 111
Martin, Pollyanna; 219 Norwood Street.
Lynchburg 93
Mason, Sue Elizabeth: R. F. D., Box 162,
Accomac 60, 86
Matthews, Mrs. Joan Prichett; 107 Church
Street, Bluefield 32, 73, 84, 122
Mercer, Jeanne Biscoe: Rehoboth Church.
45, 87, 92, 96
Michael, Gwendolyn Frances. Route 1,
Crewe .....60
Michael, Virginia Carolyn; Broadnax, 45, 129
Miller, Kathryn Rebecca; 113 Main Street,
Front Royal 61
Miller, Margaret Frances: 113 Main Street,
Front Royal 33, 124, 125
Miller, Mary Frances: Route 5, Bedford,
';2, 96
Miller, Mary Katherinc: 153 Shenandoah
Road, Hampton 61, 94
Minis, Ida Marie: 415 Elm Avenue,
Roanoke 3 3
Minichan, Harriet Byrd: 104 Eleventh Street,
Pulaski 45, 75, 89, 114
Minson, Louise Elisabeth: 3300 Shore Drive,
Norfolk
M ssimer, Dorothy Joan: 602 First Avenue,
Farmvi.le 33
Mirchdl, B:irhara Vaughn; Gilmer Terrace,
Chatham _ _ 61
Moody, Ann Langston; Glen Allen,
33. 84, 94, ini, 116, 117
Moon, Lilly Gail; Ch;;tham 61
Moscley, Anne Carter; 1229 Brighton Road,
S. W., Roanoke 34, 84, 89, 102, 122
Motley, Anne Mitchell; Sharps,
34, 66, 87, 122
Motley, Frances: Sharps 61, 66, 100, 139
Murdock, Winifred Mae: 1432 Rugby
Boulevard, Roanoke 3^4, 67, 92
Murphy, Frances Anne: 709 Jefferson Street,
Danville 45, 123, 139
Murray, Diane Elisabeth: Hollins, 52, 96, 127
Myers, Betty Ann: Ringgold 61
N
Need, Mary ElisJibeth: Princess Anne.. ..61, 91
Nelson, Nancy; 94 32nd Street, Newport
News 61, 82, 100
Nelson, Sue DePew: Modest Town 34, 86
Newsom, Betty Jane; 410 High Street,
Lawrenceville 53
asm Street hrawl.
Moon, Ossie Virginia; Shipman 52
Moore, Barbara Ann; Route 2, Box 55,
Beach 61, 96
Moore, Calista Ann: R. F. D. 1, Moseley, 52
Moore, Margaret Mason; Kings Mountain
Street, York, S. C 52, 121
Moore, Myriam Eugenia: Route 6,
Lynchburg 33, 78
Moore, Thomas Ralph; 607 Second Avenue,
Farmville 83, 130
Morgan, Virginia Elisabeth; R. F. D. 1,
Box 143, Emporia 61
Morris, Dorothy Jean; 310 Cherry Avenue,
Hampton 61, 94, 97
Morse, Audrey Lee; Third Floor Apt., 5405
Edgewater Avenue, Vetnor Heights,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Morton, Lacy Jane: 412 Pine Street,
Farmville 33, 76. 116. 117
Human train.
Norfleet, Nancy Stephens: 8602 Ocean
Avenue, Virginia Beach 61, 108
Northern, Frances Catheryn: Lively,
61, 87, 97
O
Oakes, Betty Jean: R. R. 2, Box 74,
Danville 61
Oakley, Anne; 858 Green Street, Danville,
20. 34. 78, 84, 85
Obenshain, Roberta Burks; 2446 Montvale
Road, Roanoke 45, 66, 125
Oliver, Susan Claire; Meredithville 53
Ollivary, Catherine: 26 rue des Saints Peres,
Pans, France
Olmeda, Olga Rodriques: 158 Los Mirtos
Avenue, Hyde Park, Rio Piedros, Puerto
Rica 34, 90, 99
Overbey, Carolyn Stokes; 727 Martinsville
Road, Danville 35, 68. 84, 85, 122
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Overbey, William Irvine, Jr.; Chatham.. .130
Owen, Annie Lee: 6602 Woodrow Terrace,
Richmond 45, 85, 96
Owen, Bonnie Jean; Blairs 61
P
Page, Elsie Rae: 206 Nelson Street,
Crewe 35, 84, 91, 94
Page, Evelyn June; 623 Lancaster Road,
Richmond 61, 88, 139
Palmer, Jacqueline: Crystal Hill,
53, 81, 91, 129
Park, Nancy Farrar: Boydton,
35, 107, HI, 128
Parker, Jean Carol: 422 Southampton Street,
Emporia 56, 61, 75, 94, 96, 100, 108
Parker, Mildred Elisabeth: College Street,
Bedford 53
Parkinson, Ann Carper; 4313 Reedy Avenue,
Richmond 53, 88, 107
3. Senior beauties.
Parks, Edward Vance: Box 56, Tangier
Parrish, Marian Duane; 412 Jefferson Street,
Emporia 53
Parsons, Anne Brumfield: 215 Third Street,
W., Radford 61, 89
Partridge. Carolyn Eugenia: Branchville.
45, 117
Pearce, Jean Arvin; 406 Beech Street,
Farmvil'e 53, 119
Peery, Mary Hurt: Grundy 45
Perkins, Patricia Ann: 4103 Patterson
Avenue, Richmond 53
Perkins, Shirley Ann; Virgilina 53, 129
Perkinson, Lucy Jane: 3 59 Powhatan Street,
Danville 35, 85
Perrow, Anne Douglas: Route 2. Box 117,
Lynchburg 53
Perrow, Margaret Lee; 1101 Broad Street,
AltaVista
1. Ciihiii party nllt^!
2. What'cha smell, Harding^
PeiTow, Mary Eggleston; 1101 Broad Street,
AltaVista
Pershing, Joan Marie; 1411 Franklin Street,
Fredericksburg fJ, 91, 98
Persinger, Betty Jean; 128 Prospect Street.
Covington 61, 97
Peters, Rachael Elizabeth; Moneta,
35, 84, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, HI
Pharis, Joy Frances; 625 Watt Street,
Martinsville 61
Phelps, Virginia Anne; 900 Broad Street,
AltaVista 9 J
Phillips, Frances Anderson; 1507 Palmyra
Avenue. Richmond 61, 88, 98
Picinich, Nancy Jane; 2422 Floyd Avenue,
Richmond 61, 88, 9i
Pinkard, Janice Fay; 1901 Blenheim Road,
Roanoke 45, 113, 121
Pittard, Clara Elizabeth; Buffalo Junction
Poarch, Erma Ruth; 401 Church Street,
Emporia,
35, 102, 104, 106, 107. Ill, 116, 117, 137
Poffenberger, Patricia Ann; 44 Cherry
Avenue, Hampton 6[
Pomeroy, Joyce Eileen: Star Route 3,
Front Royal 61
Porter, Ellen Marie; Route 2, Box 362-D.
Portsmouth 53, 97
3. Who won:'
4. Pete takes a rest.
Powell, Audrey Nolen; Route 2, Box 107-A,
Halifax 62, 94, 96
Powell, Phyllis Marny; Jamaica 62
Power, Gay Reynolds; Sycamore.. ..36, 84. 126
Price, Alma Jo; 620 Ridge Street,
Charlottesville 36, 84
Price, Evelyn Dayne; 410 Fourth Avenue,
Farmvllle
Puckett, Mrs. Betty Jane Stoots; Prospect
Heights, Pulaski 45, 93, 94
Purdum, Nancy Celicia; 121 Kenilworth
Avenue, Danville 45, 78. 85, 94, 125
Puryear, Georgette Mae; 6117 Hermitage
Road, Richmond 62, 68, 88, 100
Q
Quick, Joyce Gaile; 1418 Greystone Terrace,
Winchester 62
R
Ramsey, Audrey; Alton 36, 91, 111
Ramsey, Frances Anne; Madisonville,
36, 69, 111, 128
Reames, Sylvia Lynn; 835 W. High Street,
Petersburg 53, 123, 139
Reed, Naomi Virginia; Fourth Street.
Blackstone 62, 71, 95
Rice, Conway; Fishersville....36, 102. 114, 115
160
5. Our favorite H. S \:~.t>
Richardson, Evelyn Joyce: Howertons.
45, 85, 87, 96, 127
Rickman. Barbara Young: 309 Pine Street.
Farmvillc 62, 94. 98
Ricks, Bunnie Dean; "Rockledge,"
Waynesboro 36, 75, 76, 84
110. Ill, 118, 119, 139
Ridenour, Jean Graham: 19 Locklane Apts.,
Apt. 1, Richmond 20, 37, 77, 84, 88
ini, 102, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
111, 113, 114, 134, 138
Rideout, Ada Williene; Stony Creek 62
Riley, Norma Elore; 209 Hollywood Avenue,
Hampton
Roberts, Catherine Alice; Rcedville,
62, 87, 91
Robertson, Betsy Jean: 1600 Early Street,
Lynchburg 53
Robertson, Charlotte Mary; Waldorf,
Maryland 45
Robertson, Mary Meade; Route 3,
Danville 45
Robinson, Eric Lloyd; Route 1, Farmville, 130
Robinson, Mary Elva: 6 Eleventh Street,
Norton 53, 117
Roby, Shirley Grey: 501 W. Frederick
Street, Staunton 53, 129
1. Double roles.
2. Scotch plaid in style.
3. En route to Tech.
4. Juniors pose m front of Senuir Building
?. Put your little foot . .
.
6, Chicken every Sunday!
Rogers, Jean Carolyn; Star Route,
Waverly, 62
Ross, Anne Wyche; Route 2,
Lawrenceville ^3
Ruckman, Bettina Susan; Eagle Rock. ...62, 89
Russell, Illene Osborne; 521 N. Cameron
Street, Winchester 37, 110, 111
Rutland, Frances LaWana: Scottsville 62
Sadler, May Henrv: Tower Street, Tazewell,
37, 84, 89. 94, 122
SatFelle, Betty Tyree: 434 South Main Street.
Emporia 45, 94
Salmon, Wilma Ann; R. F. D. 1, Box 184-D,
Hilton Village 62, 94, 96
Sanders, Anna Mae; Warsaw 62, 87
Sandvig, Mary Jean; 1300 Severn Road.
Richmond 53, 96
Sanford, Martha Frances; 25 W. Del Ray
Avenue, Alexandria 45, 99
Sanford, Patsy Waller; 402-A Buffalo Street,
Farmville 53, 106, 108, 119
Saunders, Norma Jean; 110 West Tennessee
Avenue, Crewe 37, 73, 84, 97
Sawyer, Mrs. Jackie Foreman; Box 157,
Saint Brides
Scarborough, Betty Francis; Capron 62
Schuler, Sarah Lee; 1243 West 5th Avenue,
Carsicana, Te.xas 62
Seibel, Martha Louise; Route 1, Box 185,
Roanoke 89
Sell, Jacqueline Andrine; 434 England
Avenue, Hampton 53
Seymour. Marion; Brodnax
Seymour. Ralph Edward; Pamplin
Shelton, Lillian Elizabeth; Lively,
45, 87, 91, 113, 127
Shoaf, Ann Marlene; 1714 Oxford Avenue.
Roanoke 62, 89
Short, Helen Clinton: Route 2,
Midlothian 62, 96
Sinton, Ellen Westwood: Zanoni 53, 95
Slusher, Walker Lewis; 1812 Langdon Road,
Roanoke
Smith, Mary Jo; 315 E. Main Street, Apt. 12,
Front Royal,
37, 69, 70, 76, 77, 120, 121, 134
Smith, Martha Claire; Cheriton 62
Smith, Nina Ruth; R. F. D. 6.
Farmville 38, 116, 117
Snider, Ruby Estelle; Rockbridge Baths 53
Southall, Betty Lou; Route 2, Pamplin 54
Southern, Barbara Ann; 951 Rockland
Avenue, Roanoke 62
Southern, Jean Horton; 951 Rockland
Avenue, Roanoke 54
Speegle, Frances Lurene; Box 44, Back River
Road, Hampton 63
Spindler, Frances Willson; Hampden-Sydney,
63, 98
Spindler, fudith Tarleton; Hampden-Sydney.
45, 85, 97, 123
Smallwood. Marjorie Fones; Montross, 62, 87 S]
Smith, Mrs. Carolyn Lusk; 303 N. Main
Street, Galax 37, 122
Smith, Faith Jewell; Route 3, Box 239-A.
Suffolk 53. 139
Smith, Jean Sylvia: 615 First Avenue,
Farmville 53
Smith, Marguerite Ellen: Boykins..
161
iivey, Billie Rose; 423 Jefferson Street,
Emporia 45, 94
Spuilock, Mary Frances: Meherrin.
38, 73, 78, 84, 129, 129
Spurlock, Wilma Kathleen: Meherrin, 54, 129
Stables, Margaret Alice; Wilson 45
Stanley, Betty Banks: 1805 Canterbury
Road, Roanoke 54, 127
Stanley, Carolyn Faye; 641 Tennyson Avenue,
Winchester
_.63, 71, 94. 97. 100
Staples, Betty Jane; 713 Graves Street,
Charlottesville 63, 94, 96
Steck. Joanne; R. F. D. 1, Fredericksburg,
42, 4?, 69. 73. 76. HI, 121
Steele, Margaret Ann; 810 Third Street,
Roanoke 46. 125, 139
Steger, Demetra; 241 Raleigh Avenue,
Hampton
_ ?4, 12?
Stitf, Peggy Linnelle; Thaxton 63
Stone, Elizabeth Anne; Rusthurg,
46. 79. 96, 129
Stone, Marian Lccky: 2003 Grove Avenue,
Richmond 63, 88, 98
Straw, Mary Ethel; Brookneal,
38, 83, 120, 121
Taylor, Margaret Odell; '!02 N. Broad Street.
Suff.ilk 46, 114. 115, 139
Taylor, Nancy Lee; 207 20th Street,
Virginia Beach
Taylor, Patricia Ellen; 1?16 Watauga Street.
Roanoke 46, 73. 76. 90, 97. 12")
Thaxton, Anne Minter; Route 2,
South Boston 63, 96
Thomas, Elizabeth Ann; 845 26th Street,
Newport News 54, 96
Thomas, Frances Allenc; 1702 Arlington
Road, Roanoke 38, 84, 89, 124, 125
Thomas, Margaret Gwvnn; Atlee.
38.
'77, 78, 120, 121. 133
Thomas, Mattie Maryland; Route 1.
Lawrenceville 54
Traynham. Virginia Caroline; 2413 Oleander
Drive, Wilmington, N. C 55
Trent, Laura Mae; Gladys 55
Tuck, Betty Jean; Moneta 63, 96
Tuggle, Mary Patricia; 375 10th Street,
Wytheville 39, 66, 68, 69, 77, 84, 94,
102, 114, 115, 133, 139
Turner, Frances Elizabeth; Cheriton.
39, 85. 86. 122, 138
Tvler, Alice Elizabeth; Box 174. South
Boston 46, 106, 107, 108, 111
Tyus, Mary Jane; Stony Creek .46
U
Underwood, Dons Ehzabeth;
Victoria 55. 83. 127
The Men's Student Body.
Stringfellow, Frances Goode; Cheriton.
38. 106, 111
Stringfield, Dorothy Edwards; Elheron 54
Sulzberger, Dorothy Anne; 13 South Hope
Street, Phoebus
Sutherland, Virginia Florence;
Sutherland 54, 83
Sutton, Jolene Guinn; Box 456,
South Hill ......54, 94. 96
Talley, Jean Katherinc; McKenney..
Talley, Mildred Lyncttc; Rehoboth
Church 63, 87. 96
Tanley, Nancy Jean; 1501 Marshall Place,
Newport News 63
Tanner. Helen Minor; 1535 West Avenue,
Richmond 46. 73. 78. 88, 90, 117
Thomas, Shirley Ann; Lawrenceville 63
Thompson, Lucille Mane; R. F. D. 4, Box
224, Park Street, Vienna 39, 85, 95, 97
Thompson, Marian Meade; Stonewall Apt,
B-5, Danville 54, 82
Thompson, Marilyn Mertila; Box 683,
South Hill 54. 96
Thrift, Maria Louise; Locust Hill 54
Thwing, Lucy Blakcslee; 4534 19th Street,
N., Arlington 63, 94
Tomlinson, Billie Mae; 4900 Sewells Point
Road, Norfolk 54, 94, 127
Tomlinson, Martha Dean; Waverly 54
Toxey, Catherine Yeoman; 2925 Henrico
Street, Norfolk 39. 85
Trader. Edna Mae; Coles Point 63. 87
102
Urso, Seraiina Frances; 9244 First View
Street, Norfolk 46. 85
Utley. Joanne Hall; Route 3. Black.stone ...55
V
Vaden, Dorothy Christene; 57 Garland
Street, Danville 66
Van de Riet, Bettie Lou; 3501 Vimy Ridge
Avenue, Norfolk 46
Van de Riet, Billie Dove; 3501 Vimy Ridge
Avenue, Norfolk 46
Van Horn, Jan; 4601 Marvine Avenue,
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania 46. 91, 115
Van Houten, Ruth Ann; 104 Mesa Drive,
Box 312, Hopewell 63
Vanture. Carolyn Lee; 512 Butler Avenue.
Suffolk 63
Vaughan, Mrs. Frcia Anne; Kcysville
Via, Sallye lovce; 18 Ellsworth Avenue,
Martinsville' 63, 91
Vouglit, Mrs. Lee Drumeller; 408 Second
Street, Farmville
Vought, Glen Grove; 408 Second Street.
Farmville
W
Wade, Mary Page; 712 N. High Street,
Franklin .55
Waite, Patsy VanLear; Stuarts Draft 6J
Waitman, Helen M:irie; Star Route,
Hopewell 63, 107
Walden, Roxsy Anne; Sccttsburg 63
Walker, Nancy Jane; Marion... .39, 66, 69, 77.
84, 104, 106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 122, 132
Webb, Virginia Sue; 231 Martinsville Road,
Danville 46, 106, 107, HI, 122
Wcddlc, Eleanor Natalie: HOT Valley
Avenue. S. W., Roanoke,
40, 78, 89, 94, 96, 110, 111, 126
Welch, Joyce Elaine; 1049 Amelia Street,
Petersburg 64
Wellons, Cecilia Barton; Sedley
Wells, DoUie Catherine; 57 Macon Avenue,
Schoolfield 40, 94
Wcndenburg. Ann Carter; 108 Garland
Avenue. Sandston 64. 73. 100
Wente. Elsie Anne; 138 Nelson Drive,
Hilton Village 55, 106, 107, 110
Wents, Virginia Marie; 396 Millwood
Avenue, Winchester 55
West, Betty Jane; Homeville 64, 91 Winfree, Charles Lorraine; Nottoway
Williams, Mildred Chandler; Clarksville
Wilmoth, Jime Lea; 101 Barksdale Road,
Hampton 55
WiLson, Emma Wade; Raphine 55, 129
Wilson, Geraldinc Elizabeth; Gretna 55
Wilson, Martha Alice; 306 Garden Street.
Farmville,
41, 66, 69, 77, 78, 84, 118, 119, 132, 139
Wilson, Martha Miller; Raphine. ...55, 91, 129
Wilson, Mary Denny; 150 Holbrook Avenue,
Danville 48, 55, 75, 94, 117
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Ward, Joan Mane; 205 Dare Circle,
Norfolk 64
Ward, Letitia; Marionville 55, 86
Ward, Mary Ann; Galax 64, 89, 108
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Roanoke 64, 71, 89, 93
Warner, Phoebe Ann; 2419 Stanley Avenue,
Roanoke 64, 71, 89
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Danville 64
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Farmville 64, 91
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Wilkinson, Ruth Elcabeth; 207 N. Allen
Avenue. Richmond
Williams, Frances Walker; Dinwiddle
Avenue. Blackstone .40, 85. 116. 117
Williams. Joan; Pamplin 64. 91
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Avenue, S, W., Roanoke.
46, 81, 85, 110, 125
Wood, Barbara Ann; Wingina 64, 96
Wood, Cora Jacqueline; Wingina 55
Wood. Nancy Lee; Lovmgston,
41, 85. 124, 125
Woody, Virginia Dare; Box 116,
Baskerville 41, 85, 128, 129
Wool ridge, Nancy Carroll; Rustburg,
46, 85, 97, 129
Worthington, Margaret Barlow; 85 3 Waterloo
Street, Warrenton 64, 69
Young, Frances Permelia; R. F. D. 1,
Warfield ...64, 97
Yow. Jo Ann; West Point.. ..41. 84. 118. 119
Zitta. Josephine Lydia; Route 1. Box 162.
Petersburg 41, 84. 85, 94
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Lynchburg Engraving Company for their aid in planning the layout and the art
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